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t WASHINGTON (AP) - Th*T .̂S.C< 
Appeals refused Thursday to withhold a secret 
jury report on President Nixon's role la 
ate from the House impeachment investiga-
Refuses To 
. fpVfpy,: anattorney represe 
Strachan, another defendant, said he will have to 
studythe court's findings before deciding whether 
4o carry the case to the Supreme Court. 
MB'• 
tn arguments txsfore the court earlier iii'the day 
Asst. Special Prosecutor Philip Lacovara said the 
material includes "an index which lists events in­
volving the President Which the grand jury found 
i COURT set a 4 p.m. COT Monday deadline 
V,;on submitting the material to the committee "to 
| permit petitionersto apply to the Supreme Court." 
- The six judges on the appeals court noted that "it 
.s|is of significance that the President of the United 
States, who is described by all parties as the focus 
of the report and who presumably would have the 
greatest interest in its disposition, has interposed 
no objection" to the action of the district court 
ordering that the report be delivered to the House. -
- Attorneys for H.R. Haldeman and John D. 
Ehrlichmah, two of the Watergate cover-up defen* 
dants, had opposed giving the House the grand 
Jury's rgwrt and material on grounds that if infor-
nation Iran the report leaked out, their clients 
might not be able to get a fair trial. 
4 John J. Wilson, attorney for Haldgmao»sald, "We.,:roav be important or pertinent to the inquiry." 
haven't decided what to Ao.'Vs^fi A deadline of Thursday had been set by U.S. Dist. 
BUT WILSON'S partner, Prank Strickler, said, Jud8e John J. Sirica, who originally ordered the 
"My thoughts are this is the end of the line ... I given to the House Judiciary Committee for 
think we have exhausted all .reasonable channels its investigation of whether to recommend im-
•'ipr- judicial''Pe3chroent of President NiScbn. 
All three attorneys Ikfd thW ^6tild Vr»a^ their THE COURT'S decision came just hours after 
final decisions on Monday. Watergate Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski an-
_  . . .  .  v ,  1  „  „ .  . .  n o u n c e d  t h a t  h e  h a d  s u b p o e n a e d  a d d i t i o n a l  
tfte Si* judges, George E. MacKinnon, dis- documents from the White House. 
sented in part from the majority. ' __• .. •* _ in ruling on the grand jury report, the judges 
referred to the argument that a future trial may 
possibly be tainted by premature evidence. They 
described it as "at best a slender interest" on 
which to deny the House the material. • • 
But the court said it was not ruling on that 
ground. . • 
\ The defendants "will be free at trial" to raise the 
He said that his review of the materials con­
vinces him that "the grand jury exceeded its 
authority in releasing the report." f % v 
The appeals court said that the grand jury 
characterized the material as bearing upon its in­
quiry into possible ground for impeachment of the 
P r e s i d e n t .  , ;  ,  
claims if they feel damaged by disclosures, the 
court said, adding that it would be premature to 
make-their speculations the basis of prohibiting 
.transmittal of the material. 
The grand jury report and a lafcge satchelful of 
documents and tapes was handed to Sirica on 
March l by the grand jury that indicted seven 
former Nixon White House and re-election aides. 
An accompanying letter recommended that the 
judge, turn the material over to the Judiciary Com­
mittee. The judge held a hearing and then ordered 
that the jury's will be done. 
i^The-appeals judges said they were being asked to 
^employ "our extraordinary powers" to stop the 
repprt because Sirica will preside over the cover-up 
trial. „ 
To do that, the judges said, "is not sound policy" 
andtadded: f 
vt "ff ALMOST goes without saying that this is not 
the kind of abuse of discretion or aisreard of law" 
under which its authority was conceived. 
! The subpoena served by the special prosecutor's 
office gives the White House until Monday to comp* 
-ly. , " 
Lj Jaworski would not reveal what was requested 
but said "it obviously relates to one of the areas we' 
are investigating." Another spokesman said it did 
not involve the Watergate cover-up or the break-in 
of Dr. Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office. 1? 
That indicated that the subpoena was in the aria 
of other investigations by the three grand juries' 
political contributions, the tTT< matter, the milk 
fund case or the 18 Vk-minute gap in one of the White 
House Watergate tapes. 
pp: Wilson, Haldeman's attorney, argued that Che 
grand jury had no right to issue the report and that 
the judge lacked authority to turn it over to 
HOUSe. . ; •' ' -
HE SAID public disclosure of theritaterl&r 
prejudice the rights of his client to a fair trial, 
i- v "Prior to trial (Sept.9) this material is sure to be 
""made public" if it goes to the House, Wilson said. 
"We are faced with a risk ... of beingtried by tte 
press, of being tried by the public,'* w1*"r 
•*— 
•-fr­it 
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, By RICHARD FLY 
7 ; • Texan Staff Writer . 
A resolution will be introduced in the 
Constitutional Convention Friday ask­
ing the University System Board of 
decision placing Hie Daily Texan and 
Student Government on optional fun­
ding. •' -----t:;- - -
Sponsored by Austin Rep. Larry 
Bales, the resolution includes a request 
that regents hold a special meeting on 
the issues by the end of next week. 
BEFORE THE resolution can be con­
sidered on the convention floor, 
however, it must be referred to the ap­
propriate committee for hearings, and 
recommendations. 
Floor action also must await comple­
tion of the Finance Article to the 
Constitution. 
"If the Board of Regents sees that a 
substantial number of delegates are 
(tUtafd Stori««, Rogw 9 & 21.) >y, 
displeased" with the,; funding change 
thejpttiay' Reconsider, Bales said. 
Meanwhile, in a letter to the regents, 
21 legislators Thursday called the 
"latest attack" on The Daily Texan'and 
JHudent Government "an arrogant mis-
%^y|f the trust" placed in the board by 
TeiUin" 
"The action March IS can 
only oe interpreted as an attempt to 
silence criticism that The Texan and 
Student Government have directed at 
you. . .-: 
"This heav^-handed response 
represents a violation of freedom of ex­
pression that is inimical to the concept 
of academic excellence," !th£ letter 
stated. •; 
Not all delegates have admonished 
the regents, however. | ; 
In a letter to board chairman A.G. 
McNeese, Jr., Houston Sen.; Walter 
Mengden commended the riegents' ac­
tion. 
A "more self-supporting 'Student 
newspaper" he said, should increase 
prof«ssionalisni^nd^ 
''different" attitude toward working 
within society and the business com-
munity. , 
"For those students who insist on a 
free ride in the learning process... the * 
cold reality of surviving in the business 
world and answering for their work will 
be the greatest lesson they can learn in 
college," he said. ' "/ ~ - -- -
Houston Sen. Bob Gammage said he 
would gi^^^^ugl^rei^^ideratio^': 
to their decision." 
The ifrost important thing the conven­
tion cdiild do in support of students, 
Gamm|ige said, "would be to recon­
sider Ithe Permanent University 
Fund.'j; if' 
The (M^ing change was "fine" witii 
Houston Rep. Larry Vick. 
"I'm' for taking out the mandatory 
building Use fee, student services fees 
— anything mandatory," he said. 
The Mexican-American Legislative 
Caucus* i^sued a statement urging the 
regents tp rescind their decision. 
The nine legislators .alsauasked the 
regents, to comply with the state open 
meeting la$r and niake a complete 
agenda;of its meeting public at an 
earlier idate. 
To di^cdver the intensity and impact 
of student phone calls to regents, The 
Texan attempted to contact them 
Thursday. 
Regents living in Austin — Frank 
Erwin, liijd Clark, Allan Shivers and 
Mrs. London Johnson — were all un-
availablejffor comment, but their 
secretaries'|said they had received as 
many as dbfcalls Wednesday. 
OF THE i REGENTS living out of 
Austin, The [Texan was able to talk only 
to Jenkins Barrett, who had received 
no call^. ! | 
Garrett; said students are "directing 
this (protect) to the wrong people... All 
we did Wa| 'approve the recommenda­
tion of the administration.'' 
The regenjts had no intention of har-
ming Tfie' Texan, he said. "It can live 
with the money it has." 
UT 
By DICK JEFFERSON 
Texan Staff Writer 
If state money is tapped to pay for the 
University System's $612 two-page adver­
tisement which appeared in Thursday's 
Daily Texan this may constitute illegal 
use of funds, according to a lawyer in the 
attorney general's-office,! ——, ' ' 
The att6rney"rard lntef^r^tior^ g 
situation is only a personal one and not an 
official opinion of the attorney general's 
office. • 
The ad space was bought late Wednes­
day afternoon by Mike Quinn, assistant to 
the chancellor, after Texan Managing 
Editor John Yemma refused to run a 
memorandum in the news pages in its nine 
page single-spaced legal form. 
Citing the fact the paper already was 
filled, Yemma offered to use the material, 
if it were put in abbreviated form. 
Disagreeing with the ad's statement, 
"the substance of the facts contained in 
this memorandum have not been made 
available to the University community 
through The Daily Texan," Yemma said, 
"the information in the memorandum was 
included in articles about the Board of 
Regents meeting, but in a readable form. 
"It's a reporter's job to boil down infor­
mation so it can be used in an understan­
dable form," Yemma said. 
The facts in the memo used in the ad 
were published on Page 1 of the March 14 
-Texanin-theartioter' 
Required Services Fee," Yemma said. <>/ 
Chancellor Charles A. LeMaistre, who 
ordered placement of the ad, said he did 
for; that would be determined when 
bill arrives. H 
"However, we have no intention ;$|f 
breaking the law," LeMaistre added, i 
, Jim Morganr* advertising manager 
The Texan, said the bill would be seiit iti 
,.the System office at the end of the month! 
; ALTHOUGH THE ad was placed late 
W«irtesday, it was permitted to run I in 
Thursday's paper because the standard 
three-day daedline for advertiseme: 
was waived. 
Morgan said, "Although it isn 
dard practice to waive the deadline, we M 
it for some accounts." > \; 
ut a a
>rtisemei|ti 
i t our stan­
ding extra pages to Thursday's paper but 
did not see the total content of the ad. 
The introduction to the ad, ''This official 
memorandum from The University of 
Texas System to the Board of Regents has 
been in the hands of The Daily Texan since 
last Monday morning. Since the substance 
factr^ntata«t-1trtftis membran-
_ um have not been made available to the 
'University community through The Daily 
fFexan, The University of Texas Systei 
ifhas purchased this space to presentJhi; 
^ memorandum in its entirety for the infor-1 
j|mation of the faculty and students," also 
' abridges the Texas Student Publications 
• Code of Advertising Acceptability, some 
,;,TSP Board of Operating Trustees 
members said. • i 
SECTION THREE dl tlie code states: 
TSP does not accept any advertising 
which, in its judgment, might destory the 
confidence of readers or advertisers. Thik 
1| includes advertising which is "misleading, 
p deceptive or which grossly exaggerates or 
makes unwarranted claims." 
f| TSP Board President Michael Moore 
Vsaid Thursday he disagrees "with the sub-. 
' *sH 
W':' 
the University community, ahd niustlsOT-^ 
elude that the ad is misleading to 
readers." ,i 7r Iff; * ^ g;, 
Journalism' board member John Moi¥i¥ 
said, "In view (of the circumstances, I' 
think the ad should have been accepted.' 
However, I thinfc THa TfXan ^ 1 
pointing out the statements made in the ad . 
are ncrt accurate. The administration;^ 
n'trhave any more of a right to mis-^;' 
i .Vi,' 
Yemma said he was consulted about atb-.-jtstance of the bacts not being available to 
Zilker Park 
By DAVID HENDRICKS! 
Texan Staff Writer 
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Frances15 Farenthold said Thursday 
that if elected she would not approve reappointments, of the curEen$lJniver-
#tfe<^^^ B<tfeii^rRegent na^S^whose teri^!^xpire in'lSTST. ^ 
i""Despite "cool weather, Mrs. Farenthold addressed approximately 500 
University students on the Union Patio. / 5 «' 
Regents whose terms expire next year inbliideTrank C. Erwiii, Jehkini' 
Garrett and Dan C. Williams. Mrs. Farenthdtd expressed dismay at the 
regents action last Friday, moving The Daily Texan and Student Gpvirh-
mieht off mandatory funding. 
"You and I know the scoundrels are still in power — that is why I'm ̂ -
ning for governor," she said. - ^ 
She explained the Board of Regents and the University are central Issues 
in the campaign. 
"All of us realize that this university is a microcosm of the state of Texas, 
with its good and its bad, with the richness and the depravity,'' she said. 
Mrs. Farenthold recalled that her first lobbying effort in Austin in 1969 
had failed. "Do you know what that lobbying effort was? It was to see that 
Frank Erwin was not reappointed. 
"The only way to change the University is to change the membership of 
the Board of Regents," she continued. 
Mrs. Farenthold said it was interesting that no one had thought to contact 
' the governor in protest of the regents' decisions last Friday, "but really, do 
Construction 
does ffi  * 
lead readers in an advertisement, than; 
he'Texan does in a news story." 
" MOORE SAID he would place theU'T, 
matter on the TSP Board meeting agenda;! 
for discussion next Tuesday. 
Yemma, who protested the wording 6f||| 
the introduction on an ethical basis tofff 
Quinn Wednesday evening, said Thursday,- t 
"The ad is both misleading and destroys^l^ 
the confidence of both readers and advei^|f 
tisers in the news department."- ' 
Morgan said he felt the introduction was^f-y 
harsh but did not question the accuracy of-v;; 
the statement. 
Commenting on the possible abridge-^% 
ment of TSP advertising codes, LeMaistre^ It 
said, "We offered the ad, and it wi»sSi 
' in Poweif 
- . •• -an'-i. - '.-&**»KSSfJ- \ *, we have a- governor??': she ask^ip;. ',, ^ -J, * 
Whei^asked what she' thought of the possibilily or naming st'uclenis as 
regent^Mrs. Farenthold said she had first proposed the idea in 1969 to then- - " „ -
Gov. Preston Smith. ' 5'. '• 5-'4, 
"You have my assurance ... it is still on my agenda," she said, although - -
she was reluctant to use the term"promise" since "campaign promises f 
always come cheap," she said in reference to Gov. Dolph Briscoe's cam*, 
paign promise in 1972 to appoint student regents. •. -
Mrs. Farenthold, a former state representative, said the top political' ' 
priority is the governor's race. She urged students to register to vote and to 
cast ballots in the May 4 primary. ' 4 •> 7, 
She said that earlier in the day she had tried to see some of her former 
colleagues at the Constitutional Convention but was stopped at the door,,, 
"Somebody told me to make a fuss about it," she remarked, "but I said, ,.' 1 
'No, no, I'm just waiting for January.' " *• I i* 
, On the energy crisis, she said the oil companies' monopoly must be broken 
up. She charged the government has been "mere appendage" to the cor-
porations, especially the oil companies. 
She argued for the need of a public utilities commission, with consumer-
oriented membership. V 
The commission is needed, she added, because Texas is the only state that 
does not regulate telephone rates and is one of only thf§e states that does 
not regulate public utility rates. > , 
- %•$•* 
Jr 
By JOHN BYERS 
Texan Staff Writer 
bottleneck at the park's entrance, he ex- leading into the park, as there now is, and we had an engineering firm help us 











plained, is the moving of the turnoff into Kenner added, 
Four new parking lots and the paving of the park farther west, nliere will be no "The Urban Transportation Department Several small gravel roads will be 
gravel roads are included in a Capital Im- turnoff to the left just west of the bridge gave us Ideas on how to control traffic, eliminated and returned to grassy areas, 
provements Program under construction 
in Zilker Park. 
; The over-all program, to be constructed 
in two phases, is designed to solve three 
major problems in the park, Dave 
Kennemer, superintendent of administra-: 
tion for the Parks and Recreation Depart­
ment (PARD), said. 
% He said, "We're talking about four 
parkingji lot areas and road improvements 
to^^tnfee things — relieve congestion at 
the entrance, control the traffic crossing 
through the park and cut down on the dust 
problem in the picnic areas." 
I Kennemer emphasized that the ultimate 
'effect of the program would increase "the 
*>; (Rdofd Stoty, Pay 7.) i'" 
area of usable parkland for jpeople" bjr 
keeping c®rs:'^i'gr^7areas.!&'*''\4: 
v Pariiing areas will be near "high visita-
tion areas" — the soccer field, the picnic 
area and the children's "playscape", all 
just southwest of the park entrance. 
# Parking areas at both ends of the soccer 
Afield will accommodate approximately 80 
automobiles, Kennemer said, A 100-car 
rking lot is planned for the Zilker 
eatre and garden picnic area and a 6d-
car lot in the group picnic area west of the 
liter of the park. / 
"M "These parking lots are designed to' 
jj^ave vegetation and trees to tone down thfe 
ftark, asphalt surfacing," Kennemer said. 
* A major change intended to remove the 
& 
Rolltr packs gravel in Zilker #ark. 
the PARD administrator said. 
"We want to usp fringe areas for cars," 
rather than let cars park'and drive across 
, green areas, he added. 
The need for such improvements has 
built up over the last 10 years, Kennemer 
said, but he credits the energy qrisis with _ 
bringing the situation to a critical stage. ' 
"We're going to see tremendous in­
crease in local park visitation, because 
people can't afford to drive down to 
. Bastrop," he explained, pointing to the 
crowded conditions in Zilker Park on re­
cent weekends. - -
The second phase of the program out­
lines improvements in the Barton Springs 
parking areas'if funding can be obtained. 
Kennemer said, "We're talking in ex­
cess of $300,000 for the over-all two-phase 
program. 
Funding for the first phase is coming 
from city money and matching federal 
funds under the Legacy of Parks program 
of the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. 
Kennemer said phase two^toe^project 
would depend on ntoney obtained under 
revenue-sharing entitlements. 
A new paved road around the kite field 
and a connection to Bee Caves Road at the 
west end will be the major'portion of 
phase two, he said. -
Public response to crowded park con­
ditions prompted action on the project, 
Kennemer added. 
> Kennemer reiterated that the'''im­
provements at Zilker wUl increase usable 
parkland by removing gravel roads and 
controlling cars crossing parkland." 
wmm 
mm Coo/ . 
Friday's: #0recast 
calls for partly cloudy 
skies, becoming most­
ly cloudy, windy and 
cooler late Friday 
night, and Saturday. 
High Friday will be in ̂  
the mid-60s with a low-
*near 40. High Sat-; 









py SCOTT TAGLIARIHp., ^which lasted Into the early 
*-/ Texan Staff Writer ^M^mortling hours Friday;; 
^Testifying before an Eiec-T: Stemmed from campaign 
Commission hearing: charges alleging coercion 
^^Thursday, Cactus Editor Li^-^ffitH the administration and 
"Daily charged Kathleen'.administration influence as 
_ , Mayne, a Kinsolving head filed against Fleming by 
^tesident, vwith offering her former presidential candidate 
'^'assured or guaranteed" ad- Lee Rohn. However, Ms. 
'A htittance into the ; Lyndon Rohn never signed the coin* 
Baine$ Johnson School of plaint _ 
Public Affairs if Ms. Daily AT THE HEARING, Flem-
.1 hflped elect Frank Fleming ing was represented by.. 
, Sjtudent Government presi- Houston attorney Stan'-
McLelland and' the com-
fem ^The commission's hearing, 
Mary* Walsh, Neile Wolf,v said that no decision would be 
Mary Birdsorig and Leslie rendered until Friday. " 
plainants, Randy 
Simpson, were represented by 
- Under the comriiisslons 
rules, all direct questioning 
was handled by the commis­
sion members and their at-
torneys. Questions, submitted: 
by either party's attorneys, 
were subject to the com-
.mission's approval. 
% The commission heard 13 
witnesses. However, commis-. 
Burgess, sion chairman Robert Lanius 
ly replied,^*Don>t;'vasls. 
anymore questions." 15 
Simxh ( 
: i l Sf J 
% • < 1 , 
*«.T*ro 
'•» t 
iV & ~ 
r ^ 4' * 
~';.S Wha twv t  o." d  o ^  a b o u t  
political prisonersr 
AN OPEN FORUM 
ON POLITICAL PRISONERS 
* v. * . U2 v " T ' ^ O* } ' * - ^ c X-
. —Resource Groups—„ 
• Amnesty international 
• American Friends Service Committee 
• War Resisters.League -
• Indochina Peace Campaign 
• Huntsville Bus Project 
• Chile Support Committee 
Saturday, March 23 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Faculty^Staff Lounge (Union 219) 
Sponsored by Direct Action 
fl &lk 
Before an overcrowded 
meeting room of spectators, 
Ms. Daily said Ms> Mayhe 
called her on Feb. 3 and said, 
"Liz, I have a deal for you. If; 
you'help Frank Fleming and 
get him elected then I can , 
assure (or guarantee) you ad-„, 
mittance into the LB Jl|%:*'did not act surprised. 
School.'.' "Frank said that he couldn't 
MS. DAILY said she theripi&promise me anything and that 
asked Ms. Mayne how she>§;|3ie wasn't even sure about 
could make such a statement,^himself getting into law 
.t? which Mrs. Mayne alleged-^ •school but that if I worked for 
, rr?fcv him and he got elected he or 
/®fiany of the people he knew that 
dentjc Pam Ellison, als^ Fleming explauitfu# the » 
testified that Ms. Mayne had commission that the only 
Ms. Mayne was unavailafilfTcould help would help," Ms,-,4 on more than one occasion relationship he tad witht|._g 
>r comment late Thursdav Dailv said. V,'said that "it's about time we. Ms. Mayne  ̂
said that had a conservative candidate best way to campaign at Kin-
instead of these U^als.'fess«f#Olvirig 
for t l t  rs y 
Concerning'-Ms. Dai-ly's 
testimony. t?, 
Concerning Fleming's part 
in Ms; Mayne's offer, Ms. Daife 
ly Said that when she told 








f All this week you can order a Balfour class ring for $5 off 
j the regular price. And if you order now Balfour will guarantee 
that your ring arrives before graduation. Besides that, you'll 
.miss out on rising gold costs which, according to 
^seisoiOgrapii, are unminent. v 
our 
In The Jewelry Dept.-Street Floor 
University Co-Op 
On* hour fr«« parking with 
purchai* of $2 or mon. 












A $20 gift certificate will go to the person who 
can come up with the winning name for the 
now defunct "Printing Press." 
ENTER NOW! 
Submit your entry to the 
souvenirs' Id e pa rtme n t 
ballot box on the street 
floor. Nothing to buy and 
you need not be present to 
win. The winning entrant 
will be notified after Spring 
Break by mail. Contest Ends 
Sat., March 30. 
6nt Htvr Frefc 
Parking With $2 
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By Hie Associated Press 
Two Austin lawyers who 
defended former U.S. Post--
master Gen. Jlohn Gronouski 
on a charge, of. driving while 
intoxicated were formally 
reprimanded Thursday for 
."professional misconduct." 
' The State Bar grievance, 
committee had sought disbar­
ment for lawyers Roy Q. Min-
ton and Charles Ray Burton 
on witness tampering 
charges. The disbarment suit 
^ was dismissed. 
Thursday an attorney for 
Minton and Burton met with 
Travis County Dist. Atty. 
Robert 0. Smith, who 
represented the grievance 
committee, and 53rd Dist. 
Court Judge Herman Jones. 





Precision—is a way of life. 
with Sony. It is a guiding 
principle for ail Sony peo­
ple—researchers, design­
ers, engineers, assem­
blers and inspectors. Pre­
cision is the reason Why 
the Sony name on any 
product is your absolute 
assurance of quality, de­
pendability and outstand­
ing performance. Here's 





• 17-inch screen measured 
diagonally 
• New, slim-line picture tube 
• Space-saving upright styling 
• Trinitron one gun/one lens 
system for sharp, bright, ••• 
life-like color 
• Push button automatic 
fine tuning, color and 
hue control 
• Solid state reliability 
• Instant picture and sound 
• No set up adjustments 
• Illuminated tuning dials 
• Recessed side mounted 
handles 
• Walnut grain wood 







23rxl A Gvodolupe 
<476-7211 i>». 4« 
One hour free porting with pvrthose of $2 
or more. BonkAmerkord A Mostofchorgo 
welcome. 
reprimand action was an­
nounced. 1 
. Jones recently appointed 
retired Judge Wilmer B. Hunt 
to try the case. One pretrial 
conference had been held and 
another was scheduled to set 
trial dates. 
The suit filed by the 
grievance committee arose 
from the 4972 DWI trial of 
Gronouski, who is on leave as -
dean of the LBJ School of ' 
Public Affairs. Gronouski was 
acquitted. u 
According to Thursday's 
agreed judgment, Mintbn and 
Burton met Oct. 11,1972, with, 
the state's witnesses, Frank . 
Machado and Joe Arredondo, . 
at Machado's home to find out , 
their version of what occurred , 
on the night of Gronouski's * 
arrest. 
The grievance committee 
said Minton and Burton 
violated ethics by not reveal-
that Machado and 
ily s i . 
Ms. Daily also 
when she contacted Ms;; 
•Mayne a couple of days later 
she told the head resident that 
she was shocked that Ms. 
Mayne could do such a thing. 
; "MS. MAYNE, then said I . 
"didn't know anything about 
real politics because that's 
the way it is," Ms. Daily sAid. 
Ms. Daily testified she then 
told Ms. Mayne she imagined 
the offer muSt have come 
from Someone as powerful as 
(Regent) Frank' Erwin. 
"Ms. Mayne then said that 
Frank Erwin wasn't the only 
member of the Board of 
Regents," Ms.,Daily said. 
Four Kinsolving residents, 
Eve Norton, Lois Rayner, 
Pam Ellison and Jenny 
Stevens, also gave testimony 
concerning Ms. Mayne's in­
terest in particular candidates 
and this year's election in 
N general. 
Ms. Norton and another resi-—-..— ••mil 
,.. .. , j: vi'. - 3p 
Ms: Rayner also added that m continuing the hearing 
Ms. Mayne seemed to favor. ipast midnight, the commit 
Fleming. Jsion planned to hear* 
The commission also heard - ^1stil?ony H?* 
testimony from Bruce Goran-rv^ conspired with the 
employe of the admtmsti^tion to pressure a son, an 
register's office; Joe Pinnelliil 
a friend of Ms. Daily; Marky 
Miller, former presidential 
candidate; Pete Seilig, Flem­
ing campaign manager; Ms. 
Rohn and Fleming*. " 
Ms. Rohn said the ad­
ministration was trying to 
keep Ms. Mayne quiet and 
that ''the administration told 
her not to talk tb The Daily 
Texan. 
"It is not the intent of this 
complaint to get Fleming out 
* of office, but to show that the. 
administration has been 
meddling in Student Govern­
ment elections, Ms. Rohn 
said. . 
Raven Claims Innocence 
To Prostitution Charges 
Arredondo had told them they 
would be out of ; town and 
would not testify at the trial. 
Travis Raven, suspended 
Austin school athletic direc­
tor, pleaded innocent Thurs­
day to charges of "compelling 
the prostitution" of a 16-year-
old Houston girl. 
Raven was charged with the 
felony offense on March 8, 
along—with Audrey Anna. 
McDonald,, 28; McLaughlin 
L. Peterson, 49; Dr. Bobby 
Joe Smith, 42, and Richard L. 
Matz, 42. 
Ms. McDonald also pleaded 
not guilty to the felony 
charges Thursday. The other 
defendants had pleaded guilty 
to misdemeanor 
'prostitution" charges March 














Soft & Dry 
Deodorant 
$1.85 Value 





98' Value 16 oz. 
$2.29 Value 
*1.39 62* 
Co-Op Supply Dept. 
Street Floor 
fl*rev-fcnkAmerkerrf 4 Metier Charge Wckeme. 
Travis County grand jury. 
Judge Tom Blackwell set a 
pretrial hearing for May 2 and 
a trial date of May 20 in 167th 
District Court. 
The four men and woman 
were indicted by the grand 
jury after it heard state's 
evidence including four hours 
of tape recordings of 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed ; 
Men & Women: 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6th 477-3735 
Studtman's 
Photo Service 





Quick, Reliable Service 
a famous bikeshop manager reveals . . 




By K.F., As Told To Crisco Hyrax 
There I was, in mid-streak with another half-mile to go. Things were go-
ing pretty smoothly, or so I thought until I looked over, my shoulder and 
noticed that the Vice Squad was hot on my trail! I had to think fast! I 
ducked into the Co-Op Bike Shop at 403 W. 23rd, took $129 out of my 
tennis shoes and handed it over. 'Give me an Astro-Elite 10-speed bike 
with quick-release hubs, simplex derailleur, center-pull brakes and 
gumwall tires, I said, 'and make it snappy!' I instinctively knew that the 
Astro-Elite was the most dependable transportation someone in my posi­
tion could hope for. 'We don't get many streakers in here,' the salesper­
son said as she handed me the bike. But I didn't have time for small-
talk—the law was moving in fast! 'Thanks, sister,' I said as I pulled away. 
I made it out just as the Vicies were about to surround the building! They 
>ad to content themselves with a*rrestin§ a newt who was wearing only a 
T-shirt, while I >«nt ahead to finish* my streak in record time! But I'd 
learned my le«son: next time I streak anywhere I won't be caught dead 
without my Astro-Elite, and neither should you!' : 
Co-Op Bike ^Hlf—40X.W. 23rd 
parking wjfh purchase of $2 or more, 
BankAmoricard & MastorCharge wslcome. 
^^Friday, March 22, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN? tt 





The experiences, that have 'carved" your real achievements 
are the personal ones. Wear a class ring and remember. 
I » „ t ,)n 
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fThis offer good all this week - ~ 
..." 
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$2*rclim 
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U. 'if i>« 
icard 
,* MastarChargt 
>nontenured professor to 
change a grade. 
The grade5 <5fillg^iras 
necessary for Fleming to be' 
eligible to run for president, it 
is alleged. „ 
The main testimony in this 
complain will center around 
Will Featherston, a Universi­
ty student, who allegedly saw 
a letter from Fleming's 
professor stating that .the 
grade had been changed under 
pressure from the administra­
tion. • ^ u 
As of 2:30 a.m. Friday, the 
_heanng wasjstill in session 
telephone conversations and 
an alleged conversation 
between Raven and the girl in 
a nightclub. - > 
Although Raven and his at­
torney would not comment at 
Thursday's arraignment, 
12, the same day Raven and.;^ Raven previously has denied 
ed from his post as athletic 
director of Austin schools at 
his request. 
Conviction on the felony 
charge could result in a 
sentence of 2 to 20 years in 
prison. The persons pleading 
guilty to the misdemeanor 
charges were- assessed $200 
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^Convention Votes Down Citizen Referendum pMposal 





By BILL GARLAND 
p\ Texan Staff Writer 
'Constitutional Convention 
delegates Thursday turned 
down a proposal which critics 
said would have ruled out the 
possibility of a state income 
tax.. 
An 85*76 vote defeated the 
proposal sponsored by Odessa 
Rep. John Hoestenbach call­
ing for a citizen referendum 
before any income tax could 
be levied. 
HOESTENBACH said he iri-
troduqed the measure "to give 
people of this state a voice on 
an issue as serious as this. 
"We have not put one thing 
in this ( Constitution that they 
can say, 'I am for this.' This is 
something they can see, 
something they can identify 
with," he added. 
With the proposal's defeat, 
the convention accepted the 
Fina nee Committee1 s 
recommendation that income 
tax not be mentioned in the 
proposed document. 
Thus, if the committee ver­
sion remains the same and If 
state voters accept the new 
constitution, the Legislature 
could enact an income tax 
without direct voter approval. 
Amendments to add a new 
section addressed to income 
tax could still be introduced 
after convention considera­
tion of II Finance Article sec­
tions proposed by the com­
mittee. 
1 SECTION ONE of the 
current Constitution states 
the Legislature "may tax in­
comes of both natural persons ' 
ind corporations," but no 
state income tax has ever 
been implemented in Texas. 
In 1961, the state was faced 
with a choice of levying either 
the income or sales tax and 
used the latter for the first 
time. 
"It is "overwhelming.," 
Hoestenbach told' delegates, 
"people are against hn income 
tax. 
them all the appropriations '- teally a vote against 
we approve?" Austin Sen., porate profits tax. 
Lloyd Doggett asked Hoesten­
bach. A provision specifically refq 
quiring a referendum fo majority vote would havefe® "THE PEOPLE as you well, JFJIS 
hfeen required by both houses'lenow, are not down here lob-if^^® 
bying. He has no one to repre-^^®^®^ .h*ssuch* 
sent him except you and. added. 
Hoestenbach added, The controversial Highway 
Finance Committee Chair-^tUser Fund will be the first 
man: Neil Caldwell ofB|i$o«ler of business when thfc 
Angleton said, "A vote for the^^onverition begins at9:30a.mtr 
before the tax referendum 
could have been presented to 
citizens, who also would have 
had to pass the tax measure 
"If you trust thlp^o^1 " 
jch, w,hy don't you 
So 
way lit ^ni To Resume 
The controversial Highway 
User Revenue Fund, as fat a 
"sacred cow" as the Perma­
nent University Fund, will hit 
the floor of the-Constitutional 
Convention first thing Friday. 
Worth more than $800 
million, the fund currently is 
distributed three-fourths to 
the State Highway Depart­
ment for building roads and 
one-fourth to public education 
for aiding schools below thev 
college level. 
Texas Good Roads Associa­
tion has lobbied heavily and 
overtly for retention of the 
fund in its current form, 
fighting against inclusion of 
mass transit as a legitmate 
fund expenditure and against 
slicing the pie more favorable 
for public education. 
ITS EFFORTS were 
successful in the Finance 
Committee ' .which 
recommended language 
regulating the fund should re­
main unchanged. 
lucrative financial situaUorf>|vdebt section recommmending 
and its members' standing ©incompletely new wording 
leadership in many com-sf'-which the committee rC 
munities. / ijected. 
ASSOCIATION members'5 ERWIN'S VERSION would 
Finance Committee Chair- are on especially good terms*/ "have eliminated the use fee 
. man Neil Caldwell of 
Anglfeton said the wording has 
never been ruled'on, but 
lawyers believe mass transit 
would be excluded from any 
A T«xan Interpretive 
tsitiffe foHd expenditures.J - -
A minority report ad­
vocating deletion of the fund, 
from the constitution and four 
amendments by Austin Rep. 
Larry Bales will be among 
attempted alterations on the 
floor of the convention. <r 
Caldwell said the Good 
Roads lobbying power comes 
from two sources: its 
with chambers of commerce; 
and their combined voices •, 
against the new constitution' 
would be a hard hurdle for it 
• to clear. 
If the convention gets by the 
highway fund section, it will 
move on~t<r consideration of 
state debt. 
Language adopted by the 
committee would, constitute 
the University's building user 
fee as part of the debt. 
University Regent Frank 
Erwin representing the 
University System sent a 
letter to Caldwell during com­
mittee consideration of the 
Political Roundup 
favors 
Hubert Giff, Democratic 
candidate for county judge, 
said Thursday he favors put­
ting home rule in the new 
state constitution. 
Under home rule, counties 
would be authorized to make 
decisions concerning land use 
and preservation of en­
vironmentally crucial areas, 
he said at a press conference. 
"Counties currently, have 
almost no power to zone or 
otherwise control the type of 
growth within their boun­
daries," Gill continued. Home 
rule would give counties 
power similar to city govern­
ment, he said. 
Another of Gill's priorities 
is "revitalizing" county 
Welfare services. '''There are 
absolutely no health care ser­
vices in the eastern part of the 
county," he said. 
He favors instituting a coun­
ty team of medical and social 
service workers. 
One county welfare respon­
sibility is to provide emergen­
cy interim services for those 
who have been accepted for 
welfare. Although it may take 
"several 
months 
weeks or eve! 
to get on welfare, the 
county provides a maximum 
of only $15 a week for food, 
regardless of family size, he 
said. 
He suggested that this 
money could be used to buy 
food, at reduced food stamp 
prices instead of regular 
supermarket prices. 
"Both the federal and local 
government have been behind 
private enterprise" in 
providing equal opportunities 
for women and minorities, he 
said. "The county is so far 
behind that there isn't even 
any. data."; 
He proposed a written equal 
employment policy for the 
county and a uniform employe 
pay scale. Presently, each 
county department makes its 
own pay scale. 
Endorsement 
South Austin Democrats 
have endorsed Frances 
"Sissy" Farenthold for 
Governor, and Gonzalo 
Barrientos for state represen­
tative, Place 4. 
endorsed for the con­
gressional seat now held by 
U.S. Rep. J.J. "Jake" Pickle,, 
"South Austin Democrat 
an organization composed? of 
people from South Austin %ho 
are interested in working 
tively in grassroots com' 
munications," chairman 
Roger Duncan said. 
"All endorsed candidates 
can expect to have assistance 
from us because we feel a 
commitment to them and 
because we feel their election 
will benefit Austin and Travis 
County residents," he con­
cluded. ; 
Endorsements were made 
after a series of interviews 
with the candidates, who also 
completed questionnaires. 
Other endorsements include 
Richard Moya, county com­
missioner, Precinct 4; Jerry 
District; M. Brock Jones, 
judge, County Court at-Law, 
?lace 1; James I<\ "Jim" 
Dear^fudge, County Court at-
Law, j'lace 3; John Wisser, 
justice of the peace, Precinct 
3; am Bob Perkins, justice of 
f*peace, Precinct 4. 
B. Jones 
Brock Jones, a Democratic 
candidate for County Court at-
Law, Place 1, has announced a 
"Brockfest" at the Zilker 
Park Pecan Grove, beginning 
at 4 p.m. Saturday. 
"Since I don't have an of­
ficial headquarters, I decided 
to hold a Brockfest instead," 
he said. " -
, Brock said he^is looking 
"forward to meeting and talk­
ing to the people of Travis 




School of Law 
announces the 
Seventh Annual 
Will E. Orgain 
"A New Approach to 
Control of the Police' 
Kenneth Culp Davis 
John P. Wilson 
Prbfessor of Law 
' University of Chicago Law School 
Introduction of Speakers: 
Dean Page Keeton 
UT School of Law . 
Moderator: 
John F. Onion, Jr., presiding 
' k V , Judge, Texas Criminal 
' " ' 5 Appeals Court  ̂
Commentators: | 
Professor George Dix 
[ j&i&., . •.] UT School of Law 
I Professor Robert Dawson 
v t f, UT School of Law 
Robert O. Smith" iJ 
| * TravisCounty District Attorney 
I Monday, March 25r 1974; % p.m. 
CHARLES I. FRANCIS 
I "'.."a.AUDITORIUM • 
SCHOOL OF* LAW 
Bold black for summer ... a great new group 
from College-Town, in bold black overstitched 
in white. Shown here, the skirt, $14. The 
voille patchwork print midriff tied shirt, in 
green/yellow/red/white/black, $15. To go 
with these ... shirt jacs, pants, 
halters. AH in sizes 5*13. 
jf ^ \ rn& 
SPORTSWEAR, 2nd FLOOR 
jases1 
I 
ON-THE-DRAS; 24^6 GUADALUPE 
L 
m 
#rom debt definition. 
If the committee section is 
adopted by the convention, 
issuance of bonds backed by 
the fee would require a two-
thirds vote of each house and 
a majority vote of the state'%. . 
Telectorate.— 
Convention work will begin 
at 9:30 a.m. Friday and, if a 
quorum shows up after the 
lunch break, will continue into 
the afternoon until about 5 




. As thenar's first dust storm came roll­
ing in, Mrs. Buckley's sixth grade class 
began an exercise in pontics %at tm. 
ticipatory democracy.'?. ""1 »• ^; 
The election for president figured to be 
close, with an allaround athlete and good 
fellow opposing the< smartest and most 
popular girl in class. 
Homemade election buttons decorated ^ 
every shirt and blouse, hand-lettered cam* ̂  teachers and students. r (•&, 
paign signs shouted silent slogans from®$ Dr. Clifton Grubbs, University 
blackboards and walls while candidates ^ economics professor, acknowledged by 
gathered supporters for lunchroom^1 students and peers as a superior teacher; 
the microphone at a stoop-shouldered trot, 
head lowered. The words came husky and 
Partway wrtfSgfi the speech, a voice 
rose out of the crowd,''We.love you, Clif­
ton Grubbs." Gr-ubbs fought through the 
balance of his talk, buoyed by that special 




But, even in the midst bf bigtime erfb-
paigning, no one spoke ill of their oppo­
nent. # 
Voting was secret and simple; one arm *-
covered the eyes atid the other arm was 
raised to vote -r no peeking. • ; 
Peeking would have revealed each can 
didate voting for his or her opponent, t J 
A thousand elections later, the modesty M* 
is still refreshing. 
In the wake of the Board of Regents' i± 
"Wham, bani. Thank you Ma'am,!' fun M 
ding decision, I joined Wednesday's Main 
Mali rally for The Texan and Student, 
m 
with his appearance underlined the con­
flict between studentsand regents; a com-> 
mitment to excellence. 
Ironically, the commitment to Universi­
ty excellence originally came from the 
regents. In the early '60s they plowed 
money, time and effort toward acquiring 
top-flight faculty and facilities. 
But the regents, in time, became 
frightened at the boldness of their own vi- < 
sion, and so began an exodus of quality 
persdpel. 1 - _ • 
The most visible of those exits was John 
Silber. Silber and Regent Frank Erwin 
locked battle ... Silber was scuttled. 
Erwin admired Silber, and told him so, 
but Erwin also told Silber that in this bat-Government. .. . 
Standing beside me^ltr the^ shiftlng "John, I have the cards." 
crowd, a man with iron-gray hair wrung, A personal note to Frank Erwin from 
and twisted a two-page typewritten fffcfUne old poker player to another: cards 
speech. As the crowd responded to each; don't always run to the same people. And 
speaker, the twisting became more in-',/# following Grubbs speech and Wednesday's 
tense, and the lines hardened on his face. rally, the ante has been raised, and 
Taking his turn to speak, he advanced to B everybody has a new hand. 
An alternate community tax 
act effective June SO at the 
University Co-Op, which 
allows students to donate a 
percentage of rebates to sup­
port community projects, was 
approved Thursday by the Co-
At the meeting, the board 
decided that projects such as 
Community Swtichboard, 
Co-Ojp Approves Rebate Donations 
University "Y" and Middle 
Ear th ,  which  re ly  on  
emergency funds and grants 
obtained. through individual 
contributions, could be funded 
with student rebate donations; 
ACT will serve as a collec-
-live agency benefiting student • 
cooperatives and groups 
needing a central location to 
secure funds. 
r ;/)3eginning Junie SO, students " donate to ACT. The donation^ 
may fill out a form at the will be subtracted from*? 
University CoOp to indicate rebate money which is mailed^ 
the percentage they wish to to students in September. J 
Student Ministry 
33B8uflii8 
"JESUS IS: THE SAME YESTERDAY AND TODAY*, YES, AND FOREVER." 
H«b. 13:1 „ ,4 -"Y 
Hyde Park Baptist Church 
* 3901 SpMdway 
Bible Study 9:30 Worship 8:30 & 11:30 
^ v Bus Schedule 
aJ? Jester < " ^ 
m  ̂ C o s H l l o a f 1 5  a . m . '  
Kiitsolving, S.R.D. 9:20 a.m. 
9:10 a.m. 5:10 p.m. 
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The trained president 
I'm not ture'at ail that we haven't gotten to'th#' 
point where this business is so big and complex and-
so difficult that ive aren't going to have to get a % 
professional bunch of people who are trained as 
college presidents and not just go out and get some,' 
professor who happens to be available and make 
* -• p. • 
The other ecologists were working with data 
processing* and I found I was 10 years behind in 
•  r  a  •  * _ i .  > _  •  _
PI 
my /iel*. So I went into adminishvtion^ l̂̂ ^ ,̂ 
^Stephen H. Spurr, May, 1971  ̂
ecision to change the funding systeiri for nie Dally Texan and Stu­
dent Government was eloquently explained by President Stephen Spurr's 
statement in Thursday's Texan. But perhaps even more eloquently, Spurr 
has' 
ty — to walk the fine hard line between appearance and reality — to 
mediate, apologize and take the blame for the real powers who make the 
decisions. It is no easy job; and as Spurr can testify, it,is hard on the 
heart. 
Dr. Spurr writes his explanation in the first person ("I therefore decid­
ed to put Texas Student Publications on a volifiitary fee basis ..."). In his 
statement in The Texan and before the regents last Friday, Spun-
appeared to take full responsibility for the funding change. The 
statements of other administrators, however, tend to refute .that implica­
tion. 
AFTER THE REGENTS' meeting and luncheon (catered by Green 
Pastures), I asked Dr. James P. Duncan, dean of students, about the 
details of "Spurr's proposal." Duncan hastened to explain that the fun­
ding proposal was not initiated in the president's office. "Chancellor 
LeMaistre has a clever way of phrasing things to make it appear that 
someone else has made the decision,'.' said Duncan,"That decision was 
made in the System office." _ 
® Later last Friday afternoon, I attempted unsuccessfully tb obtain, 
among other things, the documents published by the System administra­
tion on Pages 6 and 7 of Thursday's Texan. I asked Chancellor LeMaistre 
and his assistant for press relations, Mike Quinn, for a copy of the 
proposal which passed at the regents meeting. They referred me to Betty 
Anne Thedford, secretary to the Board of Regents. 
I asked Thedford for a copy. She called Quinn, who said I couldn't get 
one until the minutes of the board were approved by the regents. Thedford 
advised me to ask in the Office of the President, "where it was initiated." 
dent. Dr. Mettlen said he could not release the proposal passed by the 
regents because it did not originate in the president's office^he ©o|y 
proposal Mettlen felt he could release was a letter fro# Spurr ti 
Chancellor LeMaistre dated Feb. 18 proposing that The Dai® Texan an<§ 
Student Government be included in a mandatory fee of $3.50 f^ semestjjf 
hour for students taking eight hour or less. 
' Like Ms. Thedford a few moments previously, Mettlen called Quinn for 
clarification on my request. I asked Quinn to explain these contradictory 
reports of the proposal's origin. 
Was the proposal initiated in the System office or the office of the 
University president? According to Quinn: "The proposal today Was the 
product of the System law office recommendation. It was developed in the 
System office with President Spurr's concurrence." 
The crucial decisions of this university have always been made by the 
Board of Regents, and this will continue to be so until power changes 
hands in the state government. The professional administrator is not to 
blame; he is only doing his job. But it is a sad comment on the state of the 
tUniversity. — K.M. 
A woman of vision 
If journalists are generally a hardboiled and cynical lot, much oKhe 
blame for this professional personality trait trtUst lie with politicians. And 
of the genus Politico, the species texan is in a class by itself. Having only 
recently rid ourselves of the Legislature that wa/able to pass a resolution 
commending the Boston Strangler — but not Cesar Chavez — we now find 
the Constitutional Convention becoming a political sideshow as election 
time nears. 
The.dismal reality of Texas politics has but one redeeming feature and 
that is the occasional undiluted joy of meeting a politician who is also a 
real person. Sissy Farenthold is one of these few sparks of decency. She is 
open, honest, genuine — a person of real insight and a person, perhaps, 
ahead of her time. 
Thursday Sissy came back to her alma mater and talked about last 
Friday's Board of Regents decision on Texan and Student Government 
funding. In her view the action represented simply one more episode by 
an elitist, wrong-headed board, a board slowly but surely bring about the 
"destruction of the University." She points to the University as a. 
"microcosm of this state," where people pf all colors and backgrounds 
should be represented but where the interests of the public can be sub­
merged by the raw power of a few. 
Fielding questions from the crowd of students, Sissy let her record 
stand on its merits. In 1970-71, for example, she: 
• Introduced a bill Which would have prohibited the building of nuclear 
power plants without extensive environmental impact measures. 
% Introduced legislation which would have established a public utilities 
commission for Texas. 
r Farenthold-also lobbied unsuccessfully against Frank Erwin's last 
reappointment to the Board of Regents. All this in addition to her 
leadership of the Dirty 30, the valiant crew of liberal Democrats and dis­
gruntled Republicans who sailed vainly against the putrid wind of the 
Sharpstown scandal. 
> It is a rare occasion when Texas produces a genuine statesperson, a 
man or woman of vision, strength and compassion. We have one now. If 
justice be done, Sissy Farenthold will be the next governor of Texas. 
I — M.E. & S.R. 












board will xcpl!$ider the requests of the delegation if you can find a way to 
p The Daily Texan from making our administrators jobs' so difficult/ 
I An ̂ *  man 
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN 
® 1974 Washington Post-King Features 
Syndicate 
WASHINGTON - Fred Miller would 
never let any of us write about him. He 
used to say it would make his job with the 
U.S. Community Relations Service more 
difficult. He felt what he needed was 
anonymity, not glamor, to do the work of 
justice and reconciliation between races 
- ..and.praplfe^, ',-'0 
. 'Then there was Fred' 
We reporters remember him in our own 
special way, like him picking us up when 
we were dead drunk in the Tally Ho 
restaurant outside of Selma and carrying 
us back to the Hotel Albert. Gene Roberts, 
then of the New York Times and now ex­
ecutive editor of the Philadelphia In­
quirer, remembers taking refuge from the 
local hostiles in the Baker County 
Courthouse in southwest Georgia. "The 
sheriff and everybody slammed their 
doors, and I was surrounded in the hall by 
five or six guys. One had a pistol — and 
then there was Fred, banging up against 
the water cooler and almost knocking it 
over. 'Oops,' he said, "I better not do that 
- again or I'll knock my gun loose.' " 
Fred saved me once, too. It was the day 
they integrated Veterans State Park in 
that same part of Georgia. After the civil 
rights people left, I made the mistake of 
Service Cross and two Purple Hearts. 
"They gimme the others, but those two-
Purple Hearts, I won.'-' ^v 
Home to Georgia 
Fred came home to Georgia, where he 
grew a few peaches, coached football at 
Gordon Military College and, in the 1950s, 
integrated the 4th VFW District where he 
was the commander. How he did you can't 
n nis peopie teii, I aae ine, isiatte oi understand, if you don't know Fred. He is 
staying teelengrand-twas-soonrenetrcled m m~-t 
by a number of white nasties. Fred came 
up in time to hear a local A.lley-Oop an­
nounce, "We're gonna git yuuuu." Fred 
looked back at him and stuck a hand inside 
his coat jacket before replying, "Well, six 
of you ain't." -
If Fred ever carried a gun in those days, 
we never saw it. But Georgia produces 
fighting men, and Fred enlisted in the 
Army "in 19 and 40" as he' would say it, to 
win a battlefield commission, two Bronze 
Stars, two Silver Stars, the Distinguished 
the ideal Southerner: strong in war7gentle 
in peace, humorous, inviting and never, 
never pushy. 
When asked why he went into this work, 
which took him to the Pettus Bridge at 
Selma and the Memphis motel room five 
minutes after Dr. King's murder, Fred 
doesn't give a big speech. "Knowing the 
situation in our area of the country, I felt 
like I'd be of some help in keepin' down 
violence. I certainly didn't go into it as a 
do-gooder, but so we could move along into 
a peaceful transition." 
There were funny times and sad times, 
and horrible ones and scary ones, but one 
of the times I remember best was Fred 
outside that same Baker County 
Courthouse. There had been a lot of trou­
ble, and it was a hot, hot afternoon in this 
place where the sheriff had even run out 
the state troopers. Fred and I went into 
the local cafe, where the deputies were, to 
get a drink of water, but they wouldn't 
serve us.'They said it was a private club. 
Fred turned around and walked~6ut into 
the street; and in the dusty, hot sun, he 
called them out, he dared .them to come 
out, this Georgia giant, this white man, 
this son of the South, a singing voice of 
angry justice in a summer street, and in­




J The Constitutional Convention is about to decide the terms for the dis­
tribution of the Texas Highway Fund. For the sake of novelty, we will dis-
•pense with the notorious Texan rhetoric for a bit and let the factis speak 
•for themselves. 
> • In 1946 the Highway Fund was earmarked for highway and 
I educational expenses in a three-to-one proportion. 
I * In 1974 fuel shortages and pollution surpluses threaten the viability of 
the automobile as the exclusive mode of transportation in urban areas. 
I • In 1974 many Texas school districts are facing financial crises which 
.local jurisdictions are unable to abet. 
• h 1974 John Henson and Associates asked Texans whether some of 
the $700 million spent on highways should go for public transportation ;'67 
1 percent agreed, 32 percent disagreed. 
i| • In 1974 these sameprofessional and unbiased pollsters asked if 
:schools should get more than one-fourth ofthe fond presentlyallocated: 
>68 percent agreed, 32 percent disagreed. 
\ • In 1974 there isa proposal to permit use of part of the highway portion 
|of the fund for public mass transportation systems or additional education 
j support for localities.' , " ̂   ̂ r , 
I How about it folks? Whose priorities should we write into the new con­
stitution — those of the highway lobby, those of the 1946 Legislature, or 
Uiiose of the Texas people? — C.W. « 
* Friday, March 22, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
• m U m  
To the editor: 
Dear Chairman McNeese and Members: 
We cannot permit this latest attack on 
The Daily Texan and the University of 
Texas Student Government go by without 
registering our strenuous objection. It 
simply cannot be ignored, for it is not only 
an arrogant misuse of the trust placed in 
you by the people of Texas but it is also a 
serious incursion on intellectual growth 
and freedom. ' 
You, as members appointed to the 
Board of Regents, are entrusted with 
protecting and enhancing the University of 
Texas as an institution of higher education 
of the first class. You are not charged with 
the duty of dictating what shall be learned -
or what opinions shall be expressed. We 
firmly belieye that The Daily Texan and 
the Student Government are integral, vital 
parts of a whole and healthy scholastic 
system. It makes no more.sense to discon­
tinue automatic funding of these functions 
than it would to discontinue funding of 
biology labs, gymnasiums or theaters. 
Political and journalistic expression are 
just as important areas of learning as 
theme writing, accounting techniques or 
cyclatron research. A university of the 
first class must offer all of these, and 
more. 
The action taken on March 15,1974, can 
only be interpreted as an attempt to 
silence criticism that The Texan and the 
Student Government have directed at you. 
This heavy-handed response represents a 
violation of freedom of expression that is 
inimical to the concept of academic ex­
cellence. We cannot force you to change 
your decision, but we can assure you that 
it will not be forgotten by us as legislators, 
or as individuals. -
State Reps. Ed J. Harris, Ron Waters, Ed­
die Bernice Johnson, Ronald Coleman, 
Il.C. Nichols, Joe Pentony, Senfronla 
Thompson, Paul Ragsdale, Greg Montoya, 
-Ed Watson, John R. Bigham, Lane Den­
ton, Chris Miller, Lindsey Rodrignes, An­
drew Z. Baker, Jim Mattox, Ron Bird, Ben 
Gtant, Larry Bales, G.J. Sutton, Jim 
Clark. 
Price pay 
To the editorp . 
I have followed wifii interest the Board! 
of Regents' sudden decision to terminate 
student services fee funding of the Univer-
sity of Texas Student Government and The 
Daily Texan. I have followed," too, the sub­
sequent statements by some regents, 
University of Texas officials and Universi­
ty of Texas student leaders. Hopefully, in 
the future, the University will make 
available a cortiplete agenda with all sup­
porting materials at the same time these 
materials are forwarded to the in­
stitutional heads. As a former staff 
member of The Daily Texan, I have long 
believed in the importance to the 
academic community and to the state of 
the free, unrestrained voice of The Daily 
Texan. • 
As a public official, I have not been im­
mune from the wrath of the press. As a 
public official, I do not enjoy being at­
tacked in the press. But I believe that this 
is the price I pay, and the price that all 
public officials must pay. 
As an American, I see the specter of the 
consequences of the alternative to a free 
press each day on a national scale. 
I believe the potential for hiarm by the 
regents' decision is great presently for 
these two vital student services and in the 
future for University funding. 
I share your loVe and concern for the 
future of die University. I believe that it 
would be in the best interests of that 
future, and I respectfully request, that the 
regents insure permanent funding for The 
Daily Texan and for Student Government. 
Neil Caldwell 
- State Representative, Angleton 
Protest 
To the editoF: 
We, as Daily Texan staff members feel 
the publication of today's bridal and 
fashion section is inappropriate and incon­
sistent with our values and life styles. It 
further insults our integrity and in­
telligence as working journalists to 
publish this prepaid fluff in our 
newspaper. . /. 
Managing editor John Yemma defends 
the section, claiming the advertisers paid 
for the pages, but no one paid the jour­
nalism lab students who were assigned 
such trite stories. . 
In these days of paper shortages, Twe 
further feel this extra section uses up 
valuable newsprint, which could be used to 
publish the reams of copy v^e have to dis­
card daily fo lack of space. 
Martha JP McQuade, BJ Hefner, Pam 
Clark, Linda Faani% Richard Fly, Gwea 
ess . - - SSP> ' 
Spain, Kathy Kelly, Lynne Brock, Anne 
Marie Kilday, Lupe Canales, Kristina 
Paledes, Charles Watkins. 
(Editor's note: John Yemma offers this 
response: "No journalism lab student is 
ever paid for writing stories whether those 
stories are on fashions or humdrum 
'reams of copy' meetings. There simply 
would not be Pages 13 through 19 in 
today's paper had it not gone to 'Spring 
Scene 74.' These seven pages have provid­
ed space for numerous lab students to gain 
experience in writing diversified types of 
stories. An additional fact: 'Spring Scene 
74' made money for TSP — money that 
TSP may desperately need at this point. I 
am glad of one thing, though — my staff 
has finally learned to write something on 
its own initiative.") 
By BILL PARRISK J, ,  .  
Many of our newly elected represen­
tatives (including Frank and mjfrelf) were 
elected on the pledge that we would do oar 
best to work within the system to better 
student interests. But today (only tw» 
days after the election) I am faced with « 
rather rude, awakening: the Board of 
Regents is now proposing tomcat off our 
source of guaranteed funding fchd neither 
Student Government, the TSP Board, not 
the Senior Cabinet were consulted or evea 
advised ef -V 
"The arguments in our favor have beet 
placed before you, well-researched and 
well-thought-out. Now I can only ask that 
you dot completely destroy our faith in yo« 
as regents and in the System, by crippling 
Student Government before we even have 
a chance to get started." 
Student Government ViceJPresident-elect 
BUI Parrish 
Regents meeting March 15, 1874. 
Many critics of Student Government 
contend that past student body leaders 
have been unrealistic in their demand and 
have failed to be objective in listening to 
both sides of the arguments before them. 
It has also been contended that Student 
Government has .ofteh failed .to "use 
proper channels" or work within the 
system. In some instances this criticism 
has been valid and in some it has not. My 
intent here is to shed some.light oin action 
taken in regard to the regents' meeting of 
March 15. 
First it is extremely important to note 
that none of the organizations whose funds 
were to be cut were consulted or even 
notified by the regents or the administra­
tion of the impending decision. This in 
itself is inexcusable. * 
. . SecQnd. even though Student Govern, 
hient and The Texan were not notified by 
the administration that the decision was 
forthcoming, they did find out about it 
(thanks to a rejtorter from the Statesman) 
the Wednesday before the Friday meeting. 
In this short time, Student Government 
representatives spent long hours 
researching all aspects of the proposal. 
We then made a formal presentation (both 
written and oral) to the regents. We asked 
legal questions which the regents refused 
to answer. We presented alternatives 
which the regents refused to consider. 
(Those alternatives included a Voluntary 
Fee Retrieval System, a user charge on 
services enjoyed by only some students, 
and a postponement of regental action 
awaiting a ruling from the attorney 
general). No one can legitimatly claim 
that the students did not do their research 
or use the "proper channels'.' in this in­
stance; No one can claim we complained 
without offering alternatives: We' had 
hoped that the regents' meeting would 
serve as a forum for rational discussion of 
the issue. Unfortunately, our presentation 
seemed to be virtually ignored. I contend 
that it was the student organizations who 
worked within the system this time and 
the regents who subverted it.; : i 
Students are continuing to work within 
the system in order to save The Texan and 
Student Government. They are.contacting 
their state representatives and the gover­
nor, asking them to pressure the regents ' 
to call a special meeting to deal with the 
funding issue. The Travis County delega­
tion already stands with us as do several 
other legislators. We hope many more will 
join us in the next two days. , f 
However, if the regents bontinUe to 
openly snub students and their duly 
elected representatives, if the regents 
continue to be unwilling to open channels 
of communication with Student Govern­
ment and The Texan, then they divorce 
themselves from the interests of the 
students and the people of this state. The 
very people whose interests they are sup­
posed to represent. 
I ask the regents to reopen the channels 
of communication with students by 
meeting with student representatives to 
discuss'alternatives in a calm and, dis­
passionate manner. 
The burden now lies on the regents to 
prove that working within the system is a 
viable alternative. : « 
Bill Parrish is the vicerpresident-elect of 
Student Government. 
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OR CHANGE PRECINCTS 
BY F|̂ M^CH 29 
mainMaLlwest mall 
JESTER 24 & SPDWY. 
SCVR ' 
more 3S 
To die editor; 
On March 9, Lady Bird 
Johnson commended Walter 
Croiikite for - reporting the 
news fairly, accurately and 
with little bias. In presenting 
Cfonkite vftth the first DeWitt 
Reddick Journalism Award, 
the value of an objective 
press, free to inform the 
public of all news, was stress­
ed. 
. Less than a week later, on 
March 15, Mrs, Johnson, a 
former journalism student at 
this University, voted to end 
mandatory funding of The 
Daily Texan. In doing so she's 
denying The Texan the rights 
she commended Cronkite for 
utilizing. 
Why the sudden change? 
From support of a free press 
to one suppressed and con­
trolled by a small group of 
power-crazed individuals who 
Want their wishes pampered 
and the STUDENT'S wishes 
unrecognized and covered up. 
Vernon Lenhart 
Marshal Petain Memorial 
Hypocritical Boob Award 
must, by unanimous decision 
of the judges, go to State Sen. 
Don Adams of Jasper. At 
Wednesday's session of the 
Constitutional Convention, 
Adams was awakened from 
Texan inafces ' UT^fed-
ministrators' jobs more dif­
ficult. It is also true that all 
newspapers make all public 
officials' jobs more difficult. 
But this is as it should be, 
because nobody ever said that 
exan 
the l(tw, the obvious, ftatW^tjecOhsider their action. cfebeggar to M^ti jundbu^ 
public jobs should be easy>: 
testful dreams by the sound of 
students in the gallery. Acting p§ I submit that the issue is not 
swiftly he seized the what The Daily Texan's 
editorial policies are. It is not 
the function of newspapers to 
represent their readers. I dis-. 
agree violently with The Daily 
Texan quite frequently, and I 
disagree with The ' Austin: 
Boob award 
To the editor: 
This week's 
r ^ 
coveted i 1 za> 
rt< ' Uf-
more flfinollne 
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To the editor: " -
Poor Student Government 
and the DT. After saying for 
so long that Frank and his 
boys were a bunch of 
bastards, why are you so sur-
pect your enemies to help you 
song in yer heart." - ' 
.tj The Austin 
Birthday Party 
Exploit Beutel 
To the editor: 
'S?*® r-& 4* 
destroy them. How about us­
ing a little imagination now 
and trying to figure out a way 
to put yourselves out of the 
reach of the whims of the 
regents? 
And take heed of Mr. 
Natural when he said, 
"Remember Flakey, when 
yer smashin' the state, do it 
with a smile on yer lips and a 
way to praise an employe for 
a job well done is to write his 
boss a letter. Accordingly, I 
would like to publicly thank 
Paul Beutel for gracing my 
lunch hour on March 21 with 
his article entitled "Getting 
Caught With Your Pants 




Down." , . 
' Humor from a Texan staff 
Writer has been all too scarce 
in these times of perpetual 
crisis and grim editorial com-,' 
mentary. I was beginning to 
wonder if there was anyone on 
microphone and called on the; 
speaker to clear the noisy rab-' 
ble. When his motion was 
denied, the undaunted senator 
sat down and proceeded to 
carry on a quite animated con­
versation with several 
colleagues, completely ignor­
ing (of course!) the important 
finance debate.and the 
repeated pleas of the speaker 
for order on the floor of the 
convention. 
Garnering the runner-up 
spot was the delightful and 
perceptive sergeant-at-arms 
who, when students began to 
enter the gallery to hear 
debate, remarked "God only 
knows what the world's com­
ing to when college students 
are doing this!" , . 
Wondering whether that' 
sergeant-at-arms ever figured 
out what "this" was we were 
doing, on behalf of the judges I 
offer my hearty con­
gratulations to these 
gentlemen and wish them both 
Happy Hypocrisy. 
, J 5 Jim Cicconi 
Government 
Reconsiderl 
To die editor: 
, It is true, as Mr. Erwin said 
on Monday, that The Daily 
American Statesman often, 
but that doesn't mean that I, 
reason for that action is an^ 
tithetical to a free society. I 
do not believe that freedom of 
the press should depend upon 
what the press writes, Tha 
late Justice Black said; 
numerous times, in striking 
down attempts to abridge 
freedom of the press, that 
when the. framers of the 
United States Constitution 
prohibited interference with 
that freedom they meant wha^ 
they said. "No law means no' 
law," he said, and I believe 
this applies to covert as well 
as overt attempts to curtail 
this freedom. 
Ronald Earlefhopefully, Student Gove—, 
Representative, Austin ^ment will not take a 
iL. -k-»-|^#ran8P,ant from those 
vOnTrOI f nO Ona^astrated it. Student Govern 
To the editor: . Anient must remain student 
; Although I was encouraged funded to remain a student 
U» turt^t;at:ther®UyTOfe^&^wcyiiMi'^^^^^^^ ij 
porting Hie Texan and Stu< ^ The Tesrifl^ fflilfeihanrs 
dent Government, the general ; Somewhat, different, but the 
lack of perception was as c end sought Is no doubt very 




decision itself. f ̂ d by only part of th* 
The problem is not the lack Mstudents, do on]y part 0f the 
bf funding but the lack of stu^ students vote for editor? The 
dent funding. President Spurfregents probablyi think so. In 
has intimated that he has fact they probably think a 
should be able to sHence^. it appears to me that 
jeither of them.^ji 
, Ido not ordinarily believe in 
absolutes. But the 
maintenance of a free society 
depends; upon the existence of 
certain absolute principles, 
and one of these is freedom of 
the press. 
Regardless of the necessity 
Jof the regents' action from the 
Standpoint of compliance with 
iefffrs fo the editor1 
Mill UlM th»uUl ) 
• 1* typ*d Wpli 
: • IB* 33 llnM w' Im. Th« T«mm 
marvM tht right t* 
fat length. 
• InclucU nam*, wMm, and 
1>hwi« number of contributor. 
< Mail lattar* to Tha firing Una, 
Th« Daily Taran, Drawer 0, UT Sta­
tion, Auifin, TX 7I?12| or bring 
il«tt*r* to tha Toxan oMcm, baM-i 
jmant, Tmoi Student PubMcaHami 
(uHdlng,. 
although some of the regents 
may have believed that their 
decision was dictated by the 
law, the effect of that decision 
and the motivation behind it 
by some people was to twist 
the intent of HB 83 to hinder 
freedom of the press. Such a 
method of control is dis­
tasteful to me, and I sincerely 
hope that the regents will 
money somewhere for Student' 
Government, and some per­
sons fear this money may dls» 
appear if the Student Govern-^ 
ment president is not accep­
table.to the administration. 
I would rather see Student 
Government struggling than 
watch it become an arm of the 
administration in this 
manner. The more crafty 
paper funded by only part of 
the students has no business 
foith an elected editof |/ 
An optionally funded paper 
is a good excuse for ah ad­
ministration appointed editor 
The Texan, then too, becomes 
an arm of the administration; 
The regents' recent decision 
was not a move to kill w 
fellow travelers. Their ob. 
politicians among the ad-'^js to control us 
ministration probably counted Janie Paleschtc 
on this willingness of the ^ Journalism, Juator 
the Texan staff who could be 
funny deliberately. Happily, 
there's Paul Beutel. 
The Texan should exploit a 
talent like his whenever it is 
discovered, for if I could be 
assured of finding a clever 
and well written humorous ar­
ticle in every issue, I might be 
willing to pay for the privilege 
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9:30 a.m. Bible dasa» OoUega Students 
1X400 a«m. Morning worship 
6:00 p.m. Student Supper 
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BUT THAT WOULD / 0EASLEI 
eeime... 
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HEAR FOR GENERATIONS TO COME THIS I 
SUNDAY NIGHT AT 6:00 P.M 
THE FIRST HOUR IS A PANlEL DISCUSSION , 
ON REVISING THE TEXAS CONSTITUTION. 
THE SECOND HOUR IS ALL YOURS. 4 
(WCH0L061CAL PROBLEMS 
THAT'S IT! WE'LL TELL 




JOHN HENRY FAULK 
RALPH W. YARBOROUGH 
W. PAGE KEETON 
JOE B. FRANTZ 
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PUBLIC RADIO • THB UNIVERSITY 
OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 
PRODUCED UNDER A QRANT FROM THB TEXAS COMMITTEE 
FOR THE HUMANITIES AND THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR 
THE HUMANITIES. 
f , ' 
North Austin Commuter 
Tired of fighting traffic, waiting (or service 
stations to open, and paying monthly parking fees? 
Let us take you to work on time without the extra 
worries! 
Our bus^s will pick you up at the Fox Twin : 
-Theatre parking lot, 6757 Airport Blvd., where you 
can pork free all day. We will transport you to the, 
busy central area — the University of Texas, Capitol 
complex, and downtown. / 
Our express buses leave every 15 minutes between . -
7 and 9 a.m., and will return you to your car 
between 4 and 6 p.m. You can board afternoon buses:, r 
at the stops where you get off in the mornings. 
We make morning and afternoon stops at Twenty- . 
Third and San Jacinto, Fifteenth and San Jacinto, N , 
Eleventh and San Jacinto, Eighth and Congress, s 
'Eleventh and Lavaca, and Fifteenth and Congress. :-.v :• 
Fares are only 30 cents each way, and transfers^, J 
will be issued upon request. Please have the correct ay 
;• change when boarding. sfe? 
? TaxicabB will also be available at the parking lot 
for commuters who want direct transportation to%« 
i these same areas. Fares for taxi service are $1 peel 
: person, with a minimum of four passengers of $4 per . * 
trip. Taxi cabs run during the same hours as express 
buses. - ~ i ^ 
\ ' ̂  
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Ride with us and relax; Austin Transit 





















































By PIET SCHENKKAN 
Austin School Board elections are 
set for April $ — during spring 
break, naturally. But you can vote 
absentee at the University^ State 
Bank' from 8 a.m. to & p.m. 
weekday. Just bring-your registra­
tion certificate or any other iden­
tification. ,'' 
Most 'of'as are recent survivors of 
iAwhat passes for public education in 
oar state. In fact, we're the lucky 
ones — minority students from even 
rworse Texas schools never make it 
here. Of course inadequate and un­
equal state financing) is*ihe basic 
problem, and to cure; it we need a 
governor and legislators committed 
to educational quality and equality. 
But mans 
par 
sEbool boards are 
;,-S*k 
"sW'»A3'Tit4f 5W 'Vufc, A& 
y^ocaj 
also t of Hie problem, ,/aii^ 
Austin's is one of them. • 1," 
The Austin School Board cuftentty 
.has a conservative majority. With 
this majority, Board President Will 
Davis, Mayor Butler's friend, and 
Superintendent Jack Davidson have 
been able to run roughshod over 
students, parents and teachers. 
Starvation wages for teachers 
(counting on the flood of UT educa­
tion graduates to keep the teachers 
from fighting back). Bitter, 
resistance to moderate federal 
court desegregation orders, ending 
a few days before the start of school 
with the adoption of a plan that has 
Quest viewpoint! 
Of 
caused massive overcrowding u 
some schools and chaos generally. 
School boundary changes witt^oitt 
'I consultation with parents (in Travis 
> Heights, breaking up, oyer 
neighborhood 1 resistance, a-
.neighborhood that was becoming 
naturally integrated). The board 
majority makes these decisions the 
way the regents make theirs -~ 
secretely; without advance notice to, 
those affected: 
Austin can do better. Pour of the 
' seven board seats are up for election 
tins spring. (Friends occupy two 
the other three seats). In every race 
there is someone we can support 
with enthusiasm. Place 1: Rev.' 
Marvin Griffin, pastor of the 
5&Ci 
Austin, longtime regent of; 
predominantly black Texa|;-; 
Southern University. Place' 2p . 
DeCourcy. Kelley, past president of 
Travis County Democratic Womerv ~1 
certified teacher, member of Equal 
Opportunity in Education Task 
Force. Place 3: M.K. Hage, incurrt- | 
b6nt, former teacher and* ~ 
(nonathletic coach) principal, 
probable president if we get the 
votes to oust Davis..Place 4: June 
Karp, experienced teacher, business 
agfeqt of the Austin Federation of >• 
"1, 
Vour vote matters. In 1972 Gus 
Garcia won by 2,000 votes out of 21,-
000 casff^.StfO students *vot^, 
overwhelmingly for him. This year 
25,000 will turn out. With more con­
venient absentee balloting at least 
6,000'of them should be students. We 
get few chances to make such an im-. 
mediate contribution to the daily 
lives and future opportunities of so f 
' many people. Please vote. . 
' . . - V -
Besides the University State t 
Bank, absentee polling places are 
Dawson School (South Austin), Y 
Pease School (near Austin High). * 
and the School Administration * 
Building (6200 Guadalupe St.). 
Plet Sehenkkan is vice-chairman 
of the Student Action Committee. 1 
m-: 
itH 
;•>- By LYNN LOCKHART . a 
What is a political prisoner? 
If yon visit the Stodeat-
Facolty-Staff Lounge ia the 
: Uaioa BaiMiag from 11 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Saturday yoa may 
get some answers to that 
qoestion that will surprise 
you. Depending upon the 
definition you choose to 
accept, there may be more 
Aui three-millKn political 
jgrimer* in the world today. 
Free assembly  ̂
The organizers of this 
program have scrapped early 
plans for a fixed agenda and 
have called for a free 
assembly in which everyone 
has equal right and opportuni­
ty^ to participate. 
Amnesty International, the 
nonpartisan advocates of un­
conditional amnesty for 
prisoners of conscience 
throu^MHit the world,' will tell 
what its exhaustive research 
has shown about the numbers 
prisoners and suggest some 
things that you can do. 
Direct Action, Austin's only 
organization devoted to non­
violent study and action 
against fdl war and repres­
sion, will explain why it feels 
that all persons in jails are 
political prisoners. The 
Huntsville Bus Project, which 
and renditions of political provides Inw-cost transpnrta-
prisoners in both Communist tion for. families of prisoners 
and capitalist nations. Amnes­
ty representatives will ex­
plain what they have been 
able to do to secure the 
release or improved treat­
ment of many of these 
FREE 
1 > 1^ , r / -4, ' * 
of the state to visit their 
relatives in the Texas prison 
system, will explain its own 
steady, humanitarian work. 
The American Friends Ser­
vice Committee, the service 
arm of the Society of Friends, 
or Quakers, will describe its 
continuing work to free more 
than 2,000,000 political 
prisoners in the jails and tiger 
cages of South Vietnam. The 
Indochina. Peace Campaign, 
also vitally interested in the 
conditions of prisoners in 
Southeast Asia, will add its 
owniB&ights in this area. . _ 
The Latin American Policy 
Alternative Group (LAPAG) 
will focus on political 
prisoners in Latin American 
countries such as Chile and 
Uruguay, where torture and 
prisoners 
summary execution of 
suspected enemies of the state 
is more the rale than the ex­
ception. 
Insights 
' People who know the jails 
and prisons will bring you 
their insights. We have invited 
Tom"* Flower, peace activist 
recently released from 
Leavenworth after serving 
six-months for leafletting on a 
military base, to talk about 
U.S. prison conditions. He will 
be joined by Dennis Hartwell, 
recently out of the federal 
prison at El Reno, Okla. 
Finally, we have asked 
Austin's progressive sheriff, 
Raymond Frank, to present 
his perspective on prisons and 
prisoners. 
In conjunction with the 
political-prisoners assembly, 
Amnesty International will 
show two films relating to 
political prisoners Friday and 
Saturday in the Academic 
Center auditorium. "Saigon: 
a Question or Torture" will be 
shown at 6:30 p.m., and "Sac-
co and Vanzetti" will be, 
shown at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. 
both nights. A $1 admission, 
good for both movies, will be 
charged to assist the family of 
Pauline Cbigwida, a black 
political prisoner in Salisbury; 
Rhodesia. 
? Lynn Lockhart is a member 
of Amnesty International ; . 
more fifing line 
To the editor: 
Re: Mr. Parrish's letter 
regarding the 1974 CACTUS 
rsons 
LOU McCREARY IS FOR: 
[Ok ' 
• An Elected Student Regent 
• Single Member Legislative Districts 
• Improved, Student Aid Program 
• Limits on Building Use Fees 
• More Emphasis on Education 
and Less on Construction 
I*- * 
mi ^ 
YOU HAVE A CHOICE — VOTE FOR LOU 
McCREARY ON MAY 4th, PLACE 4, STATE 
REPRESENTATIVE 
W. Adv, W. for by Wopehdent SttnUnts for tea McCr*ary, iomM loudcrback and K«rry Commock, Co-Choirm*fi, 1801 South 
bhMtwra, Austin. Printod by Tho Oatfy Toxan, TSI1 lu&fing, UnivmHy of Tixai at Austin. 
I 
Goodfellow awards shows a 
general ignorance of these 
facts: 
^1) As sellorOi in the Texas 
Student Publications (TSP) 
Handbook, the Goodfellow 
selection committee is to be 
composed of one (1) represen­
tative from Student Govern­
ment, one (1) representative 
from the dean of students of-
-iice, one (1) representative 
members the editors consider 
qualified to help in the selec­
tion process. 
% We, the editors, felt that the 
committee should have more 
student input, so two ad­
ditional students were ap­
pointed to the committee, giv­
ing students a 3:2 majority. 
2) Once appointed, the com­
mittee was left alone with the 
stack of applications and the 
guidelines for the award as 
stated in the TSP Handbook. 
The group, in which no 
employe of TSP can serve, 
used their own process to 
select the recipients of the 
: award. No TSP employe had-
any voice whatsoever in the 
selection process. ' 
in the TSP Handbook which 
restricts nominations for the 
Goodfellow award. Any stu­
dent meeting the basic 
qualifications of campus par­
ticipation and leadership can 
be nominated. The Cactus, 
like any other organization, 
nominated those students out 
over 100 people who it Jelt 
•were most qualified. The fact 
that eight students associated 
with the Cactus received • the 
Goodfellow award is a tribute 
to those students, not to the 
Cactus. 
Every Goodfellow without 
exception is representative ofJ  
a broad range of campus in­
volvement. The Goodfellows 
selected from the Cactus staff 
were no exception. The year­
book happens to be one of 
their areas of .involvement. 
Liz Daily, Editor-in-Chief 
Bill Scott, Associate Editor 
1974 Cactus 
For The 1st Time Ever 
— A 
• You'll actually be taught ho 
to read and study faster during 
the exciting Speed- Readin 
Lesson. 
I U j -<• mm 
Kennedy and Nixon invited 
Evelyn Wood to the White 
House to teach their advis­
ors and the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff how to read fasterr 
You'll hear what the faculty 
members of one of America's 
foremost colleges says about 
Evelyn Wood, and watch them 
read-fast! 
ou'll find this Special Free of­
fer of increased reading speed 
to be an exciting and unusual 
'experience. 
IPf 
7  " » " , i f  ~  *  
For the first time we are offering 
a Special Speed-Reading Les­
son to provide you with a 
glimpse of what it's like to be 
able to read and study almost 
as fast as you can turn pages 
and you'll actually 
participate in the techniques 
that will improve your reading 
and study speed on the spot' 
W .fV* 
For The May 4th 
JJA'Jx'yf 
Increase Reading 
and Study Speed 
up to 100% 
FREE 
Free m i n i  Lessons! 
at 
4:00 p. m. and 8:00 p. m.| 
Cambridge Tower Bldg. 
19th & Lavaca 
LAST DAY! \ 
HEADING DYNAMICS* 
Rage 6 Friday, March 22, T9?4 THE DAILY TEXAN 
On Sat., May 4th Texas Democrats and Republicans 
will hold their Party Primaries. The Democratic 
Primary for Governor rematches Sissy Farenthold 
against Dolph Briscoe. Will your voice be heard? You 
will be in Austin that day. A void the absentee 
balloting hassle and insure your voice will be heard, 
register to vote in Austin. ' 
Is Next Friday. 
VOTER REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS 
1. If you have r*at*Mr*d to vot* in Austin in ih* put 
, thr«« years, and havo votad in tha past thraa yaars 
your registration i« still valid. You naad not ra-ragistar. 
2. If you are freshman or transfer student come by one of 
the campus booths and fllteout a card. It wilt tska less : 
than a minute to transfer your registration to Austin or 
register you for Ae first time. 
. 3. If you have moved while in Austin you can transfer 
precincts by bringing your voter registration card to'a 
booth. 
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; ,the Friar Society, a campus honorary organization. 
The chief aim of the honorary group is to recognize men 
and women who have made significant contributions Jo the 
University. 
< Those selected are Linda Lee Aaker, third year law stu­
dent and officer of the Student Bar Association; Larry Cam-
pagna, government major and 1974 Cactus-outstanding stu­
dent; Chris Harte, a graduate student in -business ad­
ministration who was a reporter for The Associated Press 
Capitol Bureau in 1972-73. 
•r| Others named are Nick Perez, president-elect of the Stu­
dent Bar Association; Linda Perine, first year law student 
and member of Texas Union Program Council; Cappy 
McGarr, vice-president of Student Government and presi­
dent of Kappa Alpha; Jim E. Richards Jr., manager of the 
University Symphony Orchestra and member of the Austin," 
Symphony. * 
Also selected were law student Cynlhia Taylor, 
< winner of the Cabot Award for Outstanding Academics with 
4,0 GPA, and Julius Whittier, the first black football letter-












By MAtlk; SIMMONS tfssacre to a mtnimum of ^0 per 
The State School Land board Jacre. In addition, the changes 
voted 2-1 Thursday to institute- ,cut the term of a lease from 
new leasing policies which .five to three years, and set up 
.could significantly increase .Quarterly lease sales, 
the more than $50 million in'^J All proposals will take ' 
revenue the state realizes an-" " "effect with the state's July 2 . 
rtually from oil and gas. # |ease sale. 
production on state lands. },,£ "We reduced the bonus pay-
MWe wanted to put the state ment from $25 to $10 on the 
into a position to encourage . theory that it would Increase 
drilling and exploration,'V competition for offshore 
By SCOTT BOBB «-
>i5 Texan Staff Writer : 
An upcoming fight between 
the Texas State Insurance 
Board and the Allstate In­
surance Co. may have 
precedent-setting effects on 
the state's new competitive 
insurance rate law and could' 
cost Allstate $4 million in 
Raving Project 
( Dual 
" The improvements project under 
construction in Zilker Park is part of 
the Capitol Improvements Project's 
1971-76 plan, a city spokesman said 
Thursday. 
Ed Macomber, in the Research and. 
Planning Department, said the work 
was listed under "Zilker Park Impact 
and Legacy Improvements'' in the CIP 
booklet. 
Date of City Council action on the 
paving project was last Sept. 20, when 
back dividends. 
-Robert Clines, the board's 
attorney, asserted at a Thurs­
day hearing Allstate had il­
legally discriminated against 
its auto policyholders by cut­
ting off dividends to policies 
which terminated after Oct. 1. 
David Irons, AUstate's at­
torney, denied the company 
violated any state laws and 
sharply criticized the charges 
against the firm. 
State Insurance Com­
missioner Dan Odum heard 
the case. 
, Summarizing the nature of 
tfte dispute, William Harding, 
chief clerk for the board, said 
A)lstate applied for and was. 
granted a year's permission In 
mid-1973 to pay dividends to 
its policyholders. 
After the state's new in­
surance law passed Aug. 27, 
1973, allowing rate competi­
tion amlong companies, 
Allstate applied for a permit 
to lower its premium rates, 
Harding said. 
Land Commissioner Bob 
Armstrong said of the 
chahges. . 
^ Land Board member Louis 
-{Shanks took a different view 
of the changes. Shanks called 
the policies "inflationary," 
and said he feared they would 
drive small  dri l lers  from 
effective competition with the 
giant oil firms. 
The new leasing procedure 
gives the state an increase in 
its across-the-board royalty 
from 16.6 to 20 percent. It also 
lowers the initial payment 
lessors must make on state 
lands from $20 and $25 per 
Ma 
"At the same t ime,  the 
company terminated 
prematurely the dividend," 
the official said. 
"People who may have been 
led to believe they, would 
receive a dividend at the end 
of their policy period did not,'' 
Harding said. 
Stating the board's position, 
leases, and. that the com­
panies would take the money 
saved and put it into ex­
ploration," Armstrong said, 
Shanks, on the other hand, -
felt the over-all effect would 
be "bad for the industry and 
bad for the people of Texas. 
"Talk about increase in oil 
prices," Shanks said. "Wehad 
testimony before the board 
that the cost-of drilling had 
gone up 56 percent. And to cut ;' ' 
the time limit to three years, 
with pipe hard to get, it will 
put the small drillers out of 
business because they can't JJ 
get equipment." ^ 
KM 
to lower initial rates rather 
than continue paying 
dividends at periodic expica-;; 
tion of policies. . 
The lawyer sa}d if the com<-: 
pany was going to givie 10 to 15 
percent  discounts on in­
surance rates, it could not pay 
dividends on the same policy. 
Clines pointed out that those 
Approved for Zilker 
an engineering firm was selected to 
help draw plans.  The Parks and 
Recreation Department applied for 
federal funds during the 1971-72 fiscal 
year,  Tom Anderson,  PARD ad­
ministrator, said. 
The first phase of the two-phase 
program under construction is being 
funded from two sources — city 
revenue-sharing money and a matching 
grant from the Legacy of Parks 
program under the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development. 
ftisi 






Ideas and Issues Committee 
; presents ^ 
"The New Texas Union: 
A Discussion with Frank Fleming" 








Pre-le&se now for las little  ̂
at $61.25 per month, * 
ALL BILLS PAID!«»>:ltli 
Coifio share s perfect summer. Four student* 
can eave by eharing one of our Itixurious l̂fl 
furnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartments 
and en|oy all these summer fun featuree: 
- e Swimming pools with water volleyball courts 
" e Clubhouse: with wet bar end sauna 
e Free icemakers v.:'. , frjjki. 
e Plenty of closet ,and etorageepacf s 
e Ample perking fecillties 
Cascades 444-4485 e 1221 Algartta 
From IH^35, take Ollorl exit to 
Algarltf, turn right one block 
adevelopment of Jagger Aseociates 
The cost of the first phase is $200,000, 
with the total program to cost more 
than $300,000. 
An aide in City Councilman Bob 
Binder's office said, "This thing sure 
caught us by surprise, but of course the 
City Council did approve it at some 
time." 
Along with the paving of roads and 
four new parking lots, two new 
restrooms and a maintenance facility 
for park personnel are being con-: 
structed .. 
v-V v 
the dividend is that it has to be 
earned. These people had 
earned that dividend jus.t as 
much as people whose polidies 
terminated before Oct. 1." 
Should the commissioner 
rule against Allstate, the com­
pany would have to refund ap­
proximately $4 million in 
dividends. 
Irons was quoted by United 
Press International as saying, 
"We categorically reject any 
.  implicat ion of  del iberate im-.  
propriety. Allstate has- not 
promised or  guaranteed 
policyholders any dividends."-
Irons said AUstate 's  
•management last fall decided 
policies expired or will expire 
between Oct. "4,1973, and June 
1, 1974, will receive neither 
reduced rates nor dividends 
on their policies. 
Odum's decision on the dis­
pute is expected in two of 
three days. At that point, 
Allstate may appeal the deci­
sion' to the State Insurance 
Board. Board member Ned 
Price said the process • of 
scheduling the public hearing 
would take at least 30 days. 
If Allstate disagrees with 
the board's decision, it may 
take the matter to court, most 
likely the Travis County dis­
trict court system, Harding 
said. 
THERE IS A CHOICE! 
DORSETT 
The Oflly Progressive Force 
County Commissioner - Precinct 2 
i 
/• 
"The conservative majority on the present Commissioner's Court 
made a political and moral misjudgement when they purposely split the 
students among the four districts. This was an effort to weaken your 
voting strength. There are more than 8,000 students in the two-
hundred numbered (250, 232, etc.) precincts eligible to vote in tny 
election. J need your help and I am asking for it now. Together we can 




We do not nave to choose 
between the 
have a better choice. 
mi't iHPfi 
W* 
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EUROPE 
^ 
Irllty charters and group flights ex­
clusively for: s 
The Univirsity of Texas 
» students, faculty, staff 
vend immediate family^ 
IS-. Dallas/ Brussels Dallas 
n 24 Days—$349* M 
.Bm. "June 9—July 2 " 
Capital Airways DC-8 
252 seats 
Dallat/BriiMclsParUiDallasI 
„42 Days—$329* plus inter­
national departure tax 
May 30—July 11 
v Capital Airways DC-8 
*a - 183 seats 
APrices -based oh pro rati 
131 
cost. 
a ' .  
I®*1 
te. . « 
Icelandic fooup Flights 
DallasLnxcmb«urg/Dallas 
May 22—August 21, $382+ 
May 25—July 12, $397t 
June 4—July 2, $453t a 
June 6—July 21, $468t 




i t i l '  &  
KLM Group Flights 
IHoastonAmstcrdaiii/Houstoi 
lay 22—August 20, $462.60t| 
May 22—July 9, $462.60 
June 5-July 3, $541.60 
tadd $3 Departure Tax 
V' -I Si: 
|SPECI AL INCLUSIVE TOUR CHARTER! 
I.T.C. Charters mw 
Great Enropeanlbiirs 
Departing From Dallas 
<" OPEN TO GENERAL PUBLIC IS 
• June 3—June.18 '"'-Ji: 
-' .,16days^;, 
Choice of 6 itineraries 
i r *,  ̂AS  ̂
frqi]^633,|;ki« 
London/Costa Del Sol 
*. •. Ddnxe Tour ^ggg 
June 14—June 28 $749 
HMfYWMttlBIWB 
3Q2 V^15Stie« AusriaTexc» 70701- 512 
• V 





By LINDA FANNIN 
After nearly a three-year 
wait, a lawsuit filed, against 
University officials by the 
„ Gay Liberation organization 
is , set for bearing in U.S. 
District Court by Judge Jacfe 
Roberts at fcSO a.m. Monday: 
-- The suit, which was filed 
Dec. 1, 1971, charged the 
, University with violating the 
constitutional- rights of 
hoiiiosexuals by refusing to 
allow the group to register as;< 
a campus organisation. . 
Only registered 
v^?S organizations can meet in : 
campus buildings, use office 
facilities and distribute' 
literature on campus. 
E'V/fl The suit was filed jointly by 
^t-jGay Liberation and four 
^ "^1 University students: Ed 
Frazier, Wendell Jones, David 
Kusin and Neal Parker. Nam-. 
ed as defendants were Untyefr 
slty System Chancellor 
Charles LeMaistre, former 
President Ad Interim Bryce 
Jordan and former Assistant 
Dean of Students Edwin B. 
Price, as well as' former 
Regents Frank Ikard, Joe 
Kilgore, W.H. Bauer, Jack 
Josey and E.T. Ximenes and 
present Regents Frank 
Erwin, Jenkins Garrett, Mrs. 
Lyndon B. Johnson, 
A.G.McNeese Jr., Dan 
Williams and Joe I.. Nelson^, 
CityCouncil 
.'.Gay Lib first applied for 
1 recognition as a campus 
organization in May, 1970^ 
was turned down by Price, r 
Prices' decision was sub­
mitted W the Committee on 
Student Organizatons,: which 
reversed jbis decision and ap­
proved the application on Dec. 
8, 1970. Gay Lib's campus 
status, however, lasted only 24 
hours, with the decision being 
overturned by Jordan on Dec. 
9. • 
v The suit was filed after sutf-
sequent-appeal to LeMaistre _rule,I' which states. '^no 
denial Of organization or group may be resulted in another 
the group's application. 
According to the complaint 
filed, "Plaintiffs were denied 
registration on the basis that 
their actions would be 
'inimical to the educational 
purpose and works of the in­
stitution* and 'would dis­
courage the sexually confused., 
from seeking counseling.' "v. 
• Price based his refusal on 
the. University's "inimical 
:gPS£$< m 
registered if the actions or ac­
tivities of the organization or 
group, in the opinion of the 
president or of the chancellor, 
a,re inimical to the 
educational purpose and work 
for the University." 
( . MS®?®!" 
^Although Gay Liberation is 
now a dormant group, Austin 
Gay People is a newly formed 
organization for the Austin 
gay community. 
program Of Pakistani 
QtSZ Pakistanis To Feast 
•m 
Round-Up To Close Pearl Street 
music will b6 aired from II 
p.m. to midnight Sunday on 
KUT-FM's International 
Music Hour to commemorate 
Pakistan> Independence Day, 
Saturday., 
-The University Pakistan 
Students' Association also is Registration fee,^ 
sponsoring a dinner with vyf '' 
Pakistani food and music in 
the Union Junior Ballroom at :-Vha»» 
7 p.m. Saturday for ap­
proximately 100 invited 
liprticipate in a regatta spon­
sored by the Austin Yacht 
[ub, Sunday oh Towii Lake.: 
Instructions for the race 
will be given at 2 p.m. at 
Sail Away on Longshore 
Boulevard, and the race will 
begin at 2:30 p.m. There is no 
AUSTIN TOMORROW 
III AUSTIN TOMORROW i 
NCI9HRORHOO0 MHTINO Zone 1; 
City Council voted Thursday 
to close Pearl Street between 
24th and 25th Streets tem­
porarily for a street dance 
during the University's 
Roujid-Pp Week, April 19 to 
*& if * '* t ' 
In other action, a resolution 
to establish procedures for 
handling alleged police mis­
conduct was postponed in­
definitely. Mayor Roy Butler, 
who initiated the resolution, 
Said that reports from groups 
recommending procedures 
shoulfl be ready "within two 
Share the fun •MP 
^this summer. 
Pre-lease now for as little 
'as $59.50 per month,furnished, 
ALL BILLS PAID! 
by sharing one o 
This low price includeo furnishings.... and all 
, v».\ 
famous! 
a Huge swimming 
pools with watar 
volleyball courts 
a Lush Jandacaplng 
a Free Icemakara 
a Plenty of parking and 
ample laundry facilitiea 
e Luxurious clubhouse 
with wet bar 
* *& 5S 
444-7797 
1601 Royal Cieat Drive e juat off Riveralde Dr. 
on the shuttle bus route 
a development of Jagaer Associates 
•. to three weeks. 
I On a written request from 
Councilman Bob Binder, who 
was absent from the meeting, 
an amendment to the gas rate 
ordinance was postponed until 
next week's meeting, 
A resolution to create a 
special water district to serve 
an area-near Lake Travis also 
was postponed. The council 
RAMSEY MUNIZ 




Raza Unida Candidate 
State Representative Place 4 




Pd pot odv by tl» Moxieon Amticmn Youth Organhtotion. 2211 Lokothoto. No. 211. 
Richord A nit. Pnsidont Pubiithod »f Tin Doily Toxon TSP Building. Unttmslly of Tom 
at Austin. 
has been asked to enter into 
an agreement with developers 
to assume part of the cost of 
water and sewage lines. 
Discussion on the resolution 
which would serve; Wilding 
Development, formerly called 
'East Ranch, was cut short 
because of unexpected citizen 
opposition. 
A public hearing on an 
amendment to the telephone, 
rate ordinance also was set 
for next week. The amend­
ment pertains to mobile phone 
rates and "other mis­
cellaneous rate adjustments." 
A request by University 
Prof. Hudson Madlock, chair­
man of the Department of 
Civil Engineering, to extend 
expansive clay experiments at 
Lake Long was granted.. 
Councilman Jeff Friedman 
was out of town. 
from 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday at;Gullett 
jsft Elementary, 6310 Treadwell. 
V' ANNOUNCIMINTS  ̂ ; 
rm mtrmiTi of latin amimcan stumcs' 
will present Werner Baer, professor. 
Of economics at VanderbtIt Universi­
ty, who wilt speak on "Sources of the , 
Current Brazilian Boom artd; 
Prospects for Its Continuation," at.3 ; 
p.m. Friday in Business-Economics 
Building. . 
•NOINCIMNO WIVIS CIU1 will host a 
fashion show sponsored by Marie 
... ; Antoinette at 7:30 p.m. Friday In the 
Community Hall; at Highland Mali, i 
Tickets will be sold at the door, and : 
door prizes will be awarded. 
•tACK OMOUATI STUMNT ASSOCIATION 
will sponsor an "Undergraduate 
ha ': «> D®y" ln the Llla B. Etter Alumni • 
De: Sife Center at 7:30 p.m": Friday. 
If you enjoy taking pictures 
of outdoor activities, .then you 
might wish to join members 
of the Capitol Camera Club on 
Town Lake from 2 to 5 p.m. 
Sunday to photograph ac­
tivities of the "Happening on 
Town Lake." ' 
. This event is a community 
project. JPrints may 
donated ^for a permanent Featured In the program will be per-
collection to the Committee li •• j'm m « • • Sw&iDr DiscK music Initruc-
To Beautify Town Lake^i^, C ">r »' •Ke University and an address 
' ' ' from Dr. Melviri Sikes of the 
i, DImm^J^.'' educational psychology department 
KegQTTa rionnea union mcmation committk and the 
- K..,ri, i. i » ,i. i,i„ . University Big Tbtdiet:Association 
SUnflSh and dolphin owners, will sponsor trips to the Big Thicket 
(or renters) are invited to over »Pr'no break. For more frifor-
.. ; matlon call 47M3^. ...... 
YHSONS MTMBTIO l)n working With 
. chlidr^i in East Austln meet at 
; 3: IS and S;4S p.m. every^lday In 
fhe Baptist Student Center, 2104 San 
. Aptonio St., to spend two hours in 
M recreational activities, crafts and 
ill Bible storytelling. Everyone is 
welcome 
''MSnNOS''' 
AKHC will meet at 3 p.m. Friday In the 
Art Building Auditorium to hear the 
chemical engineering department 
Visiting Committee speak on 
"Energy to Employment." ' 
AUSTIN SMBTUAl COUNCft Will rtwtt at 2 
p.m. Sunday Ip the Pease Park south 
picnic area to celebrate the Spring 
Equinox Festival.' Everyone li in­
vited to loin in singing,inpditation 
and feasting. Bring musical In-:, 
t - struments. 
cfuu sufforr coMMrrm will meet at 6 $ 
p.m. Sunday In the Mett)odlst Stu­
dent Center to make preparations^ 
for a visit by Haraid Edetstam, 
* former' Swedish ambassador to t 
Chile. 
»UCATION OOUNOl ANO SIN lot CAMNrr 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Monday in the 
.  ' C o m m u n i c a t i o n  B u i l d i n g ;  
>' Auditorium to hear John Ciardi on 
"Poetry Is for Pleasure." 
JfWlSH STUDBm are reminded that Sab­
bath candle lighting time is 7:26 
p.m. Friday. 
MARK-AGC will meet at 7:30 p.m., Friday < 
in Business-Economics Building 56 
to hold public and group meditation 
and prayer protection; They also: 
will discuss various New Age 
spiritual topics. 
TASinwomiMU will meet at t :0S p.m. 
i  •  S u n d a y  I n  t h e  U n i o n  J u n i o r  
*. Ballroom to play war games. 
UNivMsrrv mcycu cum will meet at 8 • 
a m.: Saturday In front of Jester-
Center an the stieps facing Speedway , 






To Laud Poet 
Petrarch, a 14th Century 
Italian poet and scholar, will 
be honored by the third annual 
Modern Language Association 
Sy mposi um on the 
Renaissance, Friday and 
Saturday in the Academic 
Center. . "i 
Meatless Main Dishes 
Desserts 
4 weeks - 8 lessons 
$20.00 - includes .food (and feasts) -
Meets Mon. and Wed. Evenings 7:30-9:30 
Lutheran Student Center - 2100 San Antonio 
offered by University Y 
2330 Guadalup* (abov* Sommcrs Drug) $ 472-9246 
Taught by Martha Shulman - 441-2723 
Call for Information 
Courf Starts March 26 - Come Hungry! 
Sponsored by the College of 
Humanities and the graduate 
school, the symposium also 
will enable visiting scholars to 
explore hew methods in 
literary criticism that can be 
applied to classical literature. 
f In conjunction-with the sym­
posium, an exhibit of 
Petrarchana has been 
organized by the Humanities 
Research Center. The. exhibit 
is on view on the fourth floor 
of the Academic Center 
t h r o u g h  M a r c h  3 0 .  i ' .  
i; Lectures will be held at 9 
a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Friday and 9 
a.m. to noon Saturday in the 
Academic Center Auditorium. 
Rockefeller Accused 
Of Political Subterfuge 
An accusation of political subterfuge was leveled Thursday 
against former New York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller by 
representatives of the local People's Commission on Critical 
Choices. ,.v-.. • 
"Rockefeller is using his chairmanship of the Commission 
on Critical Choices for Americans as an obvious Vehicle for 
his 1976 presidential aspirations," Hal Womack, PCCC 
spokesperson said." 
CCCA, sponsored but not funded by the federal govern­
ment,' will convene April 1 at the LBJ Library to d&cuss 
shortages of world food and energy supplies. 
^ PCCC plans a peaceful demonstration at the library on the 
night of April Fool's Day to protest Rockefeller's role on 
commission. Womack invited interested persons to at^nd ^ 
meeting at 10:30 a.m. Saturday in Union Building 334. / 










list: 139.00 aa. 
; Infinity POS1 
2-wey • 
tot: 90.00 ea. 
"This is a true stereo sale that includes only quality, name-brcind 
equipment. We do not sale "off the wall" names nor do we sale 
"house brand" private label speakers. We offer you the lowest prices 
— ^ ._pow|bl€^w2^fuH service dept. included. Come by and see for yourself/' 
Speakers i - i \ \ Phono Cartridges j MT" M i] Sony Radios \ -1 










I Stanton 681 EE 
J Ush 72.00 
{ Empire 2000 E/111 
J list: 69.95 
j Shure V-15 
j Type III 
| list: 72JO 
| ADC 10E m IV 
| List: 50.00 
I 
I Stanton 500E 
I list: 35.00 
I 
! Shure M44E 





I PSB/FM/AM, AC/DC 
.j List:54.95 
TFM-945W 
AM/FM table, model 
List: 49.95, 
j TFM 7300W 
AM/FM, AC/DC 
j Ust: 54.95 
ll^Wt 
$39»s 
! 8-Track Home Unit 
SOQ95 I  BSR-TD 85 
1 | u»h.49.95 
| MSL-rA —I Sonv TC-208 






*lH 4 (AAM ! 2-wey $0000 I 
Ust: 149.95 m. «';* j 
I 








Famous Name Brand 
Gome In To See 





Sony TC 129 
Ante 
Ush, 149.95 
$267" ! Car Cassette Decks 
j bony TC-20 ^ 
1 list: 129.95 Q 37 
s J ci 
J (UMITED SUPPLY) 
I 
j Pioneer FM Stereo 
| Cassette, _ __ 
,| Auta reverse 'T19 





$79" Sony. TC-40A JuiM-in condenser mike 
list: 99.95 
Sony TC-45  ̂
Ush 129.95 
Seny tC-46 -
AC/DC Economy $£097 







320 Watts (Dene) $OQO  ̂





Sop«r«x Pro IV 
Ust: 59.95 mite 
502 W. Hopkin 
w 
Pro Koss 4AA HQR-600 nl 
Ust: 219.50 
,? -
* ^ San Marcos Austin. Texas 
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l^bout it. Sometimes we'd"gef 
amis 25 % TOSHIBA SA-500 JBtlrllUPC+iihify" DUAi 1229 CHANGER 
' By SHARON JAYSON 
^ mJS1" ̂  VP*?, ^ whole lot of Daily Tett^" 
§.J§ <*«••?» to " and then sometimes we 
l-liP"1 ^e3fan.fu^ln8 on m op- wouldn't get any," he said, 
optional check-off basis, the say-
idling "history repeats itself ' 
^•';1may prove true. 
*$k For 50 years prior to 1971, 
, In 1964, the Texan organiz­
ed manned distribution 
'The Texan was funded by 
from the optional 
. blanket tax. The $410 allotted 
^frevenue 
system, Texans were 
available on campus for those 
out of the delivery zone. s 
OPEN BOXES with signs 
"For subscribers only" were 
f , _ Placed on campus while other 
to the Texan was set by the copies were sold in coin-
Students' Association (now operated machines 
. Student Government) which Enforcement methods for 
- controlled the blanket tax the "subscribers only" rule 
money allotment. were tried but ended in 
AS A RESULT of this volutin "'failure. 
tary funding, problems in dis-
. tribution, circulation and in­
come resulted. 
In the late '50s and early 
'60s, The Texan experimented 
in newspaper distribution. For 
a time, copies were delivered 
five times a week to dorms, 
boarding houses, fraternity 
and sorority houses and 
apartments in a 600-square-
block area between 12th and 
38th Streets and between East 
and Hartford Avenues. 
To facilitate delivery, The 
Texan hired 15 to 18 carriers 
for vralkiqg and truck routes. 
This elaborate system prov­
ed costly and time consuming, 
Loyd Edmonds, general 
manager of Texas Student 
Publications, recalled. 
Each newspaper had to be 
individually rolled, and sub­
scription lists were made for 
delivery purposes. 
-  . -  •  —  — -  % 3 c e n t e r s  t o  e n f o r c e  t h e  policy! 
In addition  ̂to the delivery These centers were open 
. .between 7 a.m. and 10:15 a.m, 
y..at various buildings on cam­
pus. V 
. 'This sytem only lasted a 
i jcpuple of weeks because $ub-
. .-scribers did not like showing 
£gtheir ID cards to get a paper, 
|saidEdinonds. .. - |
v Because of TSP inability to 
enforce the "for subscribers 
only" boxes, circulation and 
^funding diminished. 
1 In the summer of 1969, J# 
vj>erqent of those enroled 
opted for a Texan at registra­
tion. In 1971 that figure 
dropped to nearly 9 percent of 
enrollment. •%<. 
^ EDMONftS BELIEVES the 
KIIHI oi a proDiem, out sub- to the number of students 
scribers shared one subscrip- • fa Texan resulted 
tion with more than one per- fro™ ^ knowledge ttat they 
-could pick one up in the boxes 
«.^around campus without sub-
'MOST OF us on the board scribing. 
sm 
"Distribution betftine a 
matter of the honor system," 
said Dr. Norris Davis, chair­
man of the Department of 
Journalism and former TSP 
Board member,'- v 
- ' • ; ''' » 1 > .."'v > 
"Not only did we have that 
kind of a proble , but s -
son. 
/ felt it was. a very unfair 
system to ask the honest 
students to pay for a subscrip­
tion and the dishonest 
students to benefit," he add-
"The students that paid at 
first realized later they didp't 
need to," said Edmonds. 
Circulation also was 
affected because not as many 
students had access " to the 
paper at that time, Edmonds 
said. He believes that circula­
tion of The Texan now is much -
greater than before. 
"The advantage of this 
system is the saturation cir­
culation on campus in order to 
keep advertising revenue up*"® 
he said. .?$|j 
Edmonds explained that a^ 
change in distribution and cir­
culation would cause adver­
tising revenue to decrease. J £• 
THE TEXAN discover&lf2 
the importance of advertising 
in 1971 when the TSF^charter 
expired and was not renewed-, 
because of disagreement with 
the regents. Under a trust 
agreement, TSP became an 
auxiliary enterprise of the 
University, 
That year The Texii was 
funded entirely on advertising,, 
and previous earnings. "? * - ^ 
"Advertising happened to 
be good that year, but we had 
to dip into our reserves for. 
about 160,000," said Edmonds. 
In the spring of 1971, Hie 
Texan requested to be placed' 
on the mandatory fee. This ; 
funding became effective in..-
the fall of 1972. ©T ~ 
•• pMfW 
wrtpal W* yaws wHh KM SA-500, 
purr tMpkamlary OCT ctrcattiy 
wMi dl rt»|H <rect tinlii t.fcv 
• •••llfcA, I . % C JL —•-+ -mnnivnT m • npfwi unv 
•ill s»Mrl«tiv« fM. 
Wlitl/dNMMi CmHmmS MtpVl Ih 
wres dtM Hd it any veWme. 
Dinct tseplsd drwHry IMWM DM 
. nwi at law firw|iftNcias awl a hM| 




UMI-IW b IktliMitiMfstM «(*• 
mhwpKMl lit 4110 thlt mnI 
minltsr,a nacessttyfcrllN mlmr. 
IVM Np fiipvi vmniRif . 
• • • NMM| . 
Md hMtnt it b rit* hhiJ 
' iwnrwwi iifioRi.• wrvRvy: mm 
sepe* slySai. Ill, Wiu I h Ik* 
stodb, M mkMi l hytw 
PACKAGE PRICE 
$09900 
Tta'-fiH rqwwmti riw "sWN *f (a .  ̂ » _  A  s WV IN M||N - r 1 
• •HM . , .Iauii'ubji 'aI' • : m| Tmi f^VIIRMRI; WVW VOT W 
Will llW {WtfklQM* 
- HMMH4 thtbiKipf iNiwi prttl* 
dw Mtttaf. Tit OmI Km Im 1 
dw, IM* h llMir bait. 
YOU SAVE 
•an-
'j }, v * THE MIDDLE ®OF-TMI WEEK 2 5 % 
JBL U26 "Decade": TOSHIBA SA-400 
ALTHOUGH the system 
was organized, The Texan 
received many complaints. 
~ Kcil'McHam, n6w assistant 
to the editor, remembers the 
situation as it was then, 
f "They were pretty sloppy^iunches. 
The Department of Art is offering three 
hours of college credit for five weeks' travel 
in Europe during the first 1974 summer ses­
sion. 
Dr. Terence Grieder, University associate 
professor of art, will lead the 25-student tour, 
which will last from May 31 to July 6. 
Students taking this tour must enroll in May 
for Art 309. Travel cost is SL395. 
(andled by the "Merit International Travel 
Agneqy, the tour consists of a round-trip 







The trip will begin at the ruins of Pompeii : 
"and will include the major Italian cities. Hie 
' group will drive over the Alps and will stop in 
" Germany, Switzerland, France and the 
:: Netherlands, visiting cities with the most im- * 
• - portant art treasures and cathedrals. The 
v . tour will end ih England^ > 
ition in slides is the great value. And to see it 
?XXin the context of living cultures is something 
course here at home can offer," Grieder 
Viff I 
Th* many «ati»fiad Austin owntn 
of the SA-400 ara it's bait 
refaranc* at th* dafinitiv* •conomy 
racaivar on Hia mdrkat today. Cam-
para !»'* direct coupling, 3.0 cap­
ture ratio and 1 .• Mniitivity with 
anything on the market. Riling 
prke*, on competitive equipment 
h a v e  l e f t  t h e t W m p l o n  
Hsk-'HV 
m 00 ^ 
•I w<lwl crttM ••pull if 
Is ~ 
• AA M MM* wmwi pvr.ivr. 
M li lint H«VN ^bs$ w .|Ihi 
T4IWW CWr, A. 
nMAly. TWUHIi«m«I tht fctrt 
. it My pfkt* -
RABCBWRR" 
PIONEER PU120 
At pioneer the termt cheap and ta-
expentive are never tynonomout 
and the PL-12D it a great example 
of thit. Nature* like tynchrout 
motor, anti-ikating compeniatlon, 
clamped cueing, walnut bato 
w/hinged dust cover, belt drive 
with largo balanced platter at only 
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> V* HiB 
THE BUDGET SPECIAL 
PIONEER SA-5200 
A quality integrated amplifier from 
Pioneer the leader in it's field of 
high fidelity. The SA-5200 features 
complementary. SEPP circuitry, 
noted-for- high efficiency and low 
d i s t o r t i o n  f a c t o r s .  1 3  
watts/channel and a complete 
array of inputs and.outputs means 
flexibility and a high performance 
for years to come. 
JENSEN MODEL 2 
JtnMn, America's old«(ii|Malitr manufacturer 
hoi com* up with aneth*r winn«r In th« Modtl 
2. A tw<HMf«y |f* woof*r and 3" direct 
mdiotor IwhIit, >h« JenMb f#q»ur#« Total 
inergy ftMponM, thereby diitributinp th* b««t 
muftical balonc* in each room. JertMn, with 
wolf •stabHthtd rdiobtfity wtttt outttdnding 






DUAL 1114 CHANGER 
' ft? ,r 
Dual Stacking records or sing I* ploy, 
aHars craftsmanship end fluid parfar-
monta with tha 1214.: Calftratad tracking 
lares ad|ttstimsts and Mgb compliancs 
tons arm maan vltra îgkt trackingand 
minimized recerd wasr. A camprahansiva 
warranty inswas y««r msmbarship iatt 




ITEMS (NEW) RETAIL YOUR PRICE SAVE 
Toshiba SA-400 stereo receiver /' if 
Pioneer SE-505 2-way headphone. : 
Rotel RX400A receiver ,; <• , 
Pioneer SE-L20A open air h&dpliOne 
Pioneer SE-L40A deluxe open air 
Rotel RX-150A receiver 
Toshiba SB404 quad amplifier 
Toshiba ST500 stereo tuner 
Sound West auto speakers ' 
































+ ,S{-> v ^ r- »• 
ITEMS(USED with 90 Day Warranty) NEW PRICE USED PRICE 
Pioneer TX-1000 tuner . 
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Also Open Browsing 
REMEMBER: THE SOUND 
GALLERY WILL NEVER LOSE 
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By ED DALHE1M ' 
Texas Staff Writer 
HOUSTON— The Texas tennis team hit a season low Thurs­
day as all its players were eliminated after the first day's com-
petition at the Rice Invitationals. " 
The Longhorns lost three of the four opening round singes 
'matches and one of the two doubles matches. 
Stewart Keller continued his winning ways with a first round 
pvictory over Rick: Siiverthorn of Rice, 7-5,6-3 to salvage a com-
"..'^plete washout but he then lost to Southwest Conference singles 
svl ^hampion George Hardie of SMU, 6-3, 6-4. 
,V-X Texas' No. I doubles team of Dan Nelson arid Graham Whair 
VjV-' '^ing advanced to the second round on the basis of a 6-4, 6-2 win 
n v over Rice's Siiverthorn and Bryoe Alexander. 
Nelson and Whaling were defeated in the second round by the 
V University of Houston's Dale Ogden and Ross Walker, 6-2, 6-3. 
' Texas'other three singles matches went three sets with Tex-
X as unable to garner the deciding points. Dan Nelson lost to 
Northeastern Louisiana's Phil Trahan, 3-6, 6-3, 7-5. 
No. 3 player Gonzalo Nunez lost to Trinity's David King, 6-3,4-
, , 6, 6-3 and Whaling lost to another Northeastern Louisiana 
'player, Wilson Campbell, 6-2, 4-6, 6-3. 
, Keller and Nunez lost their doubles match in three sets to 
^ Florida State's Rejean Genois and Charles Ortg, 7-6,1-6, 64. 
Pretournament favorites SMU and Houston still have three 
singles players and both doubles teams left in the competition, 
and Texas Coach Dave Snyder figures that it will come down to 
those two teams Sunday as expected. 
They also are the two teams the Longhorns must overtake in 
the Southwest Conference race. 
In the B division, Texas' Jim Bayless and Bill Fisher both won 
first-mind-matches-but were eliminated in the second round. ; 
The opening day losses came as a surprise to Snyder, but he 









Share a luxury apartment home 
for only $79.50, furnished, 
ALL BILLS PAID! 
Two students can share a luxurious, furnished 
1 bedroo*, 1 bath apartment this summer..> 
and all the fun that goea with it Enfdy such ; ; 
features as: 
e Swimming pools with water volleyball courts! 
e Luxurious clubhouse with wet bar 
e Free teemakers 
e Lush landscaping for leisure sunbathing ] 
e Plenty of closet and storage space 
e Ample parking facilities *• . 
on theshuttlebus route 
442-1449 e 1700 Burton Road 


















BOURBON QUARTS J M 
AmmhiI  Agciyr.Mpr. -.-"•W# 
REUBEN'S IS THE TRAVIS COUNTY 
QUART HOUSE! 
ENTIRE HUGE STOCK OF 
• FRENCH ^ I*""/ OFF 
• GERMAN 
• ITALIAN it 





P i  hi if • 
' •' 
PABST 6 cans l#l. f >... 99* 
PA8ST Bock 4ph.nrhis ........ ... 1.33 
SCHLITZ 4 pk. NR BUS. l.lf 
MILWAUKEE'S Best 3;» 
KSU's Williams (r) wins the 60-yard dash. 
Sports Shorts 
Drills Canceled 
Coach Darrell Royal said 
Thursday the Texas football 
team- would go through no 
more contact drills or scrim­
mages until the Orange-White 
game next Thursday. 
. "We're taking it real easy 
right now," Royal said. "With 
.ail the injuries we've had, 
we're not going to take any un­
necessary chances." 
Royal also said that fullback 
Roosevelt Leaks was taking 
his injury to his knee, which 
put him out of action for next 
season, well. Leaks was 
released from the hospital 
Wednesday after surgery on 
his knee. 
A Texas Intercollegiate 
Bowling Conference (TIBC) 
meet featuring , seven Texas 
universities will be hosted by 
the Texas Union Saturday. 
Competition will begin at 9 
a.m. in the Union Building 
Games Area when Texas 
meets Southwest Texas State. 
Texas also will compete 
against Laipar University at 3 
p.m. and Trinity University at 
3 p.m. Other schools par­
ticipating in the meet are Tex­
as A&M; Rice University and 
the University of Houston. 
Texas, coached by Pat 
Hurley, is currently fifth in 
TIBC competition, while the 
University of Houston is first. 
• -kv 
By HERB HOLLAND M 
 ̂ „ Texan Staff Writer 
1;; The Texas track team will 
host Big Eight indoor cham­
pion Kansas State in a dual 
meet starting w^th the field 
events at 1 p.m. Saturday in 
Memorial Stadium. The run­
ning events! will begin at 2 
p.m. 
The Wildcats have not com­
peted outdoors yet this 
season, but Texas Track. 
Coach Cleburne Price doesn't 
think that will make that big a 
"THtEY'VE HAD 10 or 11 in-
ddor meets this season," 
Price said Thursday. "And 
we've only had three indoor 
and three outdoor. So they've 
actually done more running 
than we have. 
"Kansas State is real solid 
all the way down the line," 
Price said. 
Kansas State's strongest 
events are the sprints, led by 
senior Dean Williams. 
Williams has a couple of wind-
aided ~9.2*second- 100-yard 
dashes to his credit. 
SENIOR DON Marrs is ex­
tremely strong in the pole 
vault with 16-8 his season's 
best. 
But Williams and Marrs 
both are hampered by hamstr­
ing pulls and are doubtful for 
Saturday. Nevertheless, both 
are entered in the meet. 
Without Marrs and 
Williams, the Wildcats' class 
field is greatly 
diminished...with one excep­
tion — the javelin. 
In the javelin, all three Kan-
DALLAS (AP) - All-pro 
cornerback Mel Renfro of the 
Dallas Cowboys said Thurs­
day he will consider a non-
playing job with Portland, of 
the new World Football 
League. 
sas State javelin throwers did 
better last year than Texas 
throwers have done this 
season. 
Bob Obee is the class of the 
field, throwing 251-4 last 
season, about 39 feet better 
John J. Monfrey Wine and Liquor Co. 
Distrfertor »f Pabst Biu* Ribtai ami Andtkcr B««r Supranw 
207 E. 4th . 472-4961 
CB" SMITH VOLKSWAGEN 
ovto. air ratio 
MOO nibs factory warranty 
QUALITY SERVICE 
YOUR AUTHORIZED DOWNTOWN 
VOLKSWAGEN DEALER 476-9181 
CORNER 5TH& LAMAR 
Shoe Shop 









Beautiful Colors $750 
• LEATHER SALE* 
Varioui kinds, color*,- 75' par ft. 
Capitol Saddlery 
.1.414 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
than Greg Hackney's 212-2 
winning heave tw<> pieets ago 
in Denton. " . 
BUT OBEE is the only con­
cern for the Longhorn. 
spearchuckers. 
"I thought it might be in­
teresting if Obee hadn't had 
.an outdoor meet jret this 
year," Marty Petermann 
said. "But I understand he's 
already been throwing." 
f Petermann, a 6-1,180-pound 
sophomore fron Kennewick, 
Wash., won the javelin last 
weekend at the Rice In­
vitational with a throw of 206-
6. His personal high is 207-11. 
"As soon as I get my form, 
though, there won't be much 
to stop me," Petermann said. 
"And when Siggi's (Busha) 
back, we'll have the best 1-2-3 
javelin punch in the nation." 
Busha, 6-2,180-pounds from , 
Bremerton, Wash., is not 
competing this year because 
of an elbow condition which 
required corrective surgery 
last summer. 
—NEVERTHELESS,. Texas 
javelin throwers have taken 
first place in two of the three 
outdoor meets this season. 
"More thiqgs can go wrong 
with the javelin than in any 
other weight event," Busha 
said. "It's second in technique 
only to the pole vault." 
Hackney should know about 
that. Although he's won the 
javelin this year, he also com­
petes in the pole vault, long 
jump, high jump, hurdles and 
whatever else Price enters 
him ifl. : , 
Hackney, a 6-3,180-pounder 
from Brazosport, said the 
javelin was one of his favorite 
events to compete in. "I'd like 
to spend my time working on 
the javelin, or pole vault or 
high jump, but there's so 
many things going on right 















THE REASON why cS- , 
Hackney can:t specialize in 
just one event Is because he's 
one of those rare athletes who 
can do everything pretty well. 
That's why Price enters him 
in the modern decathlon. 
Another javelin thrower 
who can do it all pretty well is 
freshman Walter Knlginyzky. 
He also has expressed a desire 
to compete in the decathlon, 
Kniginyzky, a 5-11, 180- •' 
pound native of Toronto, Ont. 
has thrown the javelin 202-4 ' 
feet this season but his 
lifetime best is 221-7,,set in. 
high school. , 
But Kniginyzky will not be 
able to compete this weekend 
^ince he has a cast on his leg. 
"If they don't take this cast' 
off my leg in the next couple 
of days, I'm going to cut it off 
myself," Kniginyzky said., 
"I'M NOf throwing well 
and it really p——me off," 
Kniginyzky said. "But I'm not 
going to use this leg as an ex­
cuse." . 
-•"•Thursdiay, the javelin • 
throwers didn't throw but 
lifted weights instead. 
"I like the javelin because 
it's sort of a phallic symbol," 
Petermann said, loosening his 
weight-belt. "I don't want to 
sound perverted or anything, > 
but if you take care of the " 
javelin, throw it properly, it'll 
do good to you." * ' 
Petermann said the focal' 
point of the season was the 
national meet. ' 'The season 
should progress so that's 
where the big throw will com-
- re, he said. "But tfas quality of 
javelin throwers is evening 
out, making things a lot 
tougher." > i 
BUSHA AGREED. 
"Nowadays, all the good 
javelin throwers are on the 
vray up," he said. "But what's 
interesting is that (former 
world record holder)" Mark 
Murro is coming back; 
Murro held the world record-
in the javelin at 300-feet until 
West German Klaus Wolfer-
mann threw 308-8 last May. 
"You know something 
else," Busha said. "Every one 
of Murro's 300-foot throws 
were thrown at his,, home 
field." u 
This weekend, though, Tex-
as javelin throwers, will be 
more than happy tt? win; on 
their home field, whether it be 
' a 300-footer or a 200-fOOter; 
DO YOU OWN A 
VOLKSWAGEN MGB 
TOYOTA - DATSUN? 
AMM - PORT CAR CLINIC 
GILBERT'S AUTOMOTIVE INC. 
477-6797 
I Bring this coupon 
I to play at half 
5 price. 
I 6700 Burnet Rd. 
I , 
| Expires June 1, 1974 
Is the plan to have it 
Serviced or Repaired. 
1621 East 6th 
Why Hassle 
With A Dealer 
For VW Repairs? 
\ 
J. MC ROBERTS LTD. 





• ' -HT 
801 West Ave. 477-2725 




ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
\ 
f r . '  -
Streak on by on your way to Com-
manche Trails and pick^up some 
refreshing libations. 
LONG NECK BAR BOTTLE SPECIAL 
(BY THE CASE OR BY THE SIX PACK) 
Shiner, Pearl, Lone Star, Jax. Falstafff 
$1.09/six pack plus deposit 
Schlitz and Bud both $1.19/six pack plus deposit t 
We're just an old country Store and recycling center. HeTp keep the playgrounds clean and use 
returnable bottles. We give 10* deposit on all your returned wine bottles. 
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS 
10% oHArts, crafts, flowers, paintings, jewelry 
20% off All French Wines 
10% off German Wines 
hf laiiwpnnBimP 
t'K*' • • 0 «'. • 
.  m 0  0 . 0  0  
9  0  m  0 - 0  0 0 .  # ;  
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BOTTLE SHOPS 
SPARTAN LIQUORS 550i Airport] 
AIL SKOALS CASH OH CHICK (NO CRtDIT CARDS/ J 
Smirnoff Vodko 80 proof - -i........;.. . . . ; ; $4,49A*. 
B Scotch proof . ............ ... . ................ ^^^.7S 
Wild Turkey 1 Ot "Springtime ii turkey trotting time'' . .., $8.75>$t. 
Mqura Basta Rose 0^...89 
Bacardi Ro^tv--. • •i. .. •..!*.».«....». ^..... ..^- t^4.85^t 
Black Velvet Canadian Whiskey ........... .... $5.4?now$4.49^t 
Concho y Toro Cabenet Savignon .... v...... i... 24 ox. reg. $3;19 now $2.75 
Tuesday, March 26,1974 













: FIRST FIGHT 8:30 01®® 
Stud«nt Ticket* $4.$5.$6 (advance) 
i v; AT THE DOOR $5-$6>$7 ^i-' ; 
- ; ADVANCi TICKETS 0M SAtl; AT UNIVERSITY C04P 
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Hthhis right leg encased in a &pound 
cast, Roosevelt Leaks lay on his bed in his 
dormitory room Thursday afternoon and 
thought about his immediate future. It did 
not include running. 
sports editor  ̂
not wnat they used to be, ami he has had 
^hamstring and ankle problems this spring. 
In the fall, he could prove to be another 
•jComer. Or rather, a goner. "It's just kind 
Some people have even dared to say thatdea,J now," Burrisk s«id. "pat's 
misht not include Texas fn^thaii' TA^why I came back. The pros are not hot on it ight not include exas football. 
The Longhorns' star fullback, who suf­
fered a severe knee injury last Wednesday 
in Spring practice, has one year of 
eligibility left. His bad knee should keep 
him from playing this fall, and he will then 
be eligible for the pro draft. He could take 
the pros' money and run. 
"I haven't thought about it yet," Leaks 
said. "I live day by day. If I get drafted, a 
decision is going to have to be made. The -
contract the pros offer might determine 
whether I sign or not." 
v | i i 
IfWfif-mal Contact 
" And that contract will hinge on Leak's 
knee, which Was torn up in practically the 
worst way imaginable. He hurt it after 
bursting through a hole and running about 
eight yards in the open field. One defen­
sive man hit him high/Another hit him 
low. Another rammed into him from 
behind. ':|i 
s The result was not pretty. He tore three 
of the four ligaments in the knee plus the 
"posteria capsule wall." When Leaks un-
derwent surgery last Thursday, an 
orthopedic surgeon had to remove car­
tilage to transplant the ligaments. 
"r Texas halfback Don Burrisk injured hid. 
knee in much the same fashion in the' 
Baylor game of November, 1972, and is 
still having trouble getting ready to play 
again. ''Leaks' injury is comparable to 
Burrisk's," said Dr. Paul Trickett, Texas' 
team physician. "I guess you could say it 
iy one we've 
•'^^ny tail. Roosevelt will have a 
jkind of motivation than I did. 
| "It would be worth it for himto come 
back. He will need another good year to 
maybe get the Heisman Trophy and im­
prove his pro contract because sitting out; 
'a year will cost him some money. I think, 
he'll want to wait and play another year 
because the pros will be leery of him 
now." 
Texas fans, of course, hope this is the 
case. As one player candidly put it, the 
loss of Leaks is "the death of our offense. ̂  
It means the Texas halfbacks will have to 
.carry.the ball. It means the Texas quarter? 
backs will have to pass on third down like 
everybody else. Why, Mike Presley might 
/.even get into a game before the fourth 
quarter. 
But why should Leaks come back to play 
for Texas in 1975? Even he admits that th£  ̂
Heisman Trophy means little. "It's no big 
deal," Leaks said. "It's an honor to 
receive, sure, but you don't worry about it 
and talk, about it and all that crap." . 
what happened to Deryl Comer." 
Comer was a brilliant tight end for Tex­
as in 1968 and 1969. Longhorn coaches call-. 
' ed him the best player on the Texas team. 
In the 1969 Cotton Bowl game, Comer tore 
every ligament in his knee. He sat out a 
year r- like Leaks will — then tried to 
come back for his final season of eligibili­
ty in 1970. He was not the same player. 
Although Burrisk is not famous for his 
dedication to football, he has gone through > 
a rehabilitation program. But his legs are 
Leaks is destined to be a pro football 
player, any way. He owes the school 
nothing, and the only thing that could keep 
him here is money— should the pros not 
offer him enough next year. But then 
again, maybe the pros will take a gamble 
on his knee. " They take chances on guys 
that they've already got with banged UP 
, similar to Rfiees" Leaks said. 
definitely not a factor. "Roosevelt thinks 
about the total cause," said Rodney Page, 
a black member of the physical education 
department who helps recruit black 
athletes for Texas. "He's had a hard life,', 
and he wonders if he should be here. He 
wonders if they are using him. He wonders 
if he should be at a black school." 
Now Leaks has. more questions to 
ponder. Should he play Texas football 
again? I doubt that it is worth- it. • -
By RlCIIAftDJUS 
Texan Staff Writer 
On paper, at least, 
Texas-SMU baseball series 
this weekend is a mismatch. 
But as Texa$ Coach Cliff 
Gustafson knows, games are 
not played on paper. 
' "I think there's a tendency 
that we could be overconfi­
dent for SMU," Gustafson 
said. "I would hope, though, y  ̂
that our ball club has learned*'-' 
the last two weekends not to 
"For one reason, whMyoa^gi Saturday, 
<»•» <nHinn overconfident, , *• 
X ' 
•of walk-ons and'fobtbaH^lonsistencV •~ r SMtPs "Ftatey doer. "Again# 
and basketball players who  ̂THE TEXAS offense is led/ Nebraska, we got a lead and 
are representing SMU the by two sophomores, third the shortstop made five errorjr 
basemen Keith Moreland and in a row," he said. ' • i 
catcher-designated hitter Against Texas Friday  ̂
Rick Bradley. But Gustafson  ̂ Finiey will start righthander 
is concerned about , their hit|fe: jef f Sage who is 1-4. "The onljr 
game he won was a no-
hitter," Finiey said. UI told 
best they can. 
!: "WE CANT expect to com­
pete with Texas or Texas 
Tech," he continued. "I'd like 
to have some scholarships, ting, too. „ '•% 
but SMU's finances are in ba<fc|S "Moreland and -Bradley# 
shape because the football"* haven't hit consistently in a' 
while," he said, "and this 
?Week in practice they were/ 
itiot hitting consistently." 
' Consistency also has been a 
team hasn't drawn well. -
The Texas-SMU baseball 
games will be broadcast 
over KOKE-AM 1370 at 3 
p.m. Friday and 1 p.m. problem for the Texas 
him that's just about what 
he'd have to do to win—go out 
and not let the other team 
have any hits." 
Gustafson will counter with 
lefthander Richard Wortham, 
start getting
you're not as strong a team.>'*', 
I'm not meaning to feel over- ? 
confident because we lost to 
Rice and Tech, but both those 
games we lost on Friday," he 
continued. 
V; "I hope we can come out 
smoking this weekend." 
THE HORNS have plenty oft 
reason to be overconfident 
against the Mustangs. SMU. 
has only two players on 
baseball scholarships, and it 
has not given one in two years. * g 
Instead of baseball 
scholarships, SMU relies on i 
athletes from other sports, '-y. 
like'eight fdotball players and 
two basketball players. 
In the Mustang's last game, 
Tuesday against Nebraska, 
basketball forward Rusty 
Bourquein made his first 
baseball appearance and went 
four for five, drivihg in five 
runs with two homers. 
The victory over the 
Cornhuskers broke a 10-game 
loshig streak for the 
Mustangs, which now are 6-13 
on the season and 0-9 in SWC 
play. 
—SMU-€«reh" 
knows his team, is weak; 
No. 2 nationally-
Longhorns, on the 
other hand are potentially the 
strongest team Gustafson has 
had in his seven years at the 
University. The Horns are 22-2 
for the season and 7-2 in SWC 
.play. 
"I think we're potentially a 
very fine team," Gustafson 
said. "But we lack so much in 
defense. "We're very di$apjf.'swho lost his first game of his 
pointed with our defense, e& .Texas career against Tech 
pecjally last Friday," Gustaf^iast weekend. Wortham 
NAIA Diver 
son said. Defense was the 
primary factor in Texas' drop­
ping the opening game of the 
Texas Tech series, 5-3. 
' "That defense Friday was 
as poor as any Longhorn team 
I've ever had;'* Gustafson 
added. • 
But Gustafson doesn't-real-, 
ly know what poor defense is. 
Coed Enjoys Competing 
LOS ANGELES (AP)~-
Laurie Brunet says she 
doesn't delight in destroying 
the egos of males. But she 
does enjoy beating them with 
better dives into a swimming 
pool. 
Early this month she 
became the first woman to 
score points in a national in* 
tercoliegiate diving cham-' 
pionship, placing seventh as 
the only woman among 
several hundred competitors 
;in the National Association of 
_ fTOffiffWff 
' 11 dual meets 
"I was the only girl com­
peting in the whole thing," the 
pretty 18-year-old blonde said 
of the Illinois trip. "At first, a 
few people were surprised to 
see me competing, but after 
that I was no big deal. I was 
, accepted." • 
Her goal is to qualify for the' 
U.S. Olympic team in 1976, 
and she believes competing 
"We've just got a bad team," • 
Finiey said. "I don't mean a 
bad team, but we've just got a 
ISONY.TV 
^ University ( 
^^Ca-Op Stereo Shop 
MM 23rd & Guadalupe 
Wff/F:, 478-7211 Ext. 48 
at Downers Grove, 111. 
• She was beaten only once all 
season off the three-meter 
board in Occidental College's 
Arica is America v 
with Hm Ml taken eut 
476-2281 
Braves, 6-5 
COCOA, Fla. (AP) - MUt 
May's two-out single in the 
12th inning scored Tommy 
Helms>Irom second base and 
lofted Houston-to a 6-5 exhibi­
tion baseball victory over 
Atlanta Thursday; . 
Helms singled with one out 
and advanced to second on 
Bob Gallagher's infield out. 
An intentional walk to Roger 
Metzger preceded May's win­
ning blow off Tom House. 
? The victory went to reliefer 
Jim York, who pitched a 
hitless 12th inning. Houston 












3510 GUADALUPE ST. 
<£Oo<)> fcOOBn,. 
J*OH> -FRX. 
the River Hifc 
Luxury living at its best 
2BR-2B,$ftO EUX 
4 can share for VllCMfl^\/each 
furnished ALL BILLS PAID :, 
• Flrsptaoes, town Lake vtew> . 
. • Pool with waiter VoileybaN tourt 
' V1 or 2 bedrooms,1 or 2 bath* 
• Large deck*, outside storage 
• 24 hour emergency maintenance service 
•.Onshutttotiusroute ..̂ i. .. 
•»! V 
W-
v'- 1601 Royal Crest Drive, Jwt oft Blveraide Dr. 
A Developmentof Jagger Associates 
• 
• A TYPING SERVICE 
• specializing in 
• —IIMSM and dissaHatiom 
J '-law briefs 
term papers and reports 
Prompt, Professional 
• • ''Service 
• 453-7577 ! 
• Pick-up Service Available • 
• • • 
•••ee*e*«te**«*e**** 
. The Largest , 
Selection of 
RECORDERS 
. in Texas 
from$2.25 up 
~r See us for 
. ..Recorders & 
Recorder Music ^ 
Amster Music 
1624 Lavaca 
ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
Filet of Flounder 
Golden Fried Chicken 
Chicken Fried Steak 
» Salad Bar SQ99« ! 
• French Fries '̂  , J 
u " j n • »• parsoa -J-






14)1 Bon Whi te  




tO Proof from Mexico^,.... 
•5423 
15353 BURNET RD. .. :  .v . ;............. .465-8689 
SPECIALS GOODFRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
OPEN 10 A.M. 'TIL 9 P.M. 
BOCA CHICA RUM 
•0 Proof Pvorto Rkan Rwmf <Md Only 
GILBEYS GIN V 
•>& 









/  ' * '  '  - '  ^  
- r ** ' 
Your ON CAMPUS Studen^Store ^ 
STORE S s m. 
4 /• 
Weekdays 8:00 'til 6:00 |R-K-
• BLUEB 
Saturdays 9:00.J til 1:00 
^ETICS 
SPIRALS RECORDS 
SNACKS . MAGAZINES 
a;'; ,. 
'r^-% 
CONVENIENT FOR SHUTTLE BUS RIDERS! 
GORDONS VODKA 
tOPiM*Vodka 
RON RICO RUM 
•0 ProofPuorto &. 
JOHNNIE WALKER Red 






•6 Proof Scotch Whisky ................... 
HARVEYS 






•6 ft—I Straight lourbon Whhlwy 
GILBEYS VODKA 
tO Proof Vodho 
WALKERS DELUXE 
•* Proof Stmlghl|ewfcenWlibh»r 
WINDSOR CANADIAN SOhwo>Canadian Whtakoy.... ^ » -
SUNNYBROOK 
•0 Proof Stroifht IIMABW WhMtoy — 
GRANDE CANADIAN 
SO Pwat Canadian WhHtoy.... 
KENTUCKY BEAU 
•6 Proof Stfoifht Bourbon Whtokoy 
LANCERS WINES  ̂
ROM, tod 4 WhltofromPorlwgiNii » )n^Mi«^i 
GREEK RETSINA Wine 
WMlv WImfiM Orooco ....... 
PABST BLUE RIBBON 
CANS 
.... 5th 1 
QT. 4.69 
QT. 3.99 







K GAL. 13.69 
Vi GAL. 8.29 
Mi GAL. 8.99 
. % GAL. 6.99 
uu. sih 3.99 
3.85 
2.99 
3 . 1 9  
1*3.29 
2.49 







34 CANS T. 
FALSTAFF 
MNK.SOTTUS. 
j 6 PAK 99c 
' r 
t ^"ase 4.39 






Worked out a little wnlle 
'Wednesday, but we don't reat\ 
ly know if he'll be ready to -
^pitch by Saturday.  ̂> ; p:; 
1 "I know I'll start Jim Gi­
deon, who did ah outstanding 
job in one game Saturday." 
Gustafson and Finiey vie#'' 
the series in different ways, 
ivbtehi is natural  ̂for a coach 
who is favored to win the con­
ference and a coach who will 
finish last, 
"We feel we need to sweep 
the series," Gustafson said. 
-'I know, though, that if we do 
lose a game to SMU, it won't 
be fatal. I think the con­
ference champion will still be 
able to lose four or five games 
and still be outright champ." 
Finiey would like ah upset 
because SMU is the laughing 
stock of the SWC. "It came 
: out 0f the; Southwest 
Conference; office this week 
that Texas is going to pick up 
.three easy wins this 
•i:avY, weekend," Finiey said. 
"But I don't consider any of 
p|lthe:,: games.' :,6asy  ̂ We're just 
Ijp going to givfe it our best shot." 
£§&.:' And as Gustafson must. 
• v t ' know, a win over Texas would 
'againstmaleswWmaceBer"^'"make " SMU's season 
better diver, ,̂, somewhat of a.success. 
"I dori't expect to beat the^' 
men for a national cham­
pionship," she admits. "Men 
are stronger than women and 
can execute more difficult > 
dives. But women can com-1 
pete in diving, more so than 
swimming,' because 
diving is form/* 
should not lose this weekend. 
On Saturday, Finiey will 
.pitch lefthander Randy John­
son <0-4) and after that he 
says, "It will depend on who 
we have left." 
Gustafson's pitching rota­
tion depends on how well 
senior Rick Burley has 




*He4*€4t-x.v .A „ ifi 
The Basics 
^^  ̂Chopped Sqndwich  ̂
-| JSfer Ham Sandwich; , 
mmwmW 
« . . 
Beef Sandwich  ̂ .99 
Sousage Plate 45 
fkwoiS* 3 A|> to» 2.99 
453-7866 i*i>ii<cipiuiPuit 5? , r 
SSt FRte DRINK W»7H' Wwt 
5423 
rJ-i D*«d Rhnr Maim i 
THG CANAD1EN GUIDE MODEL WAS I 
DESIGNED AS A WORKING CANOE BIG I 
AND BROAD SHOULDERED TO RIDE I 
THE WAVES OF A BIG LAKE OR I 
ROARING RAPIDS. YET NIMBLE I 
ENOUGH TO TWIST THROUCII AN 1 
IRRICATED ROCK GARDEN. THIS IS I 
THE CANOE- VOU'D BET YOUR UFE | 
ON. ' 
•t wiMwMti/wUtowatWr 
5440 Bumel Road 4524*47 • 
D & M Volkswagen Repair 
' L-' SPECIALS 
BRAKfcD 
Bvplaca Brake Shoe* on All-
4-Whaala. Turn Drums and 
Repack Wheal Barrings 
$29.95 
Dl«c Brakas EXTRA 
m 
ALIGNMENTS 
Align Front End •' v--
Batanca Front Tlrat 
*12.50 
Align Roar Etfd 
Balance Raar 
• • • s# 
I 
MAJOR ENGINE TUNE 
• ••• • 
•18.00 
MASTERCHARGE « 
M 2 . 5 0  
Factory Trained Mechanics 
Portland labor * 
' V |̂ANTY 
irtfntlti • 6000 milos R 
and Labor 
Typo IV's and 1972 
Typa ll'a axtra 
IWBMWWHWWMWMJ... J.J .'1JI.1! 
CT' ' BANKAMERICARD 
836-4480 i*-** -
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
611.C Wast Powoll Lana 
i  IS 
V tl f 
£ H »r,_  ̂ V-
" f.  ̂
K ' f ^ A  
mmsm 
4 S p 
Tired of the routine? Take a break at McDonald's. 
? if 
aWW 
2818 Guadalupe 1 
5355 N. Interregional 
7950 Burnet Rd.'V -T* 
, 303 E. .OItorf 
. '£hr W JV 
,v < • 
,, A>r' j «il, 
,'S 
>-t A. " V ... ^ - Jf 
1 
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YORK (AP) Ticky on a bucket by Bill Laurie at' 
10:13. 
Tyrone Mewey put the Utes 
ahead for good at 67?65 
although Memphis closed Ui 
within two points again before 
the Ufes staged a final rally to 
clinch their semifinal berth. 
Medley had 26 points for the!;' 
Utes, 21-7. Cook finished with 
NEW 
jpBurden scored 29 points and 
^MJtah opened up an early lead 
|̂ *o gain a' semifinal berth in 
^f/ihe National Invitation Tour-
Ifjihament with a 92-78 victory 
. over Memphis, State Thursday 
*v night. 
Ill Utah will play Boston 
Boston College Advance I 
•  — - -  •  ^  ' •  
Collie Saturday afternoon. 
_ Utah was paced by Mike 
t^fe^Sojourner, Who had MP points 
^^Mid 10 rebounds in the firs|: 
>>^fhalf. The Utes led by as many. 
17 points in the half, hitting 






" Utah led 47-37 at the half, as 
' Burden hit 15 points. 
• The Tigers, 19-11, Came 
Soaring back in the second 
ahalf, holding Sojourner to only 
.three points and cashing in on 
Jthe offensive work of Dexter 
; Reed and Bill Cook. 
Reed and Cook hit three 
-baskets apiece midway 
/ ^through the second half and 
4*Memphis State went went out 
'tin front for the first time 62-61: 
Jib 
The Texas women's golf team had the 
situation well in hand Thursday after the first 
day of competition in the University's 
Women's Invitational Golf Tournament, 4;j 
Texas' Nancy Hager led all competitors; ' 
with an 18-hole total of 77, while Jan Rapp 
was third at 82. Texas,, with a team total of 
244, led second-place Odessa Junior College 
by S2 strokes after 18 holes. . 
. Texas coach Ms. Pat, Weis said that the ; 
chances of winning the" tournament are very 
good "unless we blow it sky high.*' h 
Even though Texas is winning by a large/ 
margin, Ms. Weis said the women were han­
dicapped because they were required to tee- ; 
off from the front of the men's tees, instead;. 
m^f t ̂ scoring punch and the Eagles 
while Reed • had 22 for$*|£e<$nds remaining as Bostofi*^ first half to take a 14-6 lead, 
Memphis State, playing it$|ilCoUege, pressing furiously inV Boston College shi>t only 2S 
final game under Gene Bar- the second half, battled back ! percent from the field In the 
tow, who already has signed^to edge Connecticut 76-75 in a first half and didn't make a 
to coach next, year at thef^uarter final game of the field goal for more than eight 
University of Illinois. National Invitation Touraa^minutes. •' * 
. s# * • ^^u^^ment Thursday night. The Huskies^iip by 17 with 
; , Connecticut, buoyed by 43 about 14VSe minute to go, tried 
; NEW YORK (AP) — Paul " busloads of fans, ran off eight to slow down the pace and' 
Berwanger stored with two^traight points early in the. Boston answered with a 
.J m m ..^furious floor-length press. 
Women Golfers Ahe^
of the women's tees, which is the usual 
procedure. ' •£ 
"Our girls weren't used to the longer dis­
tance," said Ms. Weis. "They weren't able to 
reach the par 4s in two strokes, as they usual­
ly do." •*; •>! 
|Ms.- Weis added that the cold and windy 
weather also affected the women's play. 1 
d The final 18 holes will be played Friday, 
beginning at 8:30 a.m., at the Morris 
Williams Golf Course. 
i; There are 21 women representing six 
schools; playing in the tournament. lUs is^Jseiason at 19-8, with 24 points, 
the first tournament of its type, and Ms. Weis while Carrington and 
said she hopes, it. will l^onie a?!^,annual . Raterink wound up with 45 
$vent.v ^^ |̂fJ/^;^"^f^^^^^p|̂ ^s^ :for:̂ : EagleSj'"20-8^, 
came roaring back to tie the 
game on a basket by Will 
Morrison with three triinutes 
-'-remaining. ' 
Two buck^%r Hster 
the last with nine seconds 
/ remaining put Connecticut 
ahead. 75-74 before 
, ^wange^^ga^winnii^ 
i 'v Tofty1  Hanson l4d'Corinec-
"ticut, which finished the 
CUSTOM w\ DISCOUNT CENTER 
r We Meet or Beat 
Any 
Stereo Price 
d ' ;  
REDUCTIONS ALE 
Wo must HqwhlBtt all these items to moke room in our warehouse. If you are in the market for a stereo, don't miss this 
SANSUI-BSR-AMPEX 
COMPONENT SYSTEM 
r.— m Mrtdi 3 lawfag hMi mamfvc-
Hut's naipanal aa4 Maka • coapaooat systaai «vMy cm Utithing to S«B»i 210 
nt»htr, vm 10 rm pvr (bnMi, «MHy I* play 2 tap* Mu,\ fhtm, ondlbawoimtt csm^oN at lk tow rtteil |tri(« of 159.9S. PhY ywr livwiM mord* with car* gad pradsiM »$-
IPS tfc* ISR 2MXL Com|4*t* with to*, fast tovw/ wd Slwr* cartridg*, ya« wtt lovw tb* way 
ym r<pni> wil swM *11 rtrti*Sst of 7U0. F*f (MapWt* fiMty w* dm. tfc. An,xx 710 
sptAwrs, a two-way that w« ghr. yaa • tamplrta saaad. Ym wilt ba tanriMd what tha 
Aavax taa rayrnhit* fai tte tntam aH for oafy 79.95 oa If yM bavrR^ iMwiad to can-
yaaoah cona la and Sstoa to oar Sansai-BSR-Ainpax systaai and taka odvantaaa tItWiMJO 
MwiOBS dariag awr Stock BadacHaa Sola. A v , 
STEREO RECEIVERS 
^CriSSSrlnXr 
• 2 or 4 cbaaMl 
• t nns par choanal m qaad 
• list $299.95 
Stock Radactiaa Sola frica ............ *189" 
1. HARMON KARD0N J *r 4 dwawL Ust $4*9.95. Stack 
fcdartiM Solo Pric. sj^is 
i. SAMSW * Stawo txiiw wWi 39 na» par ch—iiL list $399.95. 
Slock R^ocHmi Sal. Pric. ........ ..... *29f'5 
3- AKAI AA91MW Stam RMrimr wMi MUa Mhy. Ilit $299.95. 
Stock RrioctiM Sal. Pric. *23f̂ 5 
4. RSIBSHIir4chwottrauhrw.32raniaaaad.list$599.91 
St*k B»*KtiMi Sal. Pric. *47f*s 
5. MARANTZ 4220. 29 ran m sterao, I nns fa qaad. list $299.95. 
StMk bdKtiM Pric. .. 
*- "WW AUI01 Stan. Aa*Sffar. II nas pOr ckaMd. list 




• tart to nd 




Stack Radactiaa Sola Frico . . . . . . .  
I.SONTTCISKDportaUa co^. dock witkdofcy 
haflt-in. Ust $299.95. 
Stack Radactiaa Sola Mca . ........ »2«M 
2. AKAI CS3SD. Hoaw cassatta dock. Qaafity 
raprodactioB. Ust $119.95. Stock Radactiaa Sab 
*119*' 
A FA* t-tiack playar/racardar. Qaality 
rapradactioM. Ust $99.95. Stock Radactiaa Sola 
...... . . . . .W 
4. AKAI 220D. Aato roaarir roal ta raal, flats 
haads. Ust $529.95. Stadi Radactiaa Sola Prko 
Stack Radacliaa Sola Plica . . . . . . . . . . .  *39f« 
HEADPHONES 
SANSUI-DUAUECI 
•̂  7 BEST COMPONENT SYSTEM faU, 
. .  .  :  '•-* ; . . .  •  - - -
II yaa waatad a «y#«a tfcat cotdd applfisi y*or iwOry waat la saaad rapradactloa (iv« Ms last CMapo-
a«at Syslon a kstm. Utihiag ik. Saasai 77t stwa* rKMvor capaUa of |tvfai| y*a 4S nas par ckaaaol, 
ki|h aad law titan, cap îBl) for 4 tapa d*cks aad aiaay olkor faatvras. WHh U an FM soasHMty mi 
loss tfcat 5 dbtwrtiM tho 771 is * gnat parckasa irt 379.95. Vow- rocords mr. h fr*0t hands with 1k* Daal 
1214. WHh has., dost cam, aad Slwr. M44E y*a wil I* satprisad at lh* aotos yaa Ihoafht won aOvOr 
thwa. teal pats a prica tag of 199.91 To top off aOr kosniinpiniat tysHai wa dwsa th. Kl I2S3 
sp*akars,̂ a tpMkw that cba d. **arytUa|. A IhrN-way systaai with 12" woofer yaa will b* sarprisad at 
tk. saaad rapraductiiaMd^yhimtW.itlashr* ECI S.war wanaatv al for 149.9S oa f̂y Ma)tty Mm 
tk^axpMt to pay tpfjfr wiryplut. ajsofcat tfyM^t *nr Stock K^actfla Salo youimwt#' 
[ 9 "  " B i i r i n a  S t o c k  '  .  
mix AND MATCH 
TURNTABLES 
•BSR 310X 
• Base, dust covair, ADC cart, 
• Cuaing, wall balanced 
• List $86.80 complete 
Stock Reduction 
Sale Price " 
1. ISR 51M. laso, dast cwa, ADC tartridf#. list $104.10. Stick 
Rriocti*a Sab Pric* *59,s 
2. ISR tUX, wlaat has*, dast cavor, ADC (artridf*. Ust S140.N. 
Stock R.d*rti«a Sab Prko *48" 
3. ISR 7IM, walmrt kas., fcin|*d Ant aw, Slwr* MPlL Ust 
$204.10. Stwk R^actiwi Sab Pric. *129*s 
4. DUAL 1214. las., Skur* M44E, kydnwilic caofag. Ust $119.95. 
Stock Reaction Sab Prk* ... *96" 
5. DUAl 1211, wafaat k*s*, Sbar* *91 ED. Ust $249.95. Stack 
R*docA*n Sab Pric* *147M 
6. DUAl 1229, wafant has*, hingW Ant c*v*r, Skora M91ED. Ust 
$379.95. Stack Radocti*n Sab Pric* ..... ....*219" 
CAR TAPE EQUIPMENT 
CASSETTE 
•MIKADO 808C 
• al aacassary patch ,  ̂
cards lacladad 
• %ct battaa, last forward 
« 10 watts. Us> $79.95 
Stack Radactiaa Sab Prica 
>95 
1. Pioaaar KP333 Aato 
rovorsa cassatta. list 
$99.95. Stock Radactiaa Sab 
Prica s74" 
1 Pioaaar KP300 Aato 
roaarsa cassatta with fit.'*; 
Ust $154.95. Stack tadac-
tbaSab Prica ,.. *116" 
8-TRACK 
•MIKADO 804 
• Tana controls, sapanrta 
whan* caatrols 
• 1# watts. List $59.95 









' • Qaaltiy haadphias 
4 speakers iasido '-4." 
 ̂ list $A5JOO AA. 
Stack Radactiaa Sab Prica 
$37*5 ' 
t. MARANTZ S0-5, "Oea at *e Nrt Hwdpkiw." 
l«f $49.95. Stock RedectiM Sele Price . ^279S 
9 III tHJI iMtiAe^A kMiika^ LiniM 
fMRty. U|t S9JS ee. Stock ItedacMaa Set* fHce 
Stock >e*KHeiiSel» Price 
1. Midland FM l-track far 
car. list $119.95. Stack 
Rmlactba Sab Prica *69*s 
2. Motorola TM203S. 
Oaafity l-track play or. list 
$49.95. Stack Radactiaa Sola 
i r i V i i . *  
ACCESSORIES 
25 ft caibd kiadpkiaa titaasba cor. 








Sterao Speakers - -
• 15" weeftr 
• 5" nridrenge 
• 3" tweetfr 
• Exclusive 5 ywr warranty 
• Rst $199.95 aa. 
Stock Radactiaa Prica 
1. KIH 31. 'H*w" tw*-w*y frwa KIH. OaalHy spwdwrs. Ust $94.95 
pr. Stack R*docti*a Sab Prica ... .. .*42" 
2. DYNACO A35. Two-way frwa Dyaac*. Qaality spMlur.'list 
$125.00 m. Stock RMbctiM Sab Pric. 
3. ECI 1253, Thrm-way from ECI. 1T w**f*r. Ust $149.95 *a! 
• Stack R*dacti*a Sab Pric* ...... $59M 
4. MARANTZ 5G. Two-way fr*m Maraatr Coaswnor's Rntod 197*' 
Ust $99.95 aa. Stock R*docli*a Sab Prica *74" 
BLANK TAPE 





1. Scotch 120 Highlandar 
Cassatta Ust $3.00 aa. 
$1M « 
2. Mamorox 90 RUmita 
chiamiam dbxida. Bast 









LAY AW AY 
'.Miff-
"Universal 
40 or 80 minuta 
Low Noise 




Ust $2.00 oa. 
2. Scotch 90 
Low Noise 
IftUk IkalwiJk uvfpn 
Scotch i07 
Scotch'* Best | 
1800 ft. 
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—UW Tihptiili 
Players fight for rebound during NIT game. 
Miller Leads Sea Pines 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. (AP) 
Former University Student Ben Crenshaw 
fashioned a wet and windblown 69 Thursday 
and established himself two strokes behind 
leader Johnny Miller at 67, in the Sea Pines 
Heritage Golf Classic. 
Crenshaw was tied for third with' John 
Mahaffey, twice runner-up this year and long-
hitting Larry Ziegler, after a round in which 
whipping winds and intermittent rains sent * 
scores rocketing. 
Allen Miller, no relation to the leader, was 
second, with a 68. 
Brnrft Crampton of Australia had a 71, Tom 
Weiskopf, 72, Arnold Palmer, 73, defending 
champion Hale Irwin, 74 and South African 
Gary Player, 75. 
Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trevino, Billy Casper 
and Hubert Green, a two-time winner this 
season, are not competing in this chase for a 
$40,000 first prize, in the $200,000 tournament. 
"It was really good round," said Johnny 
Miller, who represents another club on this 
resort island. ' 
calculator 
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and your budget 
WW 
Tl DATAMATH 2500 CALCULATORS 
DOES CHAIN & 
CALCULATIONS 7-̂  t "A. n 
69.95 
%>e 
Adds, subtracts, multiplies/ divides in an 
instant. Locking constant key. for fast 
repeat calculations, 8 digit display/ 
^. automatic floating decimal, clear entry 
; f =and full clearance keys, zero suppres-
W^slon a.nd overf,0w indicator. Gomes with 
• •aacar'"ying case. AC adapter/recharger. 
Weighs 12 az. Stationary, fifst Down-
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By GEORGE STEWART 
' Texan Staff Writer 
Sitting in the Ruth Stephan 
Poetry' Center, Academic 
Center 300, you can see 
throng the window hundreds 
of students making their way 
across the nibble which will 
soon be a pedestrian 
superhighway. 
Ifchich may remind you of 
why you're sitting there: To 
esciqje the confines of caijl-
pus, city ;or century; to 
cultivate the art of reading 
IF THIS SOUNDS lofty, 
more so is the statement of 
the center's founder and 
namesake, Ruth Stephan: 
: "The Poetry Center is to be an 
independent collection, 
separate !rom the University 
library, where the spirit or 
poetry will be maintained and 
cherished, and where there 
will- be the -realization of 
poetry as the art of poets, not 
vMs. Stephan, an ac­
complished poet..as well as a 
patron of poetry and the arts, 
founded the center in 1966 as a 
branch of the Hunanities 
Research Center. Since that 
time she has continued to 
the Red Crest is seek* 
tag volunteer drivers 
to transport disabled 
persons. Driven may 
use Rliid Cross cars or 




finance the acquisition of 
books for the collection. 
Although Ms. StepharNs not 
an alumna of the University, 
the University Press has 
published several of her 
books, and her son is a Univer­
sity graduate. 
Director Lois Trice says the 
Poetry Center, which she 
prefers to call the "Poetry 
Reading Room" because that 
sounds less "formidable," 
provides "a pleasant at­
mosphere where people can 
read and write poetry." 
MS. TRICE, a long time 
staff member and former 
English professor at the 
University, has directed the 
growth of the collection since 
1966. 
Offering evidence that 
visitors to the center write as 
well as read poetry, clerical 
assistant Jean De La Rosa 
says the false starts and flaw­
ed fragments of aspiring poets 
half-fill The trashcansnearly 
every day. 
The Poetry Center is well-
equipped for such efforts. In 
addition to the fairly complete 
collection of American and 
British poetry, the center has 
a "peculiar and extensive" 
collection of reference works, 
ranging from the "Oxford 
Companions" to Amerteah, 
British and French literature, 
to "Eos" — an "Enquiry into 
the Theme of Lovers' 
Meetings and Partings at 
Dawn in Poetry." 
AND FOR THE ac­
complished or would-be ac­
complished poets, "Writers' 
Market" is handy with many 
suggestions about how and 
where to get one's poems 
published. 
The Poetry Center also con 
tains many translations of^| 
foreign language works, often ||f; 
in bilingual editions. There 
are numerous anthologies of 
'African and Afro-American t'§|| 
poets, plus volumes the in-
dividual authors. '• 
.UNDER THE assumption 
that poetry should be heard at ~ 
well as read, the center has a 
large collection of poets 
reading their own works. Ac- . 
cording to Ms. De La Rosa, ^ 
Dylan Thomas' renderings 
are the most popular with 
visitors to the center. ?-V 
The record collection also * 
contains many Shakespearean <1 
performances and several 
foreign language recordings. 
Professors from the 
Departments of Speech and' 
English frequently direct 
their students to the Center to 
hear these hard-to^find recor­
dings. ' 
>~Many students -seeking to 
hear records prefer this seta, 
ting to the Audio Center on tK§r 
same floor of the Academic 
Center, because the- un-
institutional decor and the 
quiet atmosphere are more 
conducive to poetic apprecia­
tion, says Ms. De La Rosa. 
She estimates that 20 persons 
visit Uie tenter dally: 
.M'-








' tit#.* * 
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One of Ms. Trice's favorite 
projects has been the acquisi­
tion of beautiful books — 
books with special binding or 
unusual illustrations. The 
collection also includes many: 
limited editions bearing the 
signatures of authors such as 
Marianne Moore, Kenneth' 
Koch and Gary Snyder. 
;WHAT IMMEDIATELY 
'strikes a .browser is the ex­
cellent condition of all the 
books. In this respect the 
Poetry Center is certainly un­
ique. 
'jr Whereas niost standard 
works in the general libraries 
have been annotated, il­
lustrated and defaced by 
generations of students, 
"lerned and lewed," the books 
in the Poetry Center are free 
of marginalia, and it is possi­
ble to respond to the un­
adulterated text. 
—BOOKS DO NOT firm 
Th® Poetry Reading Room provides a relaxed ;;dtmo^here.^'S^^^ 
**•»* y-mrnZ 
Spender, Ms. Moore, Richard 
Eberhart and Robert Lowell 
have appeared at the Univer­
sity und^er the auspices of tht 
Poetry Center, the speech and 
English departments and the 
Union Speakers Committee. $ 
MS. STEPHAN will be the 
next featured poet. She will 
read and discuss her 
translations of Japanese Zen 
Poetry sometime this springy 
Frequently, informal disf 
cussions with visiting poet! 
are held in the center. These 
taken with the enthusiastic 
young men that she spent 
almost the whole time talking 
baseball with the team." j 
THE HUMOR AND spon­
taneity of the event is cap^ 
tured in a Poetry Center 
photograph, in which Ms. 
Moore, with her 
characteristic tri-cornered 




Ms. Trice • maintains''a 
collection of diverse 
photographs, news clippings 
and personal mementos from 
famous visitors to the center. 
She says her experience as 
director of the Poetry Center 
has broadened her poetic 
horizons in unexpected ways. 
THOUGH HER favorite 
poets always have been Emily 
Dickinson and Ms. Moore. 
"one young man has donated* 
several of Ferlinghetti'sC 
works in the hope of convert 
ting" her. With "Tyrannus* 
Nix," Ms. Trice admits, he: 
has finally succeeded, at; 
least, in amusing her. j, I 
The Ruth Stephan Poetry' 
Center is open to the general-
public and the University* 
community from 9 a.m. to 5; 
p.m. and from 6 p.m. to 10-
pm. 
W3? 
but are read in the center, 
which probably explains their 
superior condition. The collec­
tion contains more than 5,000 
books. 
In the.spirit of M 
Stephen's statement of pur 
pose, the Poetry Center 
periodically sponsors and co-
sponsors readings by' major 
In the past. Stephen 
taken unexpected and amusf 
ing turns. 
When Ms. Moore visited the -
center in 1968, Ms. Trice, 
knowing the poet to be an ar^ 
dent baseball fan, invited the 
baseball coach and several 
members of the team to at 
tend the reception. According 
to Ms. Trice, the Pulitzer 
Prize-winnins noet "was so 
r.X.'Sx 
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^^chairperson for the Town Lake Beautifica-
s
vtion Committee, will be present Sunday 
;; ;when the committee sponsors* "Happeij?.,. 
Swing on Town Lake." 'X 
f&| The occasion will provide Austlnites 
"Cjwith an opportunity to view the progress 
v'^pf Town Lake landscaping, Mrs. Htardie 
;4p§Bowman, general committee chairpetton, 
Mfsaid Thursday. , 
M{ A tiny tot fishing contest sponsored by" 
fethe Capitol Bass Club, a frisbee contest 
ghosted by the University Interfraternity 
y "^Council and jogging are a few of the ac-
^tivities which will take place Sunday, j. . 
|§| Mrs. Johnson will talk with visitofs 
KK'.while committee member Luci Johnson 






clowns from the Capitol Clown Club; 
barbershop quartets and St. Martin 
Lutheran Church's bellringers will roam., 
the grounds to provide entertainment for 
those present 
At 5 p.m., Mrs. Johnson,. Mayor Roy 
Butler and other city officials will present 
awards to the winners of the contests. 
The beautification project was made 
possible through private donations total­
ing approximately $140,000 and funds from 
the Federal Bureau of Outdoor Refcreatioi!^ 
and the City of Austin. 0" 
% • The Town Lake Beautification Comt#? 
foittee, appointed by City Council, .worked 
on the landscaping project in conjunction 
.with the City Parks and Recreation 
'Department. 
M 
THl$ MOPEL JACKET H/6 &EEN PI66OMTIN-
8V THE MAKJUPACTUROR —SNC UPNf — 
TMEREPDRe WE ^ DftCOMtlMUE THE OUD 
RETAIL FRldE C2&'&>) AMO &IN/E THEM 
FOR - A TRULY RARE PdVCS tnOR 
aUAUTY POWM GARMENTS THESE T*Y*>-
&ET 'EM WHILE \T$ HOT! 
Whole Earth Provision Co. 
S04 west 24th 
Look for all these... 
Creates 
For Rai CQS>©^|| 
'W 
By BOBBIE CRISWELte at471-3721, during the day antf| 
Texan Staff Writer W&gJfi&SS after 6 p.m. fc 
The drastically rising m The center will be fcmippefc; 
number of reported rape to handle three facets of raped 
cases in Austin has led to Immediate, previous an# 
creation of a Rape Crisis unreported, Mr. Cohen said. , 
Center, sponsored by the .. For immediate rape cases; 
University's Women's Affairs, the center will have a 24-houi* 
- Committee. > V' telephone service connected 
# The center, in conjunction to the telephone lines of 
Not a Cent To 
Monoy, money is everywhere on this table in Indianapolis, Ind., but it's all bogus;/' 
Patrick Steele, a Secret Service agent; lays out between $150,000 and $200,000 in 
counterfeit money to dry out. The cache Was found in northern Indiana, and several 
Indiana and Illinois residents have been arrtoted on federal counterfeiting charges/ 
The money was in $5, $10, $20 and $100 bills. 
.SLArea 
Five Central Texas lakes 
are being studied by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA? to determine 
the presence of nutrients and 
pollutants which cause 





The EPA's National 
Eutrophication Survey in­
cludes Bastrop, Buchanan, 
Canyon, LBJ and Travis 
lakes. These, along with 35 
other Texas lakes, were 
selected by the state's Water 
Quality Bbard as part of the 
federal study. 
Eutrophication, a process of 
aging, is common to all lakes, 
Linda Wvatt of the Water 
Quality Board said Wednes­
day.-
Nutrients discharged from 
wastewater treatment plants, 
industrial plants and feed lots, 
for example, allow algae to 
grow. An oversupply of algae 
can cause a temporary oxygen j 
shortage in the water. 
Lake Erie is an extreme ex­
ample of accelerated aging, 
David Waterhouse of the EPA 
public affairs division sa|d.«. 
"It has aged 5,000 to 8,000 
years just in the last 200, as a 
result of the high concentra­
tion of pollutants. 
• "The results of the lakes 
sampled will be available in 
about 90 days, .but we won't 
have a basis for comparison 
,until the nationwide surveyi& 
completed in two years." 
After results are compiled, 
the EPA probably will make 
recommendations for new 
state and federal regulations 
on discharges into lakes; 
Waterhouse said. "In some 
cases we may seek federal A 
with the Psychological 
Services Center, will attempt 
to cope with the women's 
position following a rape. 
Volunteers will  be 
instructed in dealing with 
trauma, police harassment, 
what to look for in the 
gynecological examination 
and the legal hazards and 
options available, Barbara 
Cohen, co-chairperson of the 
committee, said. 
The center will go into 
operation in about two months 
and is seeking the aid of 
women volunteers interested 
in helping one night a week, 
Ms. Cohen said. 
Volunteers will be asked to 
sit at home to await incoming 
calls.  They also will  be 
expected to attend all training 
sessions, have a car available,, 
live in Austin for the summer 
and attend a 15-minute 
interview. 
Any interested women are 
asked to call Barbara Cohen 
women trained in the legal, 
psychological and physical 
aspects involved in rape, she* 
said. 
M Center volunteers are asked 
to have a car avaUable.in case 
they are requested to pick up 
a rape victim, or so they may 
serve as witness if the victim 
goes to the police. 
Posters and leaflets 
explaining the new center will 
be funded by University 
Student Government and it 
will be housed on the third 
floor of the West Mall Office 
Building. /" J 
- V Ms- Cohen stressed that all 
women who want help can 
expect the center to keep their 
cases confidential. „ ' 
"The center does not only, 
serve as an aid in legal 
advising, but as someone, to 
turn to while under stress. 
We're women helping women 
in times of need "and crisis,"; 
she said. 
Taught by Club 
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Information on Demand 
1906 Pearl • Suite 201 
476-9292 
Austin, Texas 78705 
M-F 11-6 • Sat. 12-3 
WE WILL ANSWER ANY 
QUESTION FOR ANYONE 
• ANY SUBJECT, LENGTH, LEVEL 
OR AREA 
• I'J°U.SANP? w FILE AT 2.SO PER PAGE 
• 3-DAY DELIVERY 
• STRJCTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
•*wwwWwvwwvwwwwwwwvvwwwwv>! 
Since you cant go around saying yoirte terrific, 
let our clothes do it for you j 
Country Set 
interprets spring's 
casual mood with 
a well-tailored 
jacket in woven 
white or 
brown/white plaid, 
plaid pants. Soft knit 
shirt in brown, blue, 
white. Machine washable 
polyester. 
Spring Break 
Spring Break Blues. Break them 
with travel — by bos or train, canoe, 
bike, or foot. We'll tell you how. 
Contest Winners 
Bar Belles and Fairy Tales. The 
results of all past contests. Look 
close — your roommate, date, 
best friend may be there. 
or 
Sci-Fi, Texas Style 
The who, what,  
where,  and why of 
Texas' science fiction 
cult. Who are the gods 
leading the masses, 






By MARK SIMMONS 
The techniques and 
discepfines of Aikido, a 
Japanese martial art, are 
being taught through a new 
organizaion, the University 
Aikido Club. 
Dr. Jay Portnowu, who is 
doing physics research at the 
Univeristy, and Clayton 
Foundation staff member Bill 
Lee established the 
organization recently as a 
free, co-ed club open to all 
University students, faculty 
and staff.  
Literally, Aikido means 
"the way of harmony of.  
spirit ," says Lee. 
"Practitioners,  through 
control of physical movement, 
medititation and 
concentration, attempt to 
reach a point where they are 
able to liead the attacker's 
mind ; to control him without 
injuring, him. Great physical 
power is unnecessary." 
Founded 45 years ago by 
Japanese Prof.  Morii . ' - i  
•Uyeshiba, Aikido is a younger 
martial art. It is practiced 
worldwide and is extremely 
popular in Europe and 
441-4151 
Hawaii.  A recent survey; 
conducted by Black Belt 
magazine put the total 
number of American 
practitiouners at 3,000. 
Both Lee and Portnowu are 
first degree black belts and 
experienced teachers, they 
will direct three weekly 
practice seesions for* club 
members and interested 
observers: Tuesday* and 
Thursday, 6-8 p.m. in 
Bellmont Hall 966, and 
Friday, 6.-8 p.m. in'  the 
Gregory Gym wrestling room. 
Proficiency in Aikido is 
judged and belts are awarded 
on the basis of examination by 
the instructor, not by personal 
' combat. Matches and contests 
are not part of Aikido 
instruction. 
The club is recognized as an 
official student organization 
by the Texas Union and as a 
noncompetitive club by the 
University intramural office. 
The faculty sponsor is Dr. 
Martha Smith, assistant 
mathematics professor and a 
practitioner of Aikido. 
. Those interested in joining 
the Aikido Club may contact 
Lee or Portnowu at one of the 
three weekly practice 
sessions, or call 471-7253 






























• 2 bedroom, 1 Vi batiks 
• targe enough for a } 'n 
study room * * 
• furnished 
• all bills paid 
only 
$175.00/mo. 
• plenty of parking 
• city transit to campus 
• 2 swimming pools s ', ^ 
• 24 hour maintenance 
FOR -MOKE INFORMATION, 
CALL: 
1^Z555 
Magaxin* Supphmont to Tho Daily Texart 





HOT OIL SWEDISH STEAM BOOM 
. WEIGHT LIFTINO 
""•*— • POWDER 
•OOY MASSAGE FOR QENTL6MEN 
Young Lady Mauiutti in Compltti Prlvocyl 
0 A.M. to 12 Midnight ^ 
(7 Day*) £ 
CALL l»Of» " - ' 
APPOINTMENT 
fS»titfactfort Qutrmrnd) 
















Stock Market Trading Sluggish 
^fEW YORK (AP) — Prices were widely mixed 
Thursday in an indecisive and generally sluggish 
Strength in some MuWbip issues lifted the Dow 
Jones average of 30 industrials to a 3.13 gain to 
875.47. 
•But some other indices showed small losses, and 
declines outpaced advances 787 to 577 among the 1,-
786 issues changing hands on the New York Stock 
Exchange. 
...Big Board volume, at 12.95 million shares; vir-
toally matehed Wednesday's low pace.. ,, . 
U.S., SwederiR&store Relations 
WASHINGTON (UPI) — In a move toward effing 
a 15-month political rift over the Vietnam war, the 
United States and Sweden announced Thursday they 
would exchange ambassadors. 
„ President Nixon named Robert Strausz-Hupe, 
currently ambassador to Belgium, ambassador to 
Stockholm. 
The Swedish government chose Count'Wilhelm 
Wachtmeister, a career diplomat, ambassador to 
the United States,  ̂T7, %.'i 
Both embassies have been without ambassadors 
since 1973, when Prime Minister Olof Palme of 
Sweden called U.S. bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong 
"an outrage" and "a form of torture." 
Palm so upset Nixon that he withdrew his chief of 
mission in Stokholm and the State Department in­
formed Sweden it would not be convenient to 
receive a new ambassador in Washington. 
U.S;S.R. Trip Concerns Kissinger 
WASHINGTON (AP) -r Secretary of State Henry 
A. Kissinger said Thursday his upcoming trip to 
Moscow comes at a more difficult time than the 
periods which marked his previous negotiations in 
the Soviet Union. 
"ftewsr 
PH 'lip-' M PPf _ fUBUPlI 
Princess Anne Ordeal 
SuspectSCha«,<|| 
LONDON (AP) — Unemployed Englishman Ian Ball was , 
charged Thursday with attempted murder during an abortive ; 
attempt to kidnap Princess Anne near Buckingham Palace. The : 
government ordered tighter security for the royal family. j /' 
; Four persons were wounded in the shooting 150 yards from" 
the palace Wednesday night. Anne, 23-year-old daughter of 
Queen Elizabeth II, and her husband, cavalry Capt. Mark 
Phillips, were unhurt. 
''There is no present indication that this was other than an 
isolated act by an individual," Home Secretary Roy Jenkins 
told the House of Commons. But he ordered security 
arrangement|for theroy$l famj^apdother prominentj^reojis 
Ball,26,^ldea 
Court and was ordered held for a week while police continued 
their investigation of the first attack on British royalty since rv 
1939. ^ 
Police informants said they were trying to discoyer.the,, 1 4 
source of a large sum of money in Ball's possession. ;; 
They also were seeking Ball's associates and relatives in a~bid% 
to discover more about his recent activities. 
Ball, tall, lean ~aftd neatly bearded, was handcuffed to two 
detectives during his brief appearance in the dock. 
He was specifically charged with the attempted murder of, 
Anne's bodyguard, Inspector James Beaton. 
Ball made no statement in court beyond asking for legal aid —: 
the assistance of a court-appointed defense attorney. -
A typewritten ransom note reported to demand $4.8 million 
from the queen was found in the white Ford Sedan which cut off 
the royal car as it returned Anne and her husband to the palace 
from a downtown charity movie. 
.< A man leaped out firing a flurry of shots at Anne's limousine. 
1 The chauffeur and the police bodyguard were seriously 
wounded. A policeman who raced to their assistance was also 
" hit. So too was a journalist who got out of a taxi when the 
s h o o t i n g  s t a r t e d .  • • • < • .  
Anne and her husband crouched on the floor at the back of the 
car while the gunman wrenched at the car doors trying to get in. 
Police informants reported 11 shots were fired by the 
assailant and ballistic experts were studying two revolvers, a 
.38-caliber and a .22, found in the white Ford. g 
A bullet hole in the rear window of Anne's limousine shdweb 
how close she and her husband had been to death. 
> •*. J ; -4 ffiifs&i 
A^M'llsfimony1®5 
rise 
,x?'k SAN ANTONIO (AP) 
Jf 
jvC- —UPI TihpNl» 
Try to till these Montreal citizens! 
Spring Arrives M. 
week will be made most serious by friction over the 
Middle East, difficulties involving trade and the 
status of Soviet Jews and the complexities of 
nuclear arms limitation. 
VW Safety Belt Defects Possible 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - More than two million 
Volkswagens made between 1968 and 1972 may have 
defective safety belts, the National Highway Traf­
fic Safety Administration said Thursday, 
It attributed the hazard to corrosion of shoulder 
and lap belts by possible accumulations of battery 
acid on the car floor. The damage could occur if 
drivers and passengers neglected to store the belts 
in appropriate retaining clips when not in use. 
The agency said the acid could leak onto the floors 
of these models from the battery compartment 
behind the rear seat. Owners were advised to in­
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CABARET 
-tonito 
Dance to the Music of 
SLIM ROBERTS 
and hit band 
• 8-12 ,,, 
• Coming" 
Saturday, March 23 
WAYNE ELLIS 




U.S. 183 on top at 
The Hill at Cedar Park 
















«' •" AND ; I 
The Western Head Music Company 
SATURDAY SUNDAY , 
6REEZY WHEELS Big Jam Session 
jT07 Be* Caves Rd. 327-9016 
——->tA_ 





j TOAD HALL SALOON 
4-E. 6th & Trinity Reservation*: 476-5365 
> PRESENTS TONIGHT AND SATURDAY NIGHT 
<6 ' • •? 
Nationally Famous 
I JIMMY DAY 
SHAKEY'S 
presents at the Guadalupe Store 
BRUSHY CREEK 
tonight thru Saturday 
at the Reagan Square Store 
LOU - RAY 
tonight only 
Sat. Only at Reagan Square 
TEXAS BLUEGRASS BOYS 
On Pedal Stool of 
ROSEHIPS REVUE 
$1 COVER 
2 fori MIXED DRINKS 8-9 * 
LAM'S YUM YUM 
CHINESE RESTAURANT 
3301 N. IN 35 477-1687 
lantern ̂ |j|ht Dii 




Special Lunch Daily 
Fr,T 
AM*> % 
SPEND YOURM0NEY 0N « 
THE 10WN.N0T THE HOTEL. 
At the Hotel Riverside we deal in basics. For a paltry $4 a night mH 
give you aroom with bed and basin. Your bath being mere footsteps 
down the hal. Make it $8 and ml put you in a room with bath; With 
or aMiout, you're in a building with a Luby's Cafeteria and El Poco 
Loco - one of the River's KveSer nigMspots. M right in the heart of 
San Antonio's beautiful Pasco del Rio. y 
Wake yow rexnrations lor a weekend. Or a week. At the hotel that 
figures you get more lor your money 




on the San 
. Monio Rmr. 
WASHINGTON (AP) On 
^Thursday, the first full day of 
spring, the National Weather 
Service looked back over the 
winter and said that, averaged 
for the nation as a whole, it 
was ' 'considerably milder 
than normal. 
"And that was vet$ for­
tunate in terms of the heating 
oil situation," it said. 
The Federal Energy Office 
concurs. FEO says in its 
latest report, for the week 
ended March 8, that the 
winter has been about 10 per­
cent wanner than normal and 
that heating oil inventories 
are 32 million 
than a year 
But, don't breathe a word of 
this weather summary to 
folks in places like Lincoln^ 
Neb.; Columbia, Mo., and 
parts of northern California 
and southwestern Oregon.1 ^ 
On Jan. 12, Lincoln, Neb., 
with" 32 degrees below zero, 
and Columbia, Mo., with 17 
degrees below, had their 
coldest temperatures in 
recorded history. 
^ ... ... v..., The former general manager of the 
**ation's largest dairy cooperative says his successor decided ta$m 
Channel 11th hour contributims to President Nixon's 1972 cart-isl 
paign through Republican congressional fund-raising com­
mittees. 
J Harold S. Nelson, who formerly directed Associated Milk. 
Producers Inc. (AMPI) of San Antonio, said Thursday 
y .replacement. Dr. George Mehren, made the decision. 
v . At the time, AMPI was being attacked by the Justice Depart­
ment and private litigants for alleged monopolistic practices. 
tV^That litigation is still pending. 
Recently, AMPI has been alleged to have sought in IWiiji 
arrangements to make contributions in return for the Justice^ 
^Department suit being allowed "to die a natural death." 
Nelson's testimony about the October and November, 1972,, , 
milk contributions conflicts directly with a statement byv<v 
Mehren-that there was no understanding that the GOP con­
gressional contributions be diverted to Nixon's campaign chest. 
\ In Mehren's press statement about a month ago, he said 
AMPI's political arm formally decided not to contribute to ; : 
presidential candidates in 1972 "largely because" of com* 
plications that could arise in resolving the antitrust suit. <.>; 
| Lee Niinn, a former Nixon fund raiser, has §aid the transfer ol 
$200,000 in the dairymen's contributions was made from ft1 
GOP congressional fund to the Nixon campaign. 
The contribution was from the Committee for. Thorough 
Agricultural Political Education, a political arm Which AMPli. 
members belong to and direct. • ^ !• 
| Nelson said of Mehren: "His desigit was to make 
tributlons to these committees in this manner; being apparent! 
to congressional committees but in fact being to the Commi 
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lib night - no cover 








This Saturday,March 23 
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HAPPY HOUR 4-4 
AVAILAIU FOR PARTIES 
LA CUCARACHA 
: Presents 
FRI. & SAT. 
Southern Feeling • from Auttln • 
MONDAY 
Cypress from loiihfona 
SUNDAY 
Striker 
from Austin ' TUKSDAY 
The Storm 
from Austin 
1206 E. 11th 477-0297, 
1411 LAVACt^rONIQHT THKU SAT. 
DOUG GIDDINGS 









Tues.-Sat. March 26 - March 30 
CLAUDE & the COYOTES 
(Happy Hour 5-7 p.m. 
NAVARRO 





38th and IH 35 t 453-2306 
at the TF nc^lishAire APARTMENTS 





•h • untj| 2 a.m. -»• •# >-* 
-BUBBLE PUPPY 





30 Happy Hour 
Tonitel 
A -
PIN0CCHI0 PIZZA i 
OPEN 
Austin 





UJnite for free brochure 
•A 
TRICOfl mPORTS 






WITH THIS AD 
: : . v r ; ^ f l S E f c  
ON YOUR NEXT 12  ̂ ON YOUR NEXT 16" 
tiiSPliZAK PIZZA 
- OfHER QOOO UNTIL APRIL 25th, 1974 
' V$gS*"' 
m 
:pfr f riday, March 2  ̂1974 THE DAIL  ̂TEXAN^Page 15 
kiss* 
Escapus 
Frees Bowie County Prisoner 
Nixon Era?? 
OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI); _ 
John Richard Anderson, urb of Oklahoma City, follow-
-sprung from a Texas jail by,,, ,ing a grocery store aimed 
-his own "writ of habeas esf^^bbery,':;- 1 *V 
capus" and hacksaw blades, " Less than 24 notirs later he 
pleaded guilty Thursday to pleaded in Oklahoma County 
two prior counts of'armed District Court and was 
§p$ robbery in Oklahoma and was sentenced to two concurrent; 
' xto ,25 years jp terms of 25 years 
night in Del City, Okla7, a subf;?|town and left>behind this note: 
' Come now John Richard' 
(Dick) Anderson, petitioner in 
^sentenced,.,,. 
J prison 1 
tpl Anderson,* 4f, of Oklahoma 
sites 
third floor cell in the Bowie 
County jail in Boston, Tex.-, 
si early. Monday. 
He was arrested Wednesday 
it} Texas authorities said thej| 
"might act to return Anderson 
|City, sawed his way out of a to Bowie County when he 
' serves the Oklahoma 
•sentences. He was under a 75 
iyear sentence- - {pr. ̂ |̂d,;, 
robbery in Texas. 
Bowie County, Tetf., ®Mff 
UK 
'i. 
r .  
h 
« •  
/"•I AQQIFIFn  ̂  ̂R. Sabo said Anderson saw-
>•» L'.T . toed through' the bars of his 
'third floor cell in the Texas 
the above styled and 
numbered cause, and hereby 
grants said 'writ of habeas es­
capus' oh the grounds that 
sjsaid kangaroo court of Bowie 
•< County would not allow him a 
~ iair and impartial trial, would 
' not allow him the compulsory 
process of obtaining witnesses 
in behalf, and using his prior 
convictions against him in 
yiolation of due process and 
-equal protection of the law:#..," 
"To the end that justice be 5 
served, said petition for writ , ' j  
of habeus escapus is hereby j 
accepted and granted*" , < »i 
• • • • • •  
jt* 
WORK 
MHI What you don't know about WWi 
the Sacco and Vanzetti murders will stun you. 
llffflpip; p 
i ^!<f' Sponsored by 
Amnesty International 
• • - -1 • 
AC Auditorium _ Fri. and Sat., March 22, 23 
7:15 p. m., 9:30' p. m 
t <• " , • 
$1 contribution to aid Pauline Chigwida, a political 
prisoner in Salisbury, Rhodesia 
PLUS Saigon; A Question of Torture at 6:30 p. mJ 
both nights (included in price of admission). 
The anatomy of the most infamous trial of the century. 
«ar •si 
- WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nix-
Ppa lodes more like candidate Nixon every . 
&t>eek, this time campaigning  ̂̂ erv^t. 
" jgbis -term,: 
Through trips, news conferences and 
; ; ̂ public appearances, the embattled Presi-
u^ldent is making a determined effort to pre-
^sent himself as a confident, activist leader. {, 
who can overcome the Watergate tide and 
llf.f... An 
.̂ complete the last 34 months in office. This 
s,week's two-day trip to Houston, after 
pearlier journeys to Miami, HuntsvUle, 
"Ala., and Chicago, amounted to a typical 
campaign foray. 
Some Items: ''" ' *" . " ' 
• Nixon's unannounced dawn visit to an 
oldtime Houston drugstore was roughly 
... equivalent to shaking hands at a factory 
-gate during a presidential primary. 
• The Houston press room featured a 
free bar, a fixture of presidential com- f 
.paigns. In this case, however, the booze 
''was supplied by the National Association | 
of Broadcasters, whose convention Nixon $ 
attended, rather than by a Republican | 
campaign committee. 
• A "media event" was staged when g 
Nixon's limousine pulled into the garage 3 
at his hotel. A band, cheerleaders and : 
several hundred noisy partisans were on g 
uppo 
hand. Traveling' reporters, expecting a 
routine arrival, were surprised to be hustl­
ed into the concrete cavern from their 
abuses by White House aides Who displayed 
the urgency of ships' crewmen conducting 
a lifeboat drill during wartime. Polic 
pith dogs kept all others at a distance.! 
h John B. Coimally, the Texas Democra 
turned-Republican, recommended last 
summer that Watergate's inroads Made it 
necessary for Nixon to, in effect, mount a 
fresh campaign for. the office he won by a 
landslide 16 months ago. The President 
.rejected the advice. 
Since then, White House .counselor 
Bryce Harlow and others have renewed 
the recommendation with more notable 
success. Press Secretary Ronald L. 
Ziegler has said the current Nixon cam­
paign was planned in January and will con­
tinue as Congress moves ahead with its 
impeachment inquiry. 
One aim of Nixon and his men, apart 
from presenting the President's point of 
.view, is to bolster a claim that the chief 
executive enjoys' greater public support 
>than public opinion polls indicate. 
; This is no ordinary campaign. The 
President is "running" to stay exactly 
where he is, and a major objective is to 
show he enjoys public love and respect 
IF YOU SEE NO OTHER FILM THIS 
YEAR, SEE SACCO & VANZETTI !* 
—Kevin Saunders. ABC-TV 
Pulp means paperback books, also means 
pulverized bodies, Mickey King writes pulp, 

















returns to school, i 
-•w. J'.--:-:;:..", ; . -.i1 
Youth t 
toSchool 
Concert of Chinese Classical Music 
Sponsored by the Center for Asian Studies and the Department of 
' Music at IJT-Austin 
Friday Evening, March 22 at 8, Mu»ic Building Recital Hall 
Admission $1.50 
Tickets Available at Door 
The Pi pa and Chit i (ire silk*! ringed instruments dating from the time of Conf litems 
Tsun-Yuen Lui playing the Pipa & Chin 
HOUSTON (UPI) — Little 
Billy Epperson, wearing a 
"Buster Brown" haircut to 
hide a birth defect, pulled on 
his favorite cowboy boots and 
bluejeans Thursday and 
returned to the kindergarten 
; class from which he was ex­
pelled for violating the 
school's strict grooming code. 
The suburban Pasadena 
Independent School district 
kicked Billy out of class at 
Golden Acres Elementary 
School Feb. 22, saying his long 
hair did not meet grooming 
standards: A federal judge 
Wednesday ordered the boy 
reinstated. 
Billy's parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. William F. Epperson, 
said their adopted son wore 
his hair over his ears to hide a 
misshapen head. They said to 
cut it short would hold him up 
to ridicule of other students. 
Billy's parents, a retired 
U.S. Navy couple, appealed 
the expulsion all the way from 
his principal through the dis-
trict'ss board of trustees, but 
to no avail. They then filed a 
federal suit. — 
U.S. Dist. Judge Woodrow 
Seals — who said he once 
wore his hair over his ears as 
a boy — ordered the district to 
let Billy back in school. 
CUISINE LEBANAISE 
Sun., March 2411 a.m. • 8 p.m. r> 
MICHAEL GAIHE 
mickey . " lionel lizabeth nadia 
EOCNEY-STANDER-SCOTT-GASSINI 
produced by MICHAEL KLINGER directed by MIKE HODGES 
nuoitt (wk imsttxa SdMC MA* nor u fQft P*t Tf(lukCC*S 
Friday and Saturday 
7-8:45-10:20 
$1.00 UT Students 
FRIDAY MIDNIGHT SPECIAL 
This time... - 20,  ̂
K 
604 Guadalupe 476-5455 
Regular American Dinner & Wine List 
Available 
Orders To Go 




TOMORROW NIGHT MARCH 23 
7 P.M. - 2 A.M. 
JESTER WEST BASEMENT 
ONLY $1.00 
GAMBLING • CABARET 
.> < BUNNIES • MOVIES r-
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND 
1- j-Lr ArLTi-TijuiJ-iJtjj 
> «L \ W ^ i -T+* 
^ ^ * Jh f -• % * t 5  ̂
CASINO ftbYAUE COMMITTEE WOULD t 








•*—--- J A. 
oftheDoHs 
A Itos Meyer ProdoctiM pomkbt 0** bymuirt 
A DAYJat the RACES-, 
FRIDAY OMIY 7^5-9:20-11:15 "' $1.00 J 
MARCH 22 .. JESTER AUD. v CINEMA 40 i 
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Hwry 
.. JUghloiid Mod ClnmM 
>sJ«tar Ctiitar Star* 
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Sunday Children's Matinee* 
THE SHAGGY DOG 
MM I pM. CkiHr«i 58' ' 
SATURDAY ONLY 
MARCH 73 
» K s  ̂i 5- , f 
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Dramatic increase Worst Since 1940s « 
' • ' / ̂  
WASHINGTON (AP) ̂ Surging food costs led by the biggest 
jump in beef prices in 27 years drove the cost of living up 1.3 
percent in February as the nation remainedty the grip, of the 
worst inflation since,„the 1940s. 
; The Labor Department said Thursday that February's in­
crease pushed consumer prices 10 percent higher than a year 
ago, producing the first double digit inflation since a 10.2 percent 
rise in the 12 months ending January, 1948. - <  ̂' 
AT THE SAME TIME, purchasing ptfwer "of American 
workers declined for the fifth straight month. 
l . Food accounted for nearly half the rise in retail prices last 
' month, with beef up 7.5 percent, the most in any rtonth since m 
rise of 9.4 percent in June, 1947. About 20 percent of the increase ' 
was caused by higher prices for gasoline and other energy 
' items. 
If the rise in the cost of living continued at last month's rate 
throughout the year, the nation would wind up with a 15.7 per-
production through mid-1975. Meantime, cattle producers, fac$f| 
Pfi with continued high grain price, are cutting down the!#! 
ij^hipments ,of cattle to market, thus driving up prices. 
ON THE WAGE SIDE, real spendable earnings of workers . 
dropped 6/ lOths of 1 percent since January because of the rise in- & 
consumer prices. Over the past year, they have fallen 4.5 per$£f§-
cent. the largest annual decline, since the government bega|';,| 
peeping.those statistics in 1984. <, * . „  ̂
• Real spendable earnings are th£ atrtbunt 'workers take'hotn|'>i 
after deduction for taxes and the effects of inflation. 
» The 1.3 percent rise in consumer prices last month, the same 
both seasonally and unadjusted, was the second biggest monthly 
jump since February, 1951, and was exceeded only by the 1.9 ;: 




• Sfl •ss 
the Administration's price freeze. 
cent inflation rate in 1974. Last year, consumer prices rose 8.8;;  ̂
percent. * „ « - - „ FOOD PRICES ROSE 2.5 percent last month, while nonfood 
| The Consumer Price index now has risen to 141.5, trieaning commodities increased 1 percent, and services climbed 7/lOthjjt 
that it cost $141.50 to buy the same amount of retail goods and 
rvices that $100 purchased in the 1967 base period. 
| THE NIXON ADMINISTRATION has forecast that the inflaff 
[pn rate will slow down in the last half of the year. 
Chairman Herbert Stein of the President's Council of 
Economic Advisers, cautioned, however, that even after the. 
"temporary surge of food and fuel prices" has passed, inflation' 
Will continue to be a serious problem. 
The Agriculture Department has forecast record crops of 
wheat and corn this year, but the full impact of these crops is 
.:-not expected to reach consumers for several months. 
They are expected, however, to lead to a boost in livestock. 
IIS MS 
of 1' perctat&gggtt 
. . . .  
® The increase in nonfood commodities was traceable to a coij-
itinued rise in fuel prices,'with gasoline and motor oil up5.3 pe|̂  
cent to a level 30.9 percent above a year ago. . • 
Wolc Sovinka's 
TRIALS OF BROTIIKR .JKR< 
HILDK INTERNATIONAU 
Florida Swamp Fire —UW TaUplwta 
5;'Cypr*ti trMt and sawgrcus catch fir* at wind-blown 
^famiM iwftp through the Everglade* of Florida. 
Rangers estimated as fnc^ny <bt 30,000 acr«s of thi£ 
swamp 55 miles west of Miami have been burned, s 
HomesReportApproved 
• WASHINGTON (AP) A 
draft report concluding that 
the government has spent $17 
million on President Nixon's 
homes, including some funds 
not requested by Jhe Secret 4tepublleaa-oft 
Service, Was approved fay a. mittee, told Brooks. 
House subcommittee Thurs-
conclusions with which I total­
ly disagree and for which I 
know of no foundation of facts 
of the hearings," Rep. John 
Buchanan, R-Ala., ranking 
•the aubcom-
day on a straight party-line 
vote. 
•' Brief highlights of the 
report were given by chair­
man Jack Brooks, D-Tex., in a 
statement issued before the 
House government operations 
subcommittee approved the 
report. 
Republicans strongly ob­
jected to the findings and said 
they lhad not even known a 
report was being prepared by 
the staff until last Monday. 
"You include findings and 
Asked if the report would be 
a shocker, Brooks replied: 
"No, basically it is not." 
- He said the draft subcom­
mittee report basically 
delineates facts already 
knoWn^-from the subcom­
mittee's public hearings. 
Bui when asited if tne report 
make&any charges that could 
constitute an impeachable 
offense by President Nixon, 
Brooks did not reply directly. 
:.He said only that it was a 
' 'reasonable,  well-
documented, fully justifiable 
analysis of $17 million expen­
diture of taxpayers' money." 
Ken W. Clawson, White 
House communication direc­
tor, later issued a statement 
saying: 
"The Brooks report, con­
structed to unjustly malign 
the President, flies in the face 
of a December, 1973, General 
Accounting Office (GAO) 
study which revealed that less 
than 10 percent Of the amount 
mentioned by Brooks was ac­
tually expended on the 
President's homes and 
properties.  The GAO, 
professional Wat&hdogs for 
Congress, also concluded that 
at least 97 percent of the 
government's spending on the 









Haircuts for people 
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
• 409 W. 14th 476-4890 
Melissa, Mae, Alma 
WILLIE NELSON 
: STEVE FROMHOLZ .. 
KENNETH THREADGILL k 
• ALVIN CROW & the Neon Angels 
• GREEZY WHEELS 
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL 
BLINO GEORGE SENATOR WINE6L0WE 




April 6 & 7 Nacogdoches, Tex. 
Tickets Available at: 
OAT WIULIES _ 
pj* 161 OSan Antonio 
. . > SUNSHINE RECORDS 
2622 Guadalupe 
A BUSH PRODUCTION 
A Technicolored dream that takes on the aspects of a Dali drawing in motion. 
You've never seen anything quite like it. 
Surpasses all other Busby Berkeley musical comedy achievements. 
- It's colossal, it's stupendous." ' -
•••• v:• . •. 
*-Wanda Halt, N. Y. Daily Ntw», Dec* 29* 1943 • 












FRIDAY, SATURDAY * 7:30-9:20-11:05 
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METHODIST STUDENT CENTER 
2434 Guadalupe 
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rday, March 23, 9 p.m. 
UNION MAIN BALLROOM 
Tickets: $1 UT Student - $1.50 General Public 
Available Friday, March 22, 10:00 a.m. te 5:00 p.m. 
- at Union Information Desk and at the door 
Friday, March 2  ̂1974 THE J>AIL  ̂TEXAN^Pjige 17 
WP 
By DAVID DAILEY 
Texas Staff Writer 
There often arises in 
musicians with a strong public 
appeal ar aura of un-
touchability, an' air. of being 
too special to be a part of their 
kudience. Perhaps it is the en­
vironment or the times, or 
more likely, his own 
humanistic character, but a 
conversation with Michael 
Murphey reveals exactly the 
opposite. He is a man deeply 
concerned with his artistic in­
tegrity and a citizen worried 
about the future of his com-
munity. 
MURPHEY I& in .Austin ^ Murphey's-. hew . band.-ii 
this .weekend after two somewhat altered from the 
months of touring to preview .one he worked with on the 
music from his new album |5f|Cosmic Cowboy Souvenir" 
The Music of Michael Martin' * album, but it still retains old 







?r, i Hi# 
nn. 
mm iMM 
Murphey," which will be 
released. Monday. Not sur­
prisingly, it reveals a 
different and livelier side of 
Murphey's musical character. 
"I just felt like rockin' out 
.on the new album," Murphey 
said.^I've really gotten 
together with the band I have 
now, and since much of my 
recorded music has been fair-' 
ly laid back, I thought it was 
time for a change." 
ii\t t 
reliables Herb Steiner on steel 
guitar and Craig Hillis on lead 
guitar. Murphey also has 
switched. recording labels, 
from AM to Epic Records; 
"SooniSr or later, every ar­
tist has to face the risk of 
refusing to compromise with 
his label," Murphey explain­
ed. "I really believe that what-
I write comes from my 
heart, so I changed labels to 
retain my artistic freedom." 
1 V -
M s i 
il 
'•:v| 
j „ <T: 
| i "* 
&<4 
presented by 
The Cultural Entertainment Committee of 
I' J the Texas Union 
|.Friday, March 29/Austin Coliseum/8.-00 pm 
Ifr > ^ ^ •; -tyy. • 
$2 with Optional Services Fee 
^Ticket drawing: March 25-29/Hogg Box Office/10-6 daily 
> I.* • 
Bus schedule: 25* Round trip/Jester, Kinsolvinq, Co-Op 
" 6:30-7:00-7:30 • ,  _  ^  _  _ _  _  
No cameras or tape recorders allowed. 
DOUBLE FEATURE $1.50 3 DAYS ONLY! 
Mr * "ALPHAVIUE": 6:50-10:20-Sot. & Sun.-3:20 
'A SUPER ATOMIC-AGE SPY FILM! satiric! 
Witty! Fast-Moving! Combines the amusing agitations 
of a character on the order of James Bond and the highly 
^nations of a siick science-fiction mystery! IHfiliRllFT? 
mrnm ySING! Ingeniously imaginative and entertaining! 
QQQZin.C 
IMPRESSIVE! WORTH SEEING! 
AT.RE! SCIENCE-FICTION & ACTION THRILLER! 
DAZZLES! DARINGLY INVENTIVE! Godard is 
unquestionably something of a genius!" 
- W iltiarv Peper. W o r l d  Te/egrorr S  S u n  
JEAN-LUC GODARD'S Controvers ial  
l/s{f strange adve ntu res of Lemrny Caution— 
secret  agent  of  the  fu ture .  
A Pathe Contemporary Films Release 
•PLUS' 
It s all of a piece, crazy, mixed up, wild, violent, sexy, outspoken and 
honest...Artistically the picture stands up extraordinarily well " N Y 
POST • . J " ' • 
"Belmondo explains some of the excitement. A ferally magnetic young 
animal—but more important than Belmondo are th# film's heart-
stopping energy and its eye-opening originality, its crazy humor its 
anarchic beauty." —TIME MAGAZINE 
with Jean Seberg, Jeah, Paul Belmondo 
from original story 




MIDNIGHT MOVIES DOUBLE FEATURE 
DUCK 
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. "THE ONE unhealthy thing||javithout the media hype , ^ 
-about music is that people get ' pecause people had heard on£ 
locked into an image and are, i of my reconJs and wanted to 
afraid to change it. But I want^%ee if \ sounded the same 
to get across that atiy form of^.live." ^'4 
It's the$ (' "But now I wonder if th«f music is all 
cross-currents that makef- 'icowboy boots I wear and my.r-, 
music evolve. If it hadn't been hat are becoming a costume," 
for the interplay between. ,he added. "I hope we Austin 
country and rock styles I'"' musicians don't begin to focus 
on our own narrow trip; .; 
Because once we begin to de*^ 
pend on the scene, rather than! 
the music, the phony outsiders 
will begin to drift in, and the^ 
emphasis will shift on noi|§ 
what we're writing, but where ' 
we come from." s 
,v MURPHEY HAS begun ttf£ 
translate his fears about the 
future into action. He refuses 
to adopt a fatalistic apathy 
abdut Austin's future but oc-. .• 
casionally wonders if it is not 
too late to alter the course of 
the city's destiny. ; 
"I get the feeling right now 
that Austin is like a small 
town that's about two years 
away from becoming a city. I 
admit I shared jh starting up 
the mystique, so now when I 
go around the country I doti't 
play up the music scene," 
"I can't believe how fast 
things have changed. Pretty 
soon there will be 10,000 peo­
ple coming to Lake Travis to 
swim and boogie. I live near 
Comanche Trail, and the 
water there has become sa 
polluted I won't let my kids 
swim in it. 
"I'D LIKE to get people to 
work together to change the 
zoning ordinances in Austin so 
the realtors cannot subdivide 
the land around Lake Travis 
into lots and destroy the 
com-
plexes." . ^T^sMans 
Murphey also is worried help them out. 
about the fate of the many "This is a 
local bands in Austin. He and munity, and 
wouldn't have made it." 
Although he still defies 
; pigeonholing in a specific 
musical idiom, Murphey has 
begun to define his role as a 
composer-singer. . < 
"After the last album, I 
began to sense what my 
musical bag was. It's got alot 
of gospel and folk strains in it. 
I still consider myself a com­
poser more than a stage per­
former. I don't enjoy being on 
the road. I enjoy writing about 
things tfyM happen to me or 
that I see. I make sure not to 
write fantasies, but reality 
'has a way of becoming fan­
tasy in my mind." 
At a time when the unique 
musical scene he helped 
spawn is becoming a national 
cult, Murphey is already look­
ing back on its roots with 
nostalgia and casting an un­
easy glance at its future. 
"MY MUSIC just doesn't fit 
in with the metropolitan 
scene. I would have been a 
hypocrite to write about 
nature and country living in 
Los Angeles. I was making a 
good.living writing songs for 
other people on the Coast five 
years ago, but I knew I 
couldn't stay. 
"The whole music business 
was decentralizing when I 
came, back to Texas to make 
Stiff 
Murphey. "I enjoyed the feel­
ing of just writing songs and • 
singing to friends. I felt good 
that I could draw a crowd 
'  .Vj-. • .  
t —Ttxan Staff Photo by Andy Swimwi 
Michael Murphey 
other performers have begun 
the Austin Association of 
musical coro-
we've got a_ 
responsiblity to help out all 
the groups in getting good 
couldn't have made it 
withoutouliit! 





5213 N. Lamar 
Home of the Jalapeno Champions 
Burrittos Oe Barbacoa 
Chorizzo Con Huevo 
Cerveza Mejicana 
Superior - Carta Blanca - Bohemia 




Village THE . -VILLAGE 
il 
Four 
2700 West Aafcnm Um 45I43S2 
Che Legend of Boggy Creek 
a- A TRUE STORY »»OOvC*»©«« 
and.OreoeattyUum.iSWhfte«M*%£ y«lH, l»«.l«Piodgteiit V» KDOlSl/CMMlESPlUCE CovftrUCuHiCOLOR •f îWwlKXHtSCQPt 
THE STORY OF THE "FOUKE MONSTER'* 
12:30-2:05-3:40-5:15-6:50-10:30 SNEAK AT 8:30 








$1.00 til 5 M0N.-FRI. . 
12:45-2:35-4:25-6:15-8:05-9:55 
They've come a long way 




mm . -A 
$1.00 til 5 MON.-FRI. 
'WWWOUWTPICTIHES AFAMBY 
franco xemreiu 
HIS FIRST FIIM SINCE "R0M€0 & jUtiET" 
"BroTHer sun 
sisTer Moon** 
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
12:30-2:45-5:00-7:15-9:30 
MIDNIGHT MOVIE 
^ $1.^5 EVERY FRIDAY-SATURDAY 
"It's still the same old story, 
a fight for love and glory.' 
-PLAY IT 
AGAIN, SAM" 
T«cNwo4o#* A ******* ***** 
f A MIKE NICHOLS FILM; 
CATCH-22 
ftlCHAltD BINJAMIN v ARTHUR GARFUNKEl M 
|UCK HENRY - BOB NIWHART - ANTHONY'' 1 
PERKINS . ORSON WfttIS 
(Saturday Special) 
CHOPPED BEEF, 
SANDWICH a /$100 
(TO GO ONLY) 4*"" 
^2330 S. Lamar ' 444-8461 - Custom Cooking> 
—! • Riverside AA ... c 
Twin 51.00 til 5 p.m. 
Cinema Mon. - Fri. 
MVRPHEY DOES confess 
that on his last tour he looked 
longingly |as some land out 
west and has mulled over the 
idea of' putting a ranch 
together in Colorado. 
"I can't" predict what I'm 
going to do, but I still love 
Austin,: After all, it's my 
home ! don't think it's too 




*41 S68* 1930 EAST RIVERSIDE-DRIVE LOCATED ON THE NR LINE 








. :.V 8:30 
BEST PICTURE • BEST DIRECTOR -MYRUOlbAMRfc 
CINEMA 2 12:25-3KW-5^54:10 
True Meaning 
Many interpretations have 
been placed on the title of 
Stanley Kubrick's "A 
Clockwork Orange." 
The ultimate clarification 
munt come from Anthony 
Burgess who wrote, tlie 
original novel. 
"In 1945, back from the 
army, I heard an 80-ycar-old 
Cockney in a London pub say 
that somebody was 'as queer 
as a clockwork orange.' The 
' q u e e r '  d i d  n o t  m e a n  
homiisexuah it meant mad. 
The phrasc intrigued me with 
its unlikely fuxion.of demotic 
and surrealistic. For nearly 
20 years I wanted to use it as 
the title of something. The 
opportunity came when I 
conceived the notion of 
w r i t i n g  a  n o v e l  a b o u t  
brainwashing. 
"Joyce's Stepjien Dedalus (in 
'Ulysses') refers to the world 
as an 'oblate orange': man is 
a microcosm or little world; 
he is a growth as organic as a 
fruit, capable of color, 
fragrance and sweetness: to 
meddle with him, condition 
him. is to turn him into a 
mechanical creation," 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:15 
SHOW STARTS DUSK 
IA LAURENCE MERRICK FILM 




& COLOR by Movielab \ 
TWIM LUn j^MTHBATKI 
SHOWTOWM U.S.AT 
EAST SCREEN 






710 E Ben White 
444-2296 








WELCOME HOME SOLDIER BOYS 
PIUS CO-HIT SW 
w 
GIVE US AN 
; x NEW ADMISSION PRICE ADULTS: 15.00 
CHILDREN (UNDER 12) 
fREE WITH PARENTS CINEMA 1 CINEMA 2 
SHW ' M,M • piSH' 
~~ - - - ̂  ̂  nnfi^eigAifeBi 
r' v f - v " ' w 
BiafWr^a«err%^ctf*^nBan6u^ 
directed by Md Bwwksfef/ The credits are presented in 
fw! wM?e^on Li£,efe huge' .""M* «oW letters set 
£t«®«amst » Western landscape, 
9Moaad MadelineKahnt just like those in a zillion old 
screenplayby Mel Brooks^ Westerns of the '40s and '50s. 
Norman Steinberg, An^ Brooks even has the worxi 
drew Bergman, Richard "Technicolor" occupy the en-; 
Pryor and Alan Uger; at tire expanse of the Screen 
Cartel PlaMOnema. something which hasn't been; 
j ®y ^ done in almost 30 years. 
' ? Writer As if this weren't enough, 
The Mel Brooks approach to ol* Frankie Laine singsjLhe 
comedy is succinctly il 
lustrated in the first five 
minutes, or. sp of "Blazing 
Saddles." 
The movie opens 
nostalgically with thg bid 
Warner Brothers logo, com­
plete with trumpet fanfare. 
Suddenly, a flame appears 
and burns the logo right off 
the screen, a neat bit of 
irreverence reminiscent of 
the Columbia lady turning into 
movie's title song. 
We chuckle at the familiari­
ty of these devices. Sy using 
them, Brooks has quite nicely 
established his taiget — the 
basic, cliche-ridden 
Hollywood Western — even 
before the story begins. 
Brooks' plan of attack 
becomes clear in the first 
scene. When a smiling, 
arrogant white supervisor on 
a railroad construction site 
a shooting cowgirl at the start. tells a group of black laborers 
ti> "sihg one of them or nigger 
work songs," they sar­
castically break into a verse 
of "I Get a Kick Out of You." 
A paunchy Slim Pickens 
arrives on the scene and 
quips, "What in the wide, 
wide world of sports is this?" 
IjVhen two blacks on a 
railroad handcar sink into a 
pool of quicksand, the white 
supervisors rescue the car but 
leave the blacks to fend for 
themselves. 
"> In other words, friends, no 
cow is too sacred. Anybody 
and anything is subject to be 
burlesqued, parodied, satiriz­
ed and ridiculed to the nth 
degree by this man Brooks — 
all to the ; benefit of a 
sometimes disbelieving but 
generally hysterically 
laughing audience. 
With "Blazing Saddles," 
Brooks doesn't just spoof the 
Western — he practically 
destroys it. The cliches so 
dear to fans of the genre are 
ny, raunchy wit and left lying 
on the Plains like so many buf­
falo chips. 
Part of the comedy derives 
from Brooks' historically out­
rageous juxtapositioning of 
symbols of contemporary 
America with those of the Old 
West — e.g., the appearance 
of a Howard Johnson's ice 
cream parlor in the town or a' 
toll gate in the middle of the 
„ptairie. 
l^fBut the greatest number of 
yoks comes from the insane 
ways in which Brooks plays 
upon our consciousness of the 
basic elements of the 
Hollywood horse-opera. 
We see in "Blading 
Saddles" what at first appear 
to be stock characters and . 
situations (a spinsterish 
schoolmarm or a group of 
cowboys eating beans around 
a campfire), who then sur­
prise us by acting totally 
different from our Hollywood-
instilleijr expectations, file 
schoolmarm very properly 
likens the governor to ah anal 
orifice; the cowboys proceed 
Tasteless? Of course 
often so — buidevastatingly 
funny. It's the type of thing 
which a lot of us have always 
secretly, perhaps even 
viciously, wished would occur 
as a reaction against the 
Western stereotypes. Yet 
without these stereotypes to 
play against, "Blazing 
Saddles" would pot be the 
same movie. , 
Obviously a man who will do 
anything for a laugh, Brooks 
doesn't keep the focus of his 
comic attack entirely on the 
Western. He makes numerous 
sarcastic stabs at racism 
which are generally effective 
and biting. 
However, he also tries to 
take on just about all'of the 
Hollywood mythology, and in 
this respect the movie is less "Springtime for Hitler" balance each other out, and 
successful. Some of the gags number in "The Producers,'' . we're never really offended. 
Work — such as the jokes sur- but his batting average fbrli 
rounding Harvey Korman's effective jokes is just as good, 
"Hedley Lamarr" character if not better, thaa Wockly"" EXSfil UttJ» 
of Madeline Kahn's hilarious Allen's and his barged wit ^2™ 
take-off on Marlene Dietrich, ' more shockingly funny. sarcasm with an unblushing; 
In searching for a big, com- Allen's particular lode of 
16 climax, however, Brooks childish innocence is so incon- ^missed K-e^s Ilot to 
sistent with his more off-color Darrassed- 11,ere 8 a 10110 
and satiric material (such as 
the segments of "Everything 
You Always Wanted to Know 
About Sex" in which he. 
almost wrecks the movie. 
During a wild street fight, the 
camera pulls back in a high 
overhead shot to reveal a wide 
stretch of the Burbank studios 
where the movie is being film- appeared) that the two tici 
it's%Wetty good gakf but ™GGLfi! ' I 
then Brooks is forced to work./ . 1 ''XfirlfSF • IS 
; himself • out of it.^Rather than! 
said for this kind of brashnessi 
Brook's next film will han­
dle the Frankenstein myth. 
I'm already laughing in an­
pation. 
(Editor's N«te!Dutoa ud Dam Splvey, 
who prepared thl>colamn, are local 
astrologen ipcdalixlai la natal durU, per. 
•oaal lattrviewt, analysii apd utroltfy 
daxet.) • ,T -
ARIES: You may ilnd yourself a bit 
. absent-minded when solving your" 
. own problems. ' 
TAURUS: Concerned with ideals and 
honor today, you strive to do your 
best: : 
, GEMINI: The opposite sex Is attracted to 
: you. and may 'atterftpt to use your 
. goodwill. • 
CANCER: You are motivated to keep your 
private visions, dreams and feelings 
to yourself. 
UEOi Go ahead and express yourself. Let 
others know What pleases or offends 
you, 
VIRGO: A longing to socialite more over-
takes you and causes you to feel 
isolated. 
MBRA: Once you have clearly defined 
your ambitions, the ability to fulfill • 
them will manifest. 
SCOttO: it-Is important for you to find 
the proper environment In which to 
grow and live. 
SAGITTARIUS: A great Interest In reading 
and acquiring knowledge on your 
i own permeates your consciousness. 
CAPRICORN: Don't be afraid to assert 
yourself at this particular time as it 
will be of benefit. 
AQUARIUS: Today your mood is sym­
pathetic to the problems of others/ 
and you want to help. 
PISCES: Kindness and hospitality are your 
virtues todav as vou relate to those 
you know 
Chamber Singers To Perform 
The University Singers will 
present a free public program 
at 8 p.m. Saturday in the Lyn­
don B. Johnson Library 
Auditorium. 
Dr. Morris J. Beachy, direc­
tor of the group, will conduct 
the program which ranges 
from early Italian Baroque to 
contemporary American and 
English compositions. 
Works  by  Giovann i  
Gabriel}, Claudio Monteverdi, 
Henry Purcell, Heinrich 
Schutz, John Corigliano and 
John Hutter, as well as groups 
of French and Welsh folk 
songs, will be featured. 
Accompanying the 22-
group on piano will be 
Stephens.. ! > „ 
voice 
Jerry 
Chinese Cbnilrt Scheduled 
Chinese music, played on 
traditional instruments, will 
.,bepfirtormedaL8p.nj.Friday, 
in Recital Hall by guest artist 
Tsun-yuen Lui. 
' Lui, head of Chinese music 
a t  t he  Ins t i tu t e  o f  
E thnomus ico logy  a t  the  
University of California, has 
studied the chin and pipa, 
traditional - stringed -in* 
struments of China, since the 
age of 10. 
Regarded as one of the few 
great exponents of music of 
ancient China, he also is a 
composer, having written 
original compositions for the 
pipa. The concert is sponsored 
by^ the Center for~Asiart 
Studies and the Department of 
Music. Admission is $1.50, and 
tickets may be obtained 
through Friday at the Box Of­
fice in Hogg Auditorium from 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
TRY OUR SPECIALS! First Time SERVED IN TOWN1 
UOt ia ind  CHINESE CUISINE 
SPECIAL CHEF FROM NEW YORK 
Moo. thru Fa 11:30 jUL-230 PJL, ; j 
• We Serve . . . QUICK LUNCH 
Egg Drop Soup-Fried Rice • 2 Fried Wonton with— 
• Chicken Chow Mein $1.55 • Chicken Almond ............ $1.75 
• Shrimp Chow Mein ••••••••a $1.65 • Shrimp Lobster Sauce .... $2.25 
® -Peppered Steak $1 «75 e Sweet Sour Shrimp .»•»••» $2.25-
• Sweet Sour Pork •••••••••••a $1.75! • Beef with Tomatoes $2.25 
DHIiR 5 PH.-10 PJ. Sill Sun. 12 Nm-IOPJL-7 Days A Week 
9306 North Lamar at Rundberg Lane 837-2700 
I  ) h m v .  M . u c h  2 2  
1 1 '  > n < !  A n ( 1  i t < > r i 1 1 t i i  
•  C I H ' I  , 1 1  , ' \ ( l l l l l S S I  
returning immediately to the Dean shoW 
Western set {which would - •,24,34 News 
hayOeen the best thing < 
do), he has the fight spill into' » Washington We«k in R«vl«W' <• 
the surrounding areas of the - ,' ' 34 special "The RodPony" _ 
studio and into the "real '"̂ Voood Times /'j, "f 
world" outside. The scenes » The undoiWwlna "bf Jiquei 
drags on needlessly and qujck- cousteeu 
ly;ceases to be funny ; ,f"?Movle. ^nlar v*,r» ^ .7 
"Blazing Saddles" never, »c#pitoiGaiiery- •' 
reaches a laugh-till-you-ache , 1,30 P.m. . s ", %p. 
highpoint such as Brooks „ i »''??J?ardlen y \l. 







A«,.npr0f..e^ m 1* 
24 Tama ' v t 
36 Dean Martin Comedy Hour 
?il0 p.m. 
^ ' J "H I Love You, Am I Trapped 
>* Forever?" ^ 
v, - 9 San Antonio Profll£ r~A 
•; l 24, 34 Newt 
. 9 The French Ctief 
p.*. " S 
7 Movie: "Stream and Screaiw 
Aga|n" 
9 Masterpiece Theatre '' SfS 
r 24 ABC wide World of HnteXafn? 
ment — "The Screaming Skull* 
34 Tonight Show 
IS TEXAS 
OUARIUS Theatres IV 
"THE FOUR 
THEATRE 
1500 S. PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD 
JUST OFF EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 444-3222 SHOWCASi' 
Reduced Prices 
Til 6 P.M. 
Mon. thru Sot 
CARIBBEMPRODUCTIONSpnsent$...R. BROOKSFLBG'S 
t5> ^ ' 
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ITONIGHT A TEXAS SKINDIVIN6 SCHOOt OF AUSTIN 
REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE AT THE THEATRE FROM 6 P.M. to 10 
P.M. TO ANSWER QUESTIONS AND REGISTER YOU FOR A FREE 
$200.00 SCUBA COURSE (ABSOLUTELY FREE)...NO PURCHASE ISBV 
INECESSARY, NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN. FIRST 30( V 
•CUSTOMERS TO MENTION "SCUBA" AT THE TEXAS SKINDIVING 
SCHOOL OF NORTH LAMAR RECEIVE PASSES TO SEE THE MOVIEII 
?°!" * "AMBW>NGRAmTr.ALUCASF(WlJDyCOPPOlAC^ Pr6ducl(t*l' * " 
- SIOB^ ROW® OREVTUSS • RONNV HOWARD • IWU. IE MAT-CUARUEMARTWSMm 
CANOVCLARK*MACKENZIE PHU.IPS • CS^i^WLUAMS*Wb(.FMAN JACK 
WWIen by GEORGE LUCAS ondaORIAKATZ 4 M1AROHUVCK - Otacted tay GEORGE IUCAS 
ik; Co-Jtoduced by GAW KURTZ •Pioduced by fBANOSfOfiO COWOIA 
A UMVERSAL PtCTURE -TECWICXXOB' 
1 U r rr: C7-
HELD OVER! 
T9R0T 
•• - 1:15 iS 
$1.00 111,6 p m. JjJJ 
; ; FEATURE TIMES 
® HEFlDWX1-Ifr MARTL# :s Color by OE tuCTSl 
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I. H.35 NORTH 
THE TWO TOP MOVIES OF THE YEAR! 
BETWEEN THEM THEY WIN NOMINATIONS FOR, 
20 ACADEMY AWARDS!! ^ 
, INCLUDING BEST PICTURE • BEST ACTOR • BEST ACTRESS 
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR • BEST SUPP0RTIN6 ACTRESS ^ 
wILUAM PETER BLATTVS 
ACTRESS 
\m BLAIR 
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE 
12:00-2 
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SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOW! 
FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY... 
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S 
1 K u  
I SEATS 
$1.00" 
VARSITY '» Vt Kih! 
S . R F F  1  




r i  P A R A M O U N T  
I  • : 3 CONG R t* SS AVENui 
"BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR! 




„ HELD OVER 














v Ttxa* Union, tt* community center fer the 
'privMe* variad facilMe* ;and an extensive program t*%iU 
• »hxl«ntvfacvthr,  staff  ami gwMtt.  J ""-1^ 
' SATURDAY ."Vr',7' a,' ' ;fgi ' 
7, 8:45, 10:T5 p.m. Weekend Film: "Pulp.**-
9-mldnlght. Dance with Freda and the Rredogs; $1 
- students, faculty, staff; $1.50 general admission; Union 
Main Ballroom; sponsored by Musical Event*. Cony; 
mittee. 
Ail da^mtercoitfeglSte BotfMirti team TfV-buts; iany time 
Union lanes are available; through April 17; these try-
outs are to select the members of the UT Bowling Team 
- for competition In the meet to be held in San Marcos, 
hosted by SWTSU; bowling rates still effective; Union 
|p|| Games Area; sponsored by Union Games Area and In* 
l̂a.T̂ v11 Sport8, mmm WEDNESDAY 
§§•$ Noon-l:30.p.m. Sandwich Seminar—Consumer Protection 
Series: "Investing In Stocks & Bonds," Brent Austin; 
Young Entrepreneur; sandwiches, chips and tea 
|^f| available; Union Building 104; sponsored by Academic 
Affairs Committee. 
...THURSDAY „ v- • >W •ZV'l'iS 
:^-7, 9 p.m. ftUm: "Grand Illusion;" directed by Renoir, 
1937; considered the best war film ever made; $1 students, 
y',(: faculty 
by Arts 
" FRIDAY at 
5 p.m. Big Thicket Trip; tours and nature trails; departs'̂  
from Littlefieid Fountain and returns Saturday night;.^" 
"i; private cars to Sarasota; overnight accommodations to be 
arranged; register In Program Office, Union Building - x * 
342; sponsoredJb^^ecreatioi^Committee 
i, staff; $1.50 members; Unioni Theatre;. §p0f|SQr^g 
f and Theatre Committee. 
Ragtime and jazz pianist Terry Waldo 
$1.00 Ml 3 p.m. 
1:40-3:20-5:00 
6:40-8:20-10:00 
What this Hmexposes 
about undercover vice cops 












• TRAN&-# TEXAS 
|fC3W Bm White BW —4422333 
ROCKING CHAIR StATS 
SMOKING PERMITTED 





TODAY OPEN 5:45 FEATURES 6:00-8:00-
10:00 
A ROBERT CHARTOFF- FtWlM%MOER Production 
ELUOFT GOP ROBERT BLAKE 
3 "BUSTING" starring ALLEN GARRELD 
Produced by IRWIN WINKLER and ROBERT CHARTOFF 
Muse BILiy GOLDENBERG UwWArt-ts 
Written and Directed by PETER HYAMS iR-h 





HEU> OVER!! 4th HILARIOUS WEEK!! 
I 
WOODYALLEN 






A JACK fiOUWS-CHARLES H.JOPFE 
V' PROOUCTKJN 
E>etxit»* Producer CHARLES H JOFFE 
BRICKMAN • ENnKMbrWOOOYAU. 
NOMINATED FOR 0 ACADEMY AWARDS 
BUT STILL A LOT OF FUN 
Prints by Dehixe' - COLOR 
TRANS •*THXA8 
URNET Vtiieln 
MOO 8wM taut — 465-SS33 
BOY, HAVE WE GOT A 




: 90 wor, 
SWESTWORLiy _ 
VOL BRYNNER-WCHAflD BENJAMM. JAWEQ BROUN 
«W) 0WdM t»» MCHAB. CWCHTOW • PrakKM by PAUL N LA2AHU8 H 
ppGi 
PANAVISION* METROCOLOR 
March 22# 1974 DAILY TEXAN 
^Austin's second annual concert. Waldo, who has peif-! 
ragtime concert of old rags, formed at the Kerrville 
blues, -stomps, marches-^md- - ragtime»le»tivaJr^ is > best 
Dixieland tunes from around 
the turn of the century will get 
under way at 8 p.m. Saturday 
in Municipal Auditorium. 
Terry Waldo, a Scott Joplin 
ragtime pianist, will be one of 
the musicians heading the 
known for his combination of 
c lass ic  .b lues ,  jazz  and 
ragtime songs. Waldo per­
forms with a traditional jazz 
band known as the Gut Bucket 
Syncopators. ; r C , 
Ragtime piano champion 
ENDS TUESDAY 
"DAY OFTHE JACKAL 
, ; Susponsafut —Intriguing story oi 
.plot to assassinate General DeGauty 
, —PLUS— 
"PETE 'N TILLIE" <PG> 
Wahtr MAHHAU and Carol BURNEn 
Pott 'n Tlfta" at *:f5-10-JZ0 - "Jackal" 
MiANN THEATRES 
FOX TWIN 
its; tmran ii«o. 
4542711 
Mark Hess of San Antonio also 
will appear at the concert. 
- Hess performs in a stride-
styled swing piano work much 
like that of Fats Waller.. 
Headlining the show will be 
Chuck" Reiley's Alamo City 
Jazz Band, a- great favorite 
.with Central Texas jazz fans 
s ince  the  band 's  f i rs t  
appearance here in the late 
1950s. 
The concert will open with 
*Fantastick$' Auditions Set 
Auditions will be held Sunday and Monday at Center Stage, 
403 E. Sixth St. for "The FantapttckS." * . f' 
The Tom Jones-Harvey ScHmidt musical proved so pbpular 
with audiences that director Ken Johnson decided to revive the 
Center Stage production for another run in April. The current 
staging of "Bus Stop" will be be held over until April 21. 
Singers will be needed to fill various roles in the musical. 
Auditions will be held from 2 to 4p.m. Sunday and 7to9p.m. 
Monday. For further information, call Johnson at 477-1012; 
first Austin apperance of Max 
Collie's Rhythm Aces from 
-Londonr Ekigland( a young, 
New Orleans-oriented six-
piece jazz band. 
Tickets for the concert are 
$2.50, $3.50 and $4.50 and may 
be obtained at Sears, Scaf-
broughs, the University Co-Op 
and at the ticket offfice at 6615 
N. Lamar Blvd. * 
. The Municipal Auditorium 
box office will open at < p.m. 
Saturday. 
ALL FAMILY...ALL FUN...ALL DISNEY! 
Terence Hill 
"All The 
An Avco Embotsy RatooM 
OPEN 7:00 FEA. 8:00 
HURRY $1.00 TIL 
SHOWTIME 











OlMWilt Disiwy Production* 
TECHNICOLORS 
e 1973 Wait Disitty ProdocliMt 
MANN THEATRES 
FOX TWIN 
67 57 AIRPORT BLVD. 
454-2711 
Weekday* Opm 4:30 p.m 
Superdad" 4:35-8:10 
Rubber" 6:20-9:55 Just for the fun ofitl 
TRANS* TEXAS 
12200 Hancock Drift—A53ifi6U 
TEXAS WORLD PREMIERE 
OPEN 1:45 FEA. 2 -̂6-8-10 
REDUCED PRICES til 6:15 MON.-SAT. 
FILMED IN BASTROP 
WITH MANY LOCAL ACTORS 
INCLUDING AUSTIN'S JOHN HENRY FAULK 
€ P- V'W 
u 
IS UNUSUAL AND UNEXPECTED IN IT'S 
SENSITIVITY ... GO - YOU WILL BOTH LOVE 
IT. 
-Cosmopolitan Magazine 
« Lovin' Molly looks at the complexities of love with 
disarming freshness. Blythe Danner is simul­
taneously folksy and sexy, the very embodiment 
of a truly liberated female character who may 
herald a new era in femmes fatale on film." 
/ —Bruce Williamson Playboy Magazine 
'Blythe Banner's Molly is like the open gift of life, ̂  
warm, intelligent, splendidly gracious 
(performance." 
^ —Roger Greenapun Penthouse Magazine 
44 Blythe Danner is extraordinary." ̂  
—Molly Haskell Viva Magazine^ 
"LOVIN' MOLLY" IS A SPLENDIDLY 
REALIZED FILM THAT CAN BE SEENl 
AND APPRECIATED ON IT'S OWN * 
' * ^)UV-t 
JOHN BUSTIN 
I TERMS. 
• • v 
h '*> W W1"" UWO • ""I 
AMEFlldAN STATESMAN} 
A new film 
wht -'—am 
THE LAST PICTURE SHOW' 
the man who d 
SERPICO 
VDONT_ 





- **<*  ̂









th« man who produced :7£"^?iL 
. THE LAST PICTURi SHOW 




,FromOXUMBtAPtCTURfS/A OWSOH OF COlUMBU PtCJURtS WC iRI~d=^ 
-Sii i isiBsMimBki 
Wir? K .J* 
McGarr, vice-president of Student 
(government, said Tuesday, VTj&'< 
"Our budget goes from Septi'4%/ 
Sept. 1, and thus the funding under ' 
the voluntary fee .will not go Into 
effect until 
dent Goverment for the 1974-1975 
year were submitted and approved 
in January, McGarr said. 
"WE HAVE a budget of 132,000 
.with |20,000 for Student Government 
and 112,000 for Senior Cabinet," he 
ADXmt^' 
rexoB StaffWriter 
Witttothe next week, the business 
office^FStudait Government, Tex­
as Student Publications Board, 
Cultariil Entertainment Committee, 
metfs^ntercollegiate athletics and 
womb's intercollegiate athletics 
'will jHrtivide funding recommen-
fdationsfpeach activity's governing 
Iboard. 
| The' funding recommendations 
Swill include the fee amount each 
iorgamaiHon will request on the fall 
Ipreregistration form under the gew 
!opS?II!Lftu?ent J«systemj^^^"if the voluntary fee does not 
ft The y°|w?^ry student funding fee|%? provide enough money, President 
vwas instituted by the Board of'T^ Spurr's office will take care of the 
«Regentsi or; March 15 to replace the-,^* balance of money needed for the 
student service fee. $j.- 1974-1975 budget from the contingen-
< UNDER .THE new fee system,';^,, cy fund," he said. 
• "However, Spurr told us that he 
would not subsidize Student Govern-
raent continually," McGarr said. 
•VjjWhile Student Government' 
'leaders are pondering their funding 
j. alternatives, Texas Student 
r Publications will be considering 
: methods of funding The Daily Texan 
through the optional fee. 
.; "TSP will meet Tuesday of next 
week to decide then upon a realistic 
fee or method of covering the costs 
of production," Loyd Edmonds,, 
business manager of TSP, said. v 
Edmonds said that the fee might 
be "fairly high to cover our 
! operating expenses adequately. < ' 
ill "THE BOARD will also be Cdii-
^elp those students who want to pay 
only for athletic events and not 
cultural events," he said. "Such, 
students win get what tfjey want at a 
/^nailer price." / . 
LUNDSTEDT SAID he would 
«e*ned with the method of 
tion under the new funding,' 
.said. 
"We must have saturation & 
1 culation of the campus to keep 
advertisers." Edmonds added. •• , . . . .. 
-jfecommend an increase in the 
"The reason, our advertisings* athletic fee under the separate op-
revenues have increased is due tq$>& tional fee system from the, current 
the present method of circulation.'m? $14 charge. ' s ~ 
Edmonds said. "It simply makes "We have a present |200,000 to 
a good, m^j^^to^reaoh..a larger' $300,000 difference between income 
market. and disbursement," he said. 
| T h e  C u l t u r a l  Entertainment Com- The suggestion of an increase in 
^mittee will make its decision oonv^?sf;'the athletic fee was considered un-
"lî cerning the optional fee request b##£ der the blanket tax system, he add-m Thursday of next week, Jane Jordaijpi 
f.ftSmith, committee program adviser^ 
"BEFORE THE regents' actional 
ed. 
'H ilwomenfs J intercollegiate 
| Student Government and The Daily 
•Texan will be completely removed ' 
from the mandatory student Ser-; 
- vices fee and placed on the optional^ 
fee. The Cultural Entertainment^ 
: Comittittee monies , will be com- , 
iipleteiy separate from the inter-' 
collegiate athletics money collec- j 
tion. ^ 
Alstf; under the new system) 
women's intercollegiate athletics 
funding will not be included within 
men's intercollegiate funds as 
planned prior to the regents' deci­
sion. , •• v-; || 
"Th"? change in Vie method ofTuhT 
ding will not affect Student Govern­
ment until September," Cappy. 
p&CEC and intercollegiate 




O i - Board ^ 
Continues 
$18 ^ 
Mpackage," she said. , ftffc 
"From that $18, CEC 
^$3.75 per purchaser with which to 
!||§fund most; of our $145,000 'budf^^fip 
flflshe said. "The remainder was riadeflp 
up by season tickets and gate salesSj^ 
^g^"The:change in -.the- funding wiU-
* not change the direction and quality ' 
' "W^SratldTof CEC*^ffts 
" . .mien's intercollegiate athletics may 
be a benefit to the athletic program,^ i 
A1 Lundstedt, business manager of 
" men's intercolleigiate, athletics, * 
* said. ;;/« „ J 
'iThe change in the system will 
Flywheel Use 
athletics had not come into the pic­
ture, we would have asked; for an in­
crease this year/'he said. 
(,, Lundstedt noted that women's in-
. tercollegiate athletics would have 
received $2 of the $14 set aside from 
the blanket tax for men's athletics. 
NO DECISION had been reached 
"fcy women's intercollegiate athletics, 
about what amount to request under' 
-the new optional check-off system, 
Betty Thompson, director of in-
tramurals, said. 
'• "Women's intercollegiate 
athletics has not existed before this 
, year and therefore we have no data 
on expenses and operations costs," 
\ she said. 
' - "®We will definitely have a request 
if the change in the system goes 
through," she added. > 7 ^ 
Absentee balloting for the April 6 Austin School 
Board election will continue from 8'a.m. to 5 p.m. 
through April 2 at four locations. 
Absentee voting places are the Cumith Administra­
tion Building, 6100 Guadalupe St.; University State 
Bank, 1904 Guadalupe; Dawson Elementary School, 
3101 S. First St.; and Pease Elementary School, 1106 
Rio Grande St. 
. Twelve candidates are vying for four positions. Run­
ning for Place 1 are Mrs. Betty Spence and Rev. Mar­
vin Griffin. Place 2 candidates include Mrs. Nancy 
Schriber, Mrs. Decourcey Kelly, Terry Annette Hardy 
and J. Don Smith, currently serving in Place 4. 
Mrs. Connie Forbes and M.K. Hage Jr., the incum­
bent members, are competing for Place 3. Place 4 can­
didates are Jerry Nugent, Mrs. June Karp, Stephen 
JPuchs and Mrs. Clydette Clayton. . , 
By ZODIAC NEWS SERVICE 
A f i f th  wheel  may soon 
replace the engine in your car 
— and help solve the energy 
crisis as well. 
Sc ient i f ic  Amer ican  
magazine reports that the 
priftdpte^iheflywheel — 
'which has been known for cen­
turies — may soon be utilized 
to - power automobiles. The 
flywheel system wyuld be 
sealed in a partial vacuum to 
reduce friction, andv would 
have a small motor-generator 
in addition to the flywheel 
itself. 
The owner of a flywheel car 
would simply plug the system 
into an electrical outlet and 
wait for five minutes. That's 
enough time for a 30-kilowatt. 
charge, one that would send 
the flywheel spinning and 
power the car for miles at 60 
miles an hour,. 
S: According to Scientific 
^ American, braking and down-
hHl drivtng coUld be ttSed to" 
put more energy back into the 
flywheel by using the forward 
thrust of the car. V" 
is " "$• j>s, 
The advantages o! flywheel-
driven cars are high efficien-






m ̂ FEATURES 
PRESENTED BY RADIO KRMH 
Musical Events Committee** 
presents • * 
THE DOAK SNEED 
BAND 
THURSDAY, MARCH 21 
FRIDAY, MARCH 22 
UT Students $1.00 - General Pubtic $1.25 
WEST SIDE 2nd STORY, on th% Mall 
Don't forget Freda and Doug Sahra 




$1.50 til 6 p.m. 
FEA. 2-4-6-8-10 
3 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS BEST ACTOR - JACK NICHOLSON BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR - RANDY QUAID 
BEST SCREENPLAY • ROBERT TOWNE 
f >• .j*. 
s\r-
1 . I'4, ft; WAYNE 
HOWARD HUGHES 




*S3h ammnpmhz AONIS moowmao • (HOMM OOMU • JOHN Norr 
GIANT DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM 
'S&Y ^*T TWO,THEATRES 
tlUMIM • • -
JCT wLotWil» fcMi • 1— ̂KNI|  
JOHN WAYNE - JANET LEIGH 
U.S.AIRFORCE 
SHOIA/TOWN U.S.fl. ion Rd 18 3 
HI6 • 8 S R 4 
SHOW STARTS 
AT0AMU 
mi«OTIS YOUNG /RANPY QUAjD/CUFTON JAMES 
CAROL KANE /(u^wROBERTTOVVN^ TASSSDARRYL RONICSAN. 
»»JOHNNV-MANDEU- »..>>«i»GERALD AlBES-
K'miiiw - .»»>»««• MM FROM COLUMBIA PICTURES __—. , n kh  m» nfummwnw* inwmwwuvrnwint iwivohy
^lAJDiyiSIONOFCOl^ 
NHMXIIIU31 
21t» * Ou«c|alwM Second l«v*t DoM* Mall 477-13iJ? 
•CREEN I 
? Funnier and Homier! *• 
A collection of prize-winning ahd 
specially selected films presented at the Seqpnd -















^ vr 7|J The Official Judges included^ip 
AlGoldStfcin, Xaveria HoUander, Holly Woodlawn^ 
p"?id Southcrn- Executive Direcfor oT ^ " 
Si ^the Festival: Ken Gaul 
A film you won't see on television for «long, long 
Itated X. Under 17 not admitted. 
1:40-3:30-5:20-$1.00 7:00-8:40^10:20$1.50 (JO 
SCREEN I] 
«t< EXTRAORDINARY' 
r"EL TOPO' is an extraordTriary" 
movie! A phantasmagoric allegory 
of Western civilization. The film is 
superior for Jodorowsky's impulse 
to satire and surrealism entertains 
while it slakes the popular thirst for 




'"EL TOPO' is a unique and unfor­
gettable experience! it is just about 
everything that has been said of it. 
Because it is all things to all people, 
its story is a multi-layered ink-blot 
test of references and implications." 
—Martin Mitchell, After Dark • 
DEMANDS TO BE SEEN $ 
"MASTERPKCE" « 
-J''EL TOPO' is a masterpiece as 
much as it is a testament to one 
man's geniusl A work of incompre­
hensible depth. It is a 'roadmap to 
the SOUl'l" 1>v^r$taven Filler, Changes 
I N S A N E " :  
'"EL TOPb'^is freaky, its weird, 
insane and the most important 
American (South American) film 
made in this decade.There is no Way 
to explain the powerful magnificence 
of the camera or the br^; behind 
this accomplishment!'^—screw 
"STRONG IMAGES" 
f|"EL TOPO* is a phantasmagoria of 
' strong images in The Surrealist Dali-










SCREEN I 12:00 
CANDY 
Mar Ion Brando,RI ngo Starr 
SCREEN II (R) 
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'is word minimum 'A-.-i 
Each word on* time ...„;; $ .10 
- Each word 2-4 times .v. . » .09 
Each word 5-9 times $ .07 
Each word 10 «r more timet 1.06 
Student rate each time ... » ,7S 
Classihod Display 
I col. x One inch one time ..,.$2.96 
t col x one inch 2-9 times .... 12.66 
I col x one inch 10 or more times 
S2.37 
MA0UNC SCMDUUI " - - -
Mandoy Twron Mrfn .. 2.00 p-m: 
Tuesday Tana Mawil»| ..... 10:00 sjh. 
Wwlimduj T«n—Tuiiday . lOsOO tua. 
Hail*! fa*on W*dna*day 10:00 u.' 
filJai Taxaw Wnmilan ....... tftOOam. 
"h tha naM af .await made la mm 
rt-imamtoaaalhaaawtW 
paWthan am tMMmMa far 
awact Inwiltan. U rfalmi fm 
•Inwtd ka mad* mi lata* 
Itien SO day* ofler puUkaNan." 
LOW STUDENt RATES 
. IS word minimum eachday . S .75 
each additional word each day $ .OS 
I col. x one inch each day .... $2.37 
"Unclassifieds" 1 line 3 days SI.00 
(Prepaid. No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipt and pay in advance in TSP 
JJlffl.JJ!<»i251h V Whltis) from I 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
F O R  S A L E  FURN. APARTS. W FURN. APARTS. 1 FURN. APARTS. • FURN. APARTS. 
10-SPEED MOTOBECANE Mirage, 22", 
Hurel Ally It. Huichlnson tires, now and 
Immaculate, S9S. 476-8182HI 4:00, 474-
5490 Alter S:00. 
1M1 KARMANN GHIA 
engine. Runs good but 





.PORCH SALE. Turntable, speakers, 
records, car tape decks. Let Paul Jr., 
ROLLING STONE MAGS, posters, 
plants, typewriter, books, clothing, 
children's books, toys, and clothing, 
movie camera, miscellaneous. Friday -




; In South West Austin. Offers a 100% 
c stone home with corner fireplace, trees, 
and 7% loam with low assumption. 
Security Realty 
892-2357 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 40U N. 
Lamar, 454-6877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED in-
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc.- Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music 
1524 Lavaca. 47S-7331. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics/amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories'. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio. 476-8421. Tues.-
Sat. 10-6. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished. With 
side railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
CAMERAS 30%-S0% Off. Canon Ftb 
bl.2, l.ist S534. only $212. Camera 
Obscura, - 470-5187 evenings. 
BankAmericard. Mastercharge. 
AKC REGISTER Russian Wolf Hound, 4 
months did. male. 478-5012. Home 2S1-
4837. -
1971 SUZUKI 125. Excellent condition. 
$350.28M649, 
196® PLYMOUTH Satellite. Overhauled, 
small V-8. good gas mileage; automatic 
air, $425. Call 471-5M7. 
9 -RECORD ALBUMS. Time-Ufa Story 
of Great Music. Like new • paid 116 per 
albumi take S10 each LP stereo. 4 recor­
dings and Illustrated booklet each 
album. Block W. Highland Mil, corner 
Denson and Chesterfield. Apt. 6201-B, 
453-6904. 
BEAUTIFUL ITALIAN (Eko) 12-String 
classical guitar. Very rich tone. 894.26. 
474-4220* 
1973 HONDA 350-CB. Perfect condition. 
*700. Call Craig. Home 327-0543. Work 
47t-962. 
1971 FIAT 124 Sport Coupe. Good, condi­
tion. 82195. CaH John 454-1211 before 
-5:00. After six; and weekendscall -263-
2297. 
CAMERA: ROLLEIFLEX SL-35 single 
lens Reflex with meter. Black body. 
Sacrifice, 8100. Barry, 478-9820. 
CAMERAS/TELELENSES: 100 percent 
brand new Pentax super-multi-coated 
teleienses from overseas. 200mm f4.0, 
8125; 135mm f3.S, 890; Ricoh 500G 
. camera, 40mm f2.8. 860. Almost new 
Capon QL25 camera, 45mm f2.5, 850. All 
with,cases. Annie 441-6117 
MYSTIC ARTS. 504 West 24th. 10-6 
Tuesday-Saturday. Handmade clothes, 
rose, pottery. True soaps. 
MARANTZ 2270 receiver, perfect condi­
tion, with case, under warranty. 8450 or 
best offer. Call 441-0180. 
HI Fl SALE. Kenwood amp, KLH tuner, 
"faiHibeiu tape decfc.RraiijnaiBe, ali sr 
separate. 442-7515. 
VENTURA GUITAR. Like new. steel 
strings, case. 453-6328 anytime. 
GROUP SALE.. Furniture, varied 
clothes, good toys, macrame hangings, 
many finds. 8 to 6 Saturday only. 3606 
Bonnie oH Exposition, (block north of 
Enfield). 
1957 FORD PICK-UP, * ton new motor, 
shocks, brakes. 8520. Call Rod. 472-1172. 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouse* 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Dr.-* 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle? 
end Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
towrihouses. extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
-pickup, pool, maid service If desired, 
washateria in complex. See owners. Apt 
113 or call 451-4848. 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E, Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
I. 2. or 3 bedrooms 
•unfurnished or furnished 
From 8140 - 8265 
2 swimming pools> playgrounds, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT, minutes to B.A.F.B., steps from' 
IRS, -on bus line: BILLS PAID, Free 
channel TV. 
THE WILLOWICK -
Live in Wooded Seclusion 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con­
venient central location. 
1 Bedroom 
814} unfurnished 8160 furnished 
2 Bedroom 
-' 8178 unfurnished 8198 furnished 
All Bills Paid 
600 South First St. tk 444-0687 
• POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money. Come live with us. For the 
next three weeks only get your 8100 gift. 
Ydung manager and tenants. Club room, 
volley-ball court, private parties, shag 








OVATION steel string acoustic guitars 
ell. Penny, 442-0782. Almost new. Must s ll
. 1973 PINTO, extra clean. 12,500 miles. v 
Automatic AC super buy. 82,649. Call 
soon. 474-6636. 
BEAUTIFUL 1972 DODGE Charger, 
blue with white vinyl top, AC power, 
economical 318 engine. S2300 firm. Call 
452-8024. 
FOR RENT - CAMERAS, Lens. Proiec-
tors. Accessories. The Rental Depart­
ment at Capitol Camera. 476-3581, Dobie 
Mall. 
1970 SAAB. 1300 miles. 
Good condition. 27 mpg. 
Runs perfectly. 
81500. 454-2327. 
1964 VW. Good condition, 
spected. Call after 5:30 p.m. 
Newly in-
454-7519. 
HEWLETT PACKARD 80. Perfect con­
dition. 8350. Call 477-8994. L-201, 
Colorado Apartments. "After 6. 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing. All sizes to choose from. 83.00 
up. 2201 Airport Blvd. 
69 VW FASTBACK. Automatic, radio. 
50,000 miles. 81100 cash. Must sell. 476-
1432 after 6 p.m. 20-plus mpg. 
1956 OLDSMOBILE. New paint 
{restored to original). 2 new tires. 8500 
or best offer. 444-0828 after 3:00. , 
1970 HONDA 3S0SL. Body, engine, tires 
>n excellent condition. Asking 8600. 477-
2191 o* 345-3995. 
2W ROLLEFLEX and case, lens, 180mm 
lens* CDS Porrofinder, case and 
accessories, Norita 2V< SLR, print 
washer. Stabilization processor and 
other items. 476-0404. 
^PIONEER STEREO HEADPHONES, 
SE-50. Beautiful, box, new 1st, -825.00. 
476-9078. 
GOOD USED COLOR TV, 23". 8125. Also 
Zenith stereo, 875. Call 447-1703, 476-2999 
before 3 p.m. 
PONTIAC TEMPEST, 8550. Runslikea 
charm. No faults. 1965, full power, and 
air. 474-4280. 
CASH for SILVER HALF Dollars. After 
6:00. 247-3749. 
I H. METRO step-van; 25 mpg, roomy, 
good for camping/hauling. 8600 Come 
see. 1112 West Eleventh. No. 204. 
WE MAKE professional DEMO tapes on 
professional equipment. 441-1550 or 472-
1804. , 
• t 
-IMPROVE YOURSELF4 Be a person of 
Property! 4.9 acres East will make you 
such a person. 459-9574. 476-2134. 
1972 HONDA CAR, .^orange Coupe, 
, seldom gets less than 35 mpg. See after 5 
at 3501 Speedway. No. 117. 
GIBSON ES335 and Marshall amp, fine 
condition. Must sell. 472-9495. 
SELL '64 FORD stalionwagon. Good gas 
mileage, oood condition, six cyl., 3-
" HI 471-11" "• -speed. Call 1141, 5-6 or after 10:00 
HARMON KARDON 330A, BSR turn­
table. ECl speakers. 7 months old. 
Perfect, musl sell. 8270. 472-2191. 
BUY A HOUSE - have your roommates 
make the payments and you all have 
'more and better facilities. Call Mar* 
Lou Shireri Company Realtors. 454-
5211, 254-5854. _ 
IWTfORD PICK-UP, red, Chevy V* 3-
»peed, radio, radial tires. Asking 8880. 
Call 477-3734. 
AKAI I730DSS 4-channel reel to reel tap* 
deck. Best offer. 788-2611 after } p.m. 
MUST SELt SOUGOIHent 300mm 
'Bayonett mount. 891. Call Zag, 452-1551. 
MACINTOSH^ 2100. 8370. Telecester 
guitar; - good condition. 81». 459-5832. 
MARANTZ TUNER. 8100. Dynaco Tub* 
P»*-*mp. H0 Sony Condenser recording 
microphone, sso. «9,5»32. , 
IRON BEDSTEAD painted gold, 835. 
Call after 5. 441-5707. 
ADDED 82050 IMPROVEMENTS '70 
Town-Country 12-64, SSE Austin, elec­
tric. 86000. 442-0971, Phil Ward, 441-1776. 
PIONEER SX receiver 727.40 watts rms 
per channel. Perfect. 8250. Bell super 




Your time is valuable 








a $150 ALL BILLS PAID 
A different one bedroom floor plan. 
Carpeted, CA/CH, built-in appliances, 
lots of glass, pool, huge closets, right on 





Located by UT courts giving you 40 ten­
nis courts in your backyard. Of course, 
there are 2 swimming pools, barbeque 
pits, and all of the other things you want 




5 BLOCKS WEST OF 
CAMPUS 
Completely furnished efficiencies, AC 
gas and water furnished. 8109 
LAVILLITA 
903 W. 22'/j 
Call 477-5514 or 476-7916 
V.I.P. 
APARTMENTS 
33rd & Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
bplit level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
units designed for 3-5 mature students 
New contemporary decor. Walk-Ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
LE MARQUEE 
Clot* to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
S115. one bedroom si30, two- bedrooms 
$170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cerv-
trai air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-2461 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus V shopping and conveniently 
priced from 8129. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394. Central Properties Inc. <51-6533 
vacancies, 1 and 2 
bedroom 
1801 South Lakeshore43lvd. 
„ Phone 442-6668 
B R I G H T  -  A N D  
CHEERFUL 
MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
bus, new shopping center, 290 and 
Koenig Lane. Call today. 
472-3278, 9-6 and 
892-2215, 6-9 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only. 
Town Lake Apartments will give a 
substantial rent discount to UT students. 
On Town Lake, cable, all bills paid, 
disposal, telephone jacks, laundry 
facilities, dub room, pool, pets, spacious 
efficiency. 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus. 
Lease now; make this a great summer. 
1500 East Riverside, 444-1458, 444-3750. 
n LE MARQUE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
$115, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
$170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 452-8006 
Central Properties Inc. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA'CH, pool, sundeck. built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus 8, shopping and conveniently 
priced from 8125. 1507 Houston Street 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for S120 all bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
'« NORTON ... . 
tountry 4;3#-7:J# p.«n. Wedi-Set. 
, A West Mth. 
TSfc Musi. iatw laavina 
- - -
m $120 - $135 
FOUNTAIN TERRACE 
APTS. 
Large Apt., one bedroom, large closets, 
tmly carpeted, cable, disposal, water, 
iH>, vwimmmu iWU«rniihed. Walking 
dislam.0 to UT. No children or pefi. 610 
Well 30th 4778858 
2506 Manor Road 
i Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
• Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town 
THE BLACKSTONE ^ 
$64.50/month 
Apartment living '/i block from Campus.': 
individual applicants matched with -
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 474-5631 
A Paraqon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
We Got a Secret Apartments, 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. 1 block to shuttle. $149.50 






% 1 BR. FURN. $165 
2 BR. FURN. $180 , 
ALL BILLS PAID 
<2 NICE POOLS 
Dishwasher „ , 
" Fully Carpeted 
2204 Enfield Rd: 478-0609 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
HARTFORD PLACE 
1405 Hartford Rd. 263-2390 
Large furnished 1 bedroom and 
efficiency apartments. CA/CH, shag 
cdrpef, 'qui6t atmosphere. Just off 
Enfield Road, convenient to UT, Capitol, 
shuttle bus. Some vacancies now, pre-
lease for fall and summer. 
ESTABLISHMENT APTS. 
$135 
ALL BILLS PAID 
• • Dishwasher 
• Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air . 
• Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks 
: * 4400 Ave. B 451-4584 
• MOVE IN TODAY 
• 1.Block Campus 
• Free Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Quiet 
• Maid Service 
• All Bills Paid 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
area, kitchenette. Private 
Rooms Available. 
1908 University Ave. 
478-2185 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms turn, or unfurn. only 3 
i miA-Jrftm .4owntewfl, i'-min= "lf onv u^.-
Large walk-ins, extra storage, private, 
balconies, lots of glass. From 8179 plus 
E- OAK .KNOLL, 620 South 1st (use 
Timbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
Thag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 
Barry Gillingwater Company 
I ANGLE WOOD 
WEST 
1 Br. Furn. 8145 
2 Br„ Furn. S190 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet 
Central Air & Heat 
1403 Norwalk 





Huge I & 2 Bedrooms furn. or unfurn. 
with large walk-ins, beautffui landscap­
ing. From $154 ABP. 1100 Reinli. 452-





Large 3 bedroom duple* townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins: 6413B Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater Com­
pany 
LOOKING FOR AN APT ? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free 




Efficiency, 1, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to 
your housing. 
The South snore's central location 
provides easy accesvto u.T. 
Come by and see our new efficiency and 
I bedroom apartments on the banks of 
.. Town Lake. Complete with shao 
tarpetinv. accent modern fur" 
. ml ore, ptvs an individual deck overlook, 
;ny the water . ^ 
carpeted. . rich wood paneling, 
go£, alt built-in kitchen. From 
4200 Avenue A. 4J1-4533,434-4423. Central 
Properties Inc. . 
lTep5 TO UT l & 2 bedroom efficient 








ALL BILLS PAID 
•Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air • Pool' 
Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks 
I RETREAT APTS. 
^ 4400 Ave. A 459-0058 
Move In Today 
MARK XX ARTS. 






EL CID APTS. 
1 BR -$150 
Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC- Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 




2 Br. Furn. - $180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Central Air Condition - Large Rooms 
Fully Carpeted - Covered Parking Area 
452-1) 4306 Ave. A 1-1801 
1 BR, 1 BA 2 BR, 2 BA 3 BR, 3 BA 
SI 64.50 $235 $325 
Large Pool—All Bills Paid 
Move In Today! 
• Best Rate on the Lake 
Shuttle Bus—Front Door 




206 West 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
UT. Beautiful Pool and Patio. 
Reasonable. Shuttle V2 block. 
452-3314 459-9927 453-4545 
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
1 8. 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large walk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 
Barry Gijlingwater Company 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam cell­
ing, shag carpet throughout, all bullt-ln 
kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. f 134.50 
bills paid. 452-5533, 451-6533. Central 
Properties Inc. 
EFFICIENCIES. $115 plus electricity. 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets. Hun­
tington Ville. 46th and Ave. A. 454-8903. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near cam­
pus. shopping center, and shuttle bus. 
All bills paid. For more Information, call 
454-9475. 
NEW THIS WEEK! 'Pdnce tJe Leon III, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, tworbath apartments ABP; 
Most outstanding apartments In the 
University area I Call Rod Wefsel at 472-
8941 or 472-8253. 
S149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, bullt-ln kitchen, near 
SJ2JP"*- 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 451-
3M0. Central Properties inc. 
SUMMER RATES NOW! Six block* 
from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus- 2:"' 
bedroom/2 bath; one bedroom »I35. AC, 
carpet, -dishwasher, disposal, walk-in 
closets. 32nd and Interregional. 477-0010 
or GL3-2228 
MINI APARTMENTS, alMfone and two -
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
S, C4/C" 7 ' 
SUNNYVALE 
APTS. 
2 Br. Furn. -$170 
1 Br. Furn. - $150 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
! Pool - Central Air 
441-0584 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
N E W E S T  &  
FINEST 
VANTAGE POINT 
RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR SUMMER 
& FALL. Shuttle bus service at your 
doorstep. Rentals begin at S135, all bills 
Caid. Spacious efficiency, one and two edrooms. Closets galore. Party bars 8, 
wet bars. Private patios 8. balconies. 
Clubroom, game rooms, saunas, two 
pools. Individual heating and cooling. 
Professional resident management. 1845 
Burton Drive at Woodland. Second red 
light east of IH 35, take Woodland exit. 
Phone 442-6789 
LAW SCHOOL - one block. Large one • 
•"<1, two, bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
ES01-$1?SLu£!.abr River Obks, 3001 Rad 
River. 472-3914; 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY. Large, fur*! 
nlihed one bedroom, north of campus. ' 
Includes CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal,, 
shag cbrpetlng, cable. 1700 Houston, ' 
Manager Apt, 201,451-1375, 451-2832, 34* ' 
4123, , \ © 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM. Walk to 
school, shag carpet, disposal, cable TV, 
sun deck, central air, laundry room, 
shuttle, all bills paid. Great location. 
2812 Nueces. 472-6497. 
NEED TO SUBLEASE for summer '74 
Two bedroom, one bath. Duplex near C R 
shuttle. Quiet living. Call 454-8923. 
LA CfASA -$125 up. All furn., very nice 
and clean, quiet atmosphere. All Con­
veniences, 5 minutes to town, off South 
Lamar. 2024 Goodrich. Call 454-1170 or 
441-3139. 
MUST SUBLEASE apartment im-
mediately. One bedroom River Hills. 
Will leave up deposit. Calj 444-9896. 
SAVE $40 to $50 per month on summer 
rates. Save $180 to $240 on year leases. 
Also taking Fall leases. Swimming pool, 
study room, security, no pets, walking 
distance to UT and Capitol. 1802 West 
Avenue. Phone 476-5556. . 
CONVENIENCE, agross from Law 
School, efficiency, view, balcony 
overlooking Eastwoods Park. 472-8780, 
474-4777, available now. 
LONGHAIRS WELCOME. Bedroom, 
kitchen, cooler, ABP, bath, entrance, 
shuttle, buses, carport. 4502 Ave. b. 452-
'5448. • 
WALK TO CAMPUS! Newly remodeled 
mini-apartments. $75 all bills paid. Ef­
ficiency apartments. $99.50 all bills paid. 
Central.Properties. 451-6533. ' 
THE PAD. Large efficiencies, fully shag 
carpeted. CA/CH, pool, all built-in 
kitchen. Trees, right on-Shuttle Bus 
route. $130 all bills paid. 4504 Speedway, 
No. 212. 451-4252, JI51-6533, .Central 
Properties. 
UNF. APARTS. 
You Belong At 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool'and hand­
ball cburts, too. Come join us 
now! From $145 
444-1846 
2101 Burton Dr. 
(Off East Riverside) 
ROOMMATES! 
MALE ROOMMATE: share 3 bedroom 
apt. Private room, bath, pool, sauna* 
weight room. Call 921-2820. f 
'FEMALE NEEDED:: Share beautiful 
apartment three blocks from campus. 
.Own room $82,50 plus bills. Sue, 474-200$^ 
-:.1907 Pearl. J' SK 
SHARE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Ndrth of 
Airport. $80 ABP. Grad student 
preferred. John, 4SS-7322, ext. 36; 926-
FEMALE SHARE nlce 2-1 house In 
Tarrytown. $100 half bills. After 5:00 476-
8546 Aggie. 
SHARE TWO BEDROOM studio duplex, 
own room, Vi rent, vs bills, 4310-B Eflers. 
Near Hancock Center. Walter, 451-3901. 
MALE ROOMMATE: Share 2 bedroom 
house on Enfield Road. $75 per month 
plus bills. Prefer quiet law or grad. stii-
dent. Walt. 477-3644 or 472-3216. 
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE NOW. 
Share beautiful two bedroom apartment, 
shuttle.. Call evenings after 5:30, 442-
1842. -,1 
OWN ROOM South Austin. 441-0120 
anytime after 10:00 a.m-. 603 South 3rd. 
Feminist preferred. . 
TYPING 
.Just North of 27th 
Guadalupe 
-& 
Typing, Multihthlng, binding' w 
The Complete Professional 
FULL-TIME Typing , . 
Service 
RESUMES 
with or without pictures: 
2 Day Service » 
472-3210 and 472-7677 .' 
2707 Hemphill Park 
TYPING II ' 
A Responsive Typing Service' 
*2200 
ROOMMATE NEEDEp now til end of 
May. Own room in duplex on SR route. 
$85 plus bills. 441-4939, John. 
bedroom 
O.K. 454 
GRADUATE STUDENT needs male 
roommate: share two bedroom, apart­
ment, CA/CH, dishwasher, pool, $85, 
half electricity. Call Robert Stark 441-
'3377 or 447-1001; 
HELP! NEEDEDI One female room-
mate to share two bedroom furnished 
apt. with new-to-Austln female. 451-2654, 
Help! 
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Large four 
bedroom furnished house. Own room, 
call Diaife. 442.146*. 
OR COUPLE): share two -
ise. $62/mo. plus bills. Pets 
after 6:00 and weekends. 
.LAKE AUSTIN - 15 minutes cam-
pus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. $85 to $140. Mack's 
Marina, 327-1891, 327-1151; 
FOR SUMMER SESSION 2-1 house in 
Tarrytown. All bills paid. Washer and 
dryer. No pets. Call 477-5570. 
NORTH 3 bedroom, 2bath, 2 car garage, 
air conditioned, $299. 452-4012. 
UNF. HOUSES 
1 BEDROOM, AC, carport, rear fenced 
yard, large front yard, tall oak trees. 
2507 S. 4th. $135. After 6 p.m. 442-8344, 
SHARE A HOUSE In South Austin. Own 
room, unfurnished. $65 ABP. 444-4698 
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118 Neches " 
- EXCELLENT ~ ; 
SECRETARY TYPIST . 
producing finest quality typing for *• 
»iutfents and?faeulty members in every -
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, < 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations -
accurately, observing proper fbrms. ; 
Latest model IBM Executive' carbon 




FURN. DUPLEXES™—^F' DUPLEXES 
QUIfcl EXCELLENCE. West 46th. 
Modern spacious 1470' two story brick 2-
2, CA/CH, walk-in closets, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher, disposal. Ar-
t'St room, large living room, built-in 
booksheives, carport, storage. Offstreet 
parking, fenced yard. Family or four 
girls. 452-5401. 
NICE ONE BEDROOM. Stove, 
refrigerator, yard, $98- 904-A West 
Johanna. 385-5942, 444-0669 evenings. 





Fall, Spring semester - $46.50/month. 
Daily maid service, central air, 
completely remodeled. Also available -
single rooms, parking, refrigerator. Hot 
plates allowed. Two blocks from 
campus. Co-ed. 
RESIDENT MANAGERS 477-1760 
HEMPHILL PARK AREA. Private 
room, semi-private kitchen, bathroom. 
202 West 31st. Call 478-3671 after 5 p.m. 
MALE STUDENT, private, 
tleges, walking 
$67.50. Call 478-1405 
.. _ 
room, kitchen privele ,




NOW LEASING new efficiency apart­
ment. One semester or longer. 
$135/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; 477-4118 . 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, 8, Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
& 2 bedroom with all the extras. From 
SI37.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453-7914, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE'.'$129.50 
includes shag, complete kitchen, 
CA/CH. Small community. 4204 
Speedway. 452-0986, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 & 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794, 472-4162. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur­
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. ,, 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful Yamaha FG300 w/case. $215. 453-1078. 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your University work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8S45.. -i 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex-
perienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of 1 




ROOM & BOARD 
FEMALE VACANCY. $107/tmonth. Co-
ed. New Guild Co-Op. 510 West 23rd St. 
472-0352. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Nice house plants. Cheap. 474-1100 
'70 Renault R10. $1000. 472-6406. 
Exchange sitting. 302 W. 
2501. 
38th. Call 451-
Klng waterbed, frame. $45. 451-6186. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. 
MINNIE L. HAMMETT, formerly 
associated with Mar|orle Delafield Typ­
ing Service. Typing of theses, resumes, 
dissertations, duplication, binding! Open 
everyday. Not at old address. Please call 
before coming. Free refreshments. 442-
7008. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
65 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing. Reports, these#,' dissertations, 
resumes. Copy service available. 453-
7577. 
Resumes 
l es, Letters 
All University and 
business work 
Last Minute Service 
Open 9-9 Mon-Th & 9-5 
Fri-Sat SERVICE 
472-8936 30A Dobie Center 
RESEARCH 
SERVICES 
A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
—law briefs 
—term papers and reports 
1 Prompt, Professional 
Service 
453-7577 
Pick-up Service Available 
A to .z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
472-0149 
Theses, Dissertations, themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, resumes 
Multillthing, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, • 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and -
Stark" 453^5^8''>V Technical- Charlene 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 1 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 




1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing <50" page), Printing and Binding. 
One block south of Riverside. At the 
Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
Just North of 27th 
Guadalupe 
& 
Lost gold Longlnes watch. Call 441-7122. HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A com-
• • -• plete service from typing through bin-
Pottery Sale. 901 W. 10th. Sat/Sun tlln9- Available until 10 p.m. r 
Handmade hanging pottery. Sat./Sun. 
Pottery planters. 901 W. 10th. Sat/Sun. 
Westbank Pottery. 901 W. 10th " 
Cycle Fairing, new-WIxom. 447-1328. 
ding. Experienc­
ed in all fields. Near campus. 1401 Mohle 
Drive. 476-3018. 
THEMES, REPORT, law notes, 
reasonable. Mrs. Frasier, 476-1317.1204-
B Marshall Lane. 
TYPING WANTED. Neat and fast. 50 
cents/page. 472-4212. Call before noon 
and after 5. -
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades' 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
; 2707 Hemphill Park . 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, 
Gillingwater Company. 
472-4162 Barry 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle.. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on shut­
tle. Two locations, two designs. 38th and 
Speedway area, Convenient to downtown 
and city bus. From $119-$124 plus elec­
tricity. Barry Gillingwater Company.  
454-8576, 472-4162. 
APARTMENT. FINDERS service. 472-
4162. 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag, full kitchen, 
small community living. $145 ABP, 403 
West 38th.' Barry Gillingwater Company. 
472-4162, 454-8576. 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near campus and 
shuttle, convenient to downtown. New 
furniture, pool. 407 West 38th. Barry 
GMhngwafer Company. 472-4162, 454-
TARRYTOWN. ONE BEDROOM. 
Matur* single, due to special cir­
cumstances. All bills paid. Only $125^ 
459-7950. 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00. 
Luxury, extra nice, dose to-campus, 
. shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. , 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom.. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 pfus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
454-1583. 472-4162. Barry Qtlllngwater 
Company. 
NEW ONE BEDROOM furnished apart* 
ment with CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, 
laundry; and pool. v> block shuttle. Near 
34th and Speedway at 1403 Helms. 472-
Bflat clarinet good cbnd. 453-1078. 
• • . ' V 
Marlin 22cal. rifle $40. 453-1078. 
Happy Birthday Becky Horn! 
Big Yardsale. 8-6 Sat. 3606 Bonnie. 
New AOC-XLM cartridge. 454-3074. r: 
Dalmation-German Shep, pups. 453-3544. 
'62 Chevy, 52,000 act. miles. 454-4430. 
Men's 3-speed for sale. $40. 477-2159. T 
Panasonic stereo 3 In 1. $200. 477-2837. 
New metal tennis rackets. 453-3118. 
Read Veillkovsky's World's in Collision. 
Classical records, LP & 79. -478-9954. 
AKC mln. poodle $100. Call 452-6606. 
Wanted; small convertible. 926-6*00. 
HELP WANTED 
We are now taking applications for 
new cashier and grill help,. 
We Offer: 
$1.70 starting pay 
V2 price on food 
Flexible hours 
Profit Sharing Plan 
Scholarship Plan 
wanted, used 125Endure.452-9023. " Apply 2-J's Hamburgers 3918 North Lamar 
Piano need tuning? 471-5153 (early). 
Yashlca Mini-Camera, $50. 478-1740. 
•AKC 
'1321. 
Wiemaraners, Reasonable. 928- FURN. APARTS. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST Tt SR-10 calculator March 
Reward. 441-2213. - ~ „ 
13. 
HOLIDAY HOUSE No. 5 
6800 Burnet Rd. 
_ 453-5155 ; • -
BLONDE AFGHAN FEMALE. Lost 
J*er E Riverside. Reward; 1400 Trace, 
No^ 105, Lake Trace A payments. 477-
0ne bedroom lar5e~ 
FOUND: SMALL MAtC DOG, 
Yorkshire type marking!, tan aMbjack. 
'Area: 46th and Guadalupe. -459-71T 
Applications now being taken for part-time 
'banv°hpinpm« ' i3"1"?' L2 p m- Com­pany benefits include: ScholarshiD 
' ^cSnStStiJ^'^jCe,'en* ^a9es and working 
conditions, insurance, Meal discount. 
O N E a n d  two. bedrooms. From 1M5 — ay bills paid 
300 Ca&t Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, shut !71 SATELLITE SEBRING AC power, 
economical, 3tk.goM f°̂ ND; Small white female Samoveu-
• <*%>< nea^ENS-Taylor Hall. 1-
tftudiifc 
$150- Up, ABP Now leasing ti'ev'bai 
453-5155 
474-5550 saiMe> Apartments, 4441. Airport 477-3651 with Wack vlnyt Burnet 









Ideal for Students 
yelj» Clean Commercial 
<\ ,J Buildings 
-> * Shifts available: 
4:30 to i:30 a.m. (Morttinas) 
6:00 to 9:30 p.m. (Evenings) „ 
10:30 p.m. to 2:30 a.m 
, INIghts) 
Ideaiworking conditions 
Above Average Pay 
Advance to Job Supervisor 
For Interview, write, giving 
ail. details about yourself 
- to P.O. Box 3021, 
Austin, Texas 78764 
holiday house 
No. 1 
Part-time noon help. 
We are looking for good part-
tirrff help to work noons. Ex­
cellent scholarship program 
offered to college students. 
Experience not necessary. 
Good pay and excellent work­
ing conditions. Apply at 1003 
Barton Springs Rd. Between 5-
7 p.m. daily. 
MASSAGE RS 
Sharp, Personable -
No experience necessary - will train. 
Excellent wages, must have 
transportation. Call tor appointment 
interview. D.J.'s. 454-2729. 
COWBOYS AND HANDS WANTED for 
New York camp. Wrangler-counselors 
apply n«w; High Chaparral Ranch, Rt. 
23C, East Jewett, N.YT 
CALL TADC TODAY: Help shoppers 
save at IS merchants. Students, 
housewives: 45*0100 from 1-5 weekdays. 
FREE RENT AND UTILITIES In return 
for help with housework and light yard 
It. A new modern apartment. Cooling work i
and heating system. Private back yard. 
327-001B. 
WANTED: SERVICE ATTENDANT for 
local RentrA-Car operation. Full time 
hours available. Must be 21 or over, start 
immediately, salary $1.90. Must be 
dependable. 478-6439. 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
prices, paid daily. Call 453-7156 or come 
fay 4301 Guadalupe. 
SOMEONE TO WASH windows, clean 
screens, and wash woodwork Saturday 
and/of Sunday. S2.00 per hour. 926-0637. 
PART-TIME warehouse help. Must be 
available afternoons and Saturdays, full-
time during summer.. Apply 5011 Duval. 
NIGHT HOUSE PARENT. Call after ! 
p.m., 477-8934 for appointment. Mar-
bridge House, zS05 San Gabriel. 
LARGE DIVERSIFIED 'financial firm 
now interviewing. Part time or full time 
salaried employment. Call 472-7206. 
TYPIST WANTED, Experienced. Full 
or part time. 65 cents/page. Near Drag. 
472-6755. 
THE BACKROOM is taking applications 
for cocktail waitress/waiters and a bar-
back. Apply in person at 2021 E. River­
side. 
WANTED WAITRESSES/WAITERS, 
kitchen help, managers for Flapjack Ca­
nyon. Exciting new pancake house. 1817 
S. Lamar (formerly Arkies Grill). Good 
pay, flexible hours; fun surroundings. 
Call 441-3701 for interviews. • 
' ."P. 5PACS Ititl 
<7**n3 (Natural 
KJeneeCenter) today for more inform* ToPla 
balcony. 
SERVICES 
PARTS AMD SERVICE 
Sv"!?? S01^ at rf«*onable prices: Tune-
plul,Mrh' PrM diagnosis. 
a .compression checks. 
5S?nrHIw'i*'tow moved to >q03 
tfff ^Tu$h)- For Information call .ttfe 
3171, Overseas Engine and Supply 
Thanks! 
COMPANION for my son of four to work 
in my home part-time May, full-time „ this 
summer. Must have car, 327-2064. 
3k 
M '* Xerox or IBM 
4c COPIES 
Reduction Capability to 24x36 
Pictures, Multilith, 
Printing, Binding1' '• 
I o?  GINNY'S »COPY ING 
42 Mall 476-9171 
•ree Parking 
Open 75 hours a week 
COPY SHOP II ; 
RBC/Bond Paper Super 





Save Time - Save Money 
Next to Gourmet on the&Orhg • • 
PREGNANT 
unwed mothers in need 
of confidential medical, 






2308 Hemphill Street 




Austin Maternity Counseling Service 
offers resident!?! and non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251. 
We have been in this business ' 
for 50 years 
Timing, 
iagi 
Carborafor adjustment with 
1024 Airport. 385-9102. 
EXPERIENCED NURSE AIDS. Part 
time. Apply in person, 6906 Burnet Lane. 
"MAGIC TOUCH of Venus Body 
Massage for Gentlemen" needs persons 
who massage for Immediate employ­
ment. Relaxing atmosphere and ex­
cellent money.. Full time or part time. 
Call 451-9190 or 1104 Koenig Lane, 
Austin. Ask for manager. 
ASSISTANT APARTMENT manager 
wanted for large West Austin apartment 
proiect. Must nave two full days a week 
free. Call Martha Riley. 472-4171. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: gymnastics, 
tutoring, soccer, photography, any type 
of special programming. Call Boy's Club 
of Austin, 444-6369. 
FLOWER SELLERS needed Thursday, 
Friday afternoons, all day Saturday, 
Sunday. Freshest flowers, highest com­
mission. 476-3060, 453-1508, 453-2761. 
MAR RI ED GRADUATE student to work 
in small Ijquor store. 18 hours weekly. 
Northeast, 926-9065. 
TOAD HALL SALOON needs day 
waitress/waiter. Hours: 11:00 a.m. until 
2:00 p.m., Salary plus tips. Call Charles 
Petty at-476-5365. . 
FENCING TEACHER for two 
beginners. Jill Blakeney, 288-1245. ... 
FULL TIME POSITIONS now being 
taken at Hang-lt-On in Highland Mall. 
Apply Monday-Saturday from 10 a.m. - 9 
p.m. 
NEED PERSON for receptionist job, full 
time, work with photographic equip­
ment. Apply 901-C West 24th. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SKYDIVE! 
Austin Parachute Center 
For information Please call 
272-5711 anytime 
LEARN TO SAIL 
THIS SPRING VACATION 
Intensive course, April 1-5. Sailing 
everyday on 46 ft. sloop, overnight 
graduation cruise. ONLY S75/PERS0N. 
VIKING, Box 421, Port Aransas, Texas 
78373. 
512-749-5960 
CARPET CLEANING, maid service, 
party cleanup, you riame it - we do it. 
Quality work, home or business, at 
lowest prices. The Services Co. 453-0457. 
DO YOU NEED HELP in Spanish 
homework? Call 441-1337. 
WE MAKE PROFESSIONAL DEMO 
tapes on professional equipment. 441-
1550 or 472-1804. 
CAR REPAIR. Reasonable prices. I do 
house calls for S5 more. Also A.C. Mike, 
444-2403. 
CRAFTSMEN AUTOMOTIVE. Precl-
sion fine-tuning, quajlty service. 
Reasonable prices and near campus. 
Call Jim U. - Steven P. 472-4331. 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zunl Indian 
lewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478-
2079. 
S50 FOR 500 WORDS! about your in-
terests, plans, experiences. Ideas • on 
travel, iobs, living, etc. Get full Informa­
tion from Joe Fenton, G.P.O. Box 3055, 
New York, N.Y. 10001. 
GIVE ME your bid art supplies. 478-2079. 
2nd ANNUAL 8-HOUR Marathon apd 
Art Show. Stadium, April 7. 12 noon -
. -6:00.810 Exhibitor fee. Louis HffiWi Jr. 
<54-2501, 837-0395. 
TUTORING 


































The old folks fciddea 
I Their obituaries written 
convenient waiting places. 
This refrain from a poem 
entitled "Possible Ode to the 
Twentieth Century" describes 
a boosing situation for thfe 
elderly that the School of 
Architecture and the Geron­
tological Society will attempt 
to combat during a conference 
to be held 9 a.m. to 5 pun. Fri­
day in the Academic Center. 
; "This is a unique kindtof , 
con f e rence where 40 
authorities From law, educa^ 
tion, construction, govern- W 
mentv and so on, will famine 
four housing projects for the 
elderly already tniilt or under 
construction in Texas,Dr. v 
Ralph Spence, director of 
professional affairs for the-
School of Architecture said. 
Charles Tilley, project 
architect for the HebekahV 1 
Baines Johnson Center, plans 
"a side show and a report on 
the functions of the center." 
The Rebekah Baines Johnson 
Center is a 16-story highrise 
housing project for the elderly • 
on Waller Street. 
Looks 
ihf A-v ^ ** nay iUuaiiiian 
The Art Building has a built-in point of interest. ^ 
Citizen3* Panel 
JForsKVU 
Another housing piroject willf !:' By BILL DAWSON 
be presented by,William J.til Austin's ABC television af-
Martin, member of the- filiate, KVUE (channel24), is 
architectural firm of Wilson, 
Martin and Stoeltze, which 
has designed a ISO unit, eight-
story apartment complex ba­
the elderly. Construction on 
the complex is scheduled to. 
begin early this summer. 
The panel of participants 
evaluating the projects will: 
iiteludeCirarlesHsrriM, 
general manager of the 
LCRA; Robert Brooking, ex­
ecutive director of the Austin 
Housing Authority; Dr. John 
King, president of Huston-
Tillotson College; William 
Keenan,4&ecutive director of 
the Governor's Committee on 
Aging and Dr. John Zeisel, 
professor of sociology from 
Harvard University. , 
WANTED 
TENNIS HELP. Desire tennis lessons 
for self and spouse. Call 454-5294 after 5. 
planning to establish a perma­
nent citizen advisory board to 
monitor the station's 
programing. 
KVUE assistant to the 
president Bob Thompson ex­
plained the proposed body 
Thursday, contrasting it with 
"the very establishment-
oriented boards of. some 
members will be chosen from? 
more than 200 persons inter-
viewea oy me station. Thomp­
son illustrated the selection. ̂ 
process: "We have been talk- ~ interviews for the nine 
ing to many groups in the 
minority community, so we'll 
have proper black and chicano • 
representation." ?' 
The remaining two 
members will be randomly 
chosen from amdng those who 
stations around the c6unliy"^se^& card or letter to KVUE 
WANTED RESPONSIBLE PERSON to 
accompany smali chiid on flight to Tam­
pa, Fla. Expenses paid. 452-1285. 
12 UNMARKED COPIES of "Chemistry 
of Pestitides, Food 8> Drugs," by Lucy 
T, Pryde. Will pay $1 * 81.50. 454-1439 
nites. 
BUY, SELL: ail types glrley magazines, 
books, records, guitars, stereos, radios, 
. Jewelry, musical instruments. New 
buyer on duty. Aaron's, 320 Congress, 
downtown. 
which have a few local 
politicians and fatcats meet 
once a year for lunch." 
"KVUE president Tolbert 
Poster wants a real live public 
advisory board of about 11 
citizens to meet every four 
months and make suggestions 




which will review Texas 
station^ licenses later this 
year, requires that stations 
' 'seek out the advice of signif i-, 
cant grotrps in tfae com­
munity,"'he said. 
Thompson emphasized 
KVUE is making a strenuous 
attempt to insure a voice on 
the board to all segments of 
the Austin community. 
Nine of the projected 11 
expressing an interest in sit­
ting on the board. 
"This way, we will have had 
nothing to do with the choice 
of these two members," 
Thompson said. 
The station is running 
promotional spots featuring, 
among others, Darrell Royal, 
Danny Thomas and Mercedes 
McCambridge to urge in­
terested persons to apply for 
By JEFF FRANKS 
People walking by the HH 
Building rec«ntiy^ h*ve beeii 
steering clear of a lafge piece 
of steel sculpture that looks as 
%^if. the next breeze will topple it 
:over. 
However, the creator of the 
|§work, Jerry Hartung, 
year-old senior art mcijor, 
sists there is no danger of it 
falling over on anyone 
because it is too evenl£ 
balanced. M 
| The sculpture is in the shape 
|Of three large, inverted 
larrows and rests on the tips of 
the arrows, or a total area 
V%bout the size of three pencil 
erasers. It weighs 800 pounds 
j^and is made of 40 sections of 
: ;10- and 12-gauge ^teel welded 
^•together. It is reinforced-on 
the inside by angle irons and 
took Hartung three months to 
complete. 
Hartung said the sculpture 
cost him about $400 to build. 
| The idea for the sculpture 
"came out of other ideas and 
^pieces I've done," Hartung 
said Thursday. "I've been 
working on a series of pieces 
dealing with the ground plane; 
The concept behind this par* 
ticular one was to get the 
piece involved with the ground 
plane." . 
One of the main problems 
Hartung had to deal with 
while working on the piece 
was keeping the metal 
straight. "You have to be 
careful when you're working 
with sheet metal because it 
The advisory board, which warps easily. I had to tear off 
Thompson said will be the sections sometimes because 
first to Ws knowiedge in the °* m®tal warpage.'* Moving 
country "to "give ongoing con- the heavy sculpture into place 
& 
Planned 
the random drawing. 
^ That drawing is tentatively 
planned for the last part of 
April. Thompson said also the 
friends and Hartung's father^ 
golf cart trailer. • „ 
The sculpture has been 
sandblasted to remove inn 
perfections and to provide a 
grainy finish which will rust 
to a deep brown in £ few 
months. Once the desired 
color is attained, Hartung will 
oil or wax the sculpture once a 
year to stop any further 
rusting. ' fii-
Future plans for the sculjP 
ture, which is unnamed 
because Hartung says it is 
hard for him "to pin a title on 
a work," include trying to get 
the piece into some art shows 
around'the country. MI'U send 
some pictures out and if 
' someone wants to show it, Pll 
stick it on a trailer and haul it 
to them," Hartung said. *$$$'| 
Hartung may soon have l 
another sculpture outside the •"fe 
Art Building. "I've already 
got the plans drawn up for it. fiii 
It's a simple piece so it should 
be ready, .couple of. 
weeks." /*!| 
There's one small hitch, 
though. "I have to talk to 
Ralph White (acting dean' of 
the art department) and see if 
I can get permission to drill 
some small holes in the 
sidewalk. This next one will 
have to be anchoredi". Har̂ , 4sV 
tung said. ' 
selected positions are hot 
finished. "We want to look at 
people with whom we might 
not come in contact through 
our selection process.''" : 
sultation," will probably 
begin operation May 1. 
Thompson said, however, in­
terviewing of prospective 
members has already 
affected programing. 
:T'We will haVe two 30-
minute programs April 3 and 4 
on the school board election 
and the crisis in the schools," 
' he said. 
Creek Selected 
As Power Plant 
NOW LEASING 
PLEASANT VALLEY 
1300 SPRING VALLEY ROAD 
(RIGHT NEXT TO AQUARIUS THEATER) 




AIL BILLS PAID 
442-3667 
Cedar Creek, southeast of Austin, was chosen Thursday as 
the site for a new .coal-fired power pUint to be shared by . 
Austin and the Lower Colorado River Authority. 
The site, in Fayette County, 18 miles from Columbus and 7 . 
miles from La Grange, was selected in a joint meeting of the 
City Council and the LCRA. > ' - ; 
Meeting in executive session with representatives of 
Bechtol Power Corp., which is engineering the site, "seven 
possible location sites were discussed in order of Bechtol's 
recommendation," Mayor Roy Butler said. 
The City Council and the LCRA then voted in open session 
to adopt Bechtol's No. 1 site. 
was another problem finally 
solved with the help of 10 loyal 
Student Rioting 
Good for Mind? 
By Zodiac News Service 
Student rioting may be 
beneficial for mental health — 
at least the mental health of 
students. . ' 
^ Psychiatrist Dr. P.K. 
• Munter, the director of health 
services at Harvard, says that 
the number of student visits to 
psychiatrists dropped 
noticeably during the campus 
activist years of the 1960s. 
However, now that student 
activism has declined, says 
the Doctor, the student need 
for psychiatric services 





A $50,000 damage suit waif 
filed in 128th District Court 
Wednesday against the 
University by a San Antonio 
man as a result of an arrest by 
campus police last October. 
• William James Lloyd' 
claims he received serious 
^bodily injuries when he was 
arrested by campus police on 
suspicion of driving while in­
toxicated, Dist. Clerk Robert 
Eller said Thursday. *» •» -
Lloyd alleges in his petition 
that he received arm, back 
and other injuries when he fell 
front a moving University 
police car, Eller said. 
Lloyd cited negligence in 
the defendant's failure to 
secure the vehicle, negligent 
driving by the police officer 
and failure to lock the vehicle 
door, in his petition. 
Eller said no date had yet 
been set for the. trial. 
. % *• P* 













MARK III $9995 
DAWES GALAXY 
WITH "531" STRAIGHT GAUGE FRAME 
AUSTIN CYCLE CENTER 
4*5*08 BURNET RDM wgm 
•  TUES.-SAT. 9-6:30 • •  













CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER BLANK 
|Unclassifieds I 
mSTRONOMV, PHYSICS, MATH tutof-
Irtfl. Gxptrltncad tutor with 



































Diamonds in Colors - Collectors Gems 
A VERY SPECIAL COLLECTION 
OF NATURAL COLORED DIAMONDS 
1/5 ^ARAT LIGHT BLUE - ROUND 
1/5 CARAT PINK - PEAR SHAPE 
1/2 CARAT PINK - PEA* SHAPE 
7/8 CARAT CANARY - ROUND 
1 CARAT CANARY - ROUND 
1 CARAT GREENGOLD - ROUND 
11/4 CARAT CANARY - ROUND 
COLORED DIAMONDS OPEN NEW 
HORIZONS IN DESIGN AND FASHION 
CHARLES 
2518 Guadalupe 476-6552 
Customer parking at back door on San Antonio v 
'^Flexible Payment Plan# Available-

































CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
—— WRITE YOUR AD HERE 
WBM 
I J"v * *. i u 4 * A. ir *• f t 1  
^Use this handy chart to quic 
'.••• m i at cost. 
WM5^ (15 ;*or«* 
kly arrive 
^ i. . 
Words 
Tiimps 







Costpcrwonl 10 it 35 40 1.20 
is 130 2.70 5.25 9.00 11.00 
H M0 2.M S.M 9.40 19.20 
17 1.70 3.06 5.95 10.20 20.40 
IS 140 3.24 4.30 10.00 21.40 
If 1,90 3.42 4.45 11.40 22.80 
Amount Enclosed 
Number of Days 
Mail to:t Ws . 
p -«<%* , 
DAILY TEXAN CLASSIFIEDS 
P.O. BOX D - UT STATION 
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Spinouts lose precious seconds for drivers. ffifMS M.~> ft;-- „ 
The top motocross riders in tbe nation gathered in the 
; Houston Astrodome last weekend to compete for $48,000 in prize > • 
money, plus a $10,000 point fund to beshared by the top 10 series 
finalists, in the Yamaha International Motocross Cham­
pionships. 
The event was the first to be held on an indoor track'. 
Motocross motorcycle racing is a fast, difficult and tremen­
dously rough physical activity in which riders race against the 
clock rather than against each other. It is a fascinating form of 
motor racing over ramps, sand traps, mud traps, jumps and a 
variety of obstacles. 
To construct the 2,522-foot 
course took 14 men a fall . 
" seven days. The materials 
- - • used consisted of 1,500 cubic 
yards of dirt, 300 cubic yards 
of sand, 10 tons of precast con­
crete and 1,000 bales of hay. 
J i m  P o m e r o y  f r o m  
Yakima, Wash., won his se­
cond straight race in the 250cc 
category Saturday night. 
P o m e r o y -  a l s o  c a p p e d  ;  
Friday's opening race with a 
checkered flag victory before 
25.000 fans. ; > 
The Astrodome motocross 
event was Part II of a "super 
series'^ which began with 
DaytoniTMotoeross on March 
9. This unique series features 
the top competitors jroT the 
U n i t e d  S t a t e s  a g a i n s t  a  
number of international rac­
ing stars in both the open class 
and 250cc classes on a track. . 
Ŝ Ki'Wm 
" ̂  y- it k 
'1 
6 6  C" v" >""• '' " • • - • -ik,v 
built especially to put the best 
to the test. Hard falls also can put a bike and rider out of commission. 
PCViO> 
m 
Riders hurdle 'Whoop-d^dooi/ a series of bumps. 
— pg|^' 
Competitors line up for the start of the race. SiPtpL,.. 
S>'" * , •£ 
W-
When the restraints from the 12<Moot-long starting gate drops, the riders surge forward. 
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